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In Our 97th year

Miss Lee Ann Boone
Miss Spring Of 1976
The Murray Ledger & Times is pleased to present "Miss
Spring of 1976," Miss Lee Ann Boone. Miss Boone, the
daughter of 0. B. Boone, Jr., is an TB-year-old senior at
Murray High School.
At Murray High, she is active in Tri-Alpha,v1lht( Student
3n Cit-eaming placement on
-ouncil, and has-the-4110'n tc11the school's honor roll.
Turn to the special "Miss Spring" section of today's Murray
Ledger & Times and let Lee Ann take you on a guided shopping tour to see what local merchants have to offer for
spring shoppers.

"Apparently the committees and
department chairmen are doing a real
good job in watching the city
budget," Councilman Melvin Henley
said last night as he presented a
quarterly report on the financial status
of the city to the Murray Common
Council.
The report came during a regular
meeting of the council during which a
variety of topics of city business were
discussed.
Henley reported that during January,
February and March of this year the
city had taken in a total of $311,281 and'
expenses had amounted to $286,290. The
councihhan pointed out that $80,000 of
the receipts was a loan to the general
fund from the revenue sharing fund and
predicted that the loan, with interest,
would be paid back in the near future
after the city begins to receive tax
revenues.
Judge's Audit
The council accepted the two audit
reports of the account,of City Judge
Stephen C. Sanders -which was
presented by Thomas E. Shirley, CPA.
Shirley presented one report for the
year ending Dec. 31, 1975 and a second
report for the period from Jan. 1, 1976
through Feb. 12, 1976. The auditor
explained that the second audit was
conducted in an effort to determine if
new bookkeeping procedures instituted
In the judge's account were adequate.
In October of 1975 Shirley had audited
the account and the report at that time
revealed a shortage of $1,375 in the city
judge's bond account.
Sanders reported last night that a
thorough investigation of the missing
funds had been conducted and said
"Based on information received during
7 the investigation I cannot substantiate
charges tientrist
In his report, Shirley said, (-'My
examination of the systems of recording and internal control confirms that
most of the recommendations for
tot improvement previously suggested
have been installed. The aforementioned systems are, in my opinion, now
adequate under the circumstances

Marshall County Students Win
Honors At FBLA Conference
Dana Dawes and Mack Bushart of
Marshall County High School won Miss
FBLA and Mr. FBLA honors to lead
their school tc an impressive showing in
the Region One Leadership Conference
of the Future Business Leaders of
America ( FBLA ( at Murray State
University Thursday.
Marshall County took first place in
seven of the 23 chapter and individual
contests as more than 600 high school
students from 22 FBLA chapters in
West Kentucky participated in the fifth
annual conference.
The top three finishers in each
category were recognized at an awards
dinner at the conclusion of the activities. They will compete against
winners from four other regions at the
state FBLA Leadership Conference to
be held in Louisville, April 22-23-24.
State winners will advance to the

national conference in Washington, D.
C., ins.June.
Carlisle County High School finished
the regional competition with four first
place winners, while Heath High School
had three. The Mayfield-Graves County
Area Vocational Center, Calloway
County High School, and Paducah
Tilghman High School each had two
first place winners, while Ballard
Memorial High School, West Hopkins
High School, and the Murray Area
Vocational Center each had one first
place winner.
A new slate of regional officers was
elected and installed during the conference. They are: Sharon Sargent,
Fulton County Area Vocational Center,
vice-president; Debbie Wilson, Marshall County, secretary; Mike
Crawford, Madisonville-North Hopkins
High School, treasurer; Vanessa Stone,

OGNITION — Five of the students from
CALLOWAY (OUNTY
Calloway County High School who earned the right during the Future
Business leaders of America (fill A) First Region leadership Conference at
Murray State University to compete in the state conference April 22-23-24
are shown following the awards dinner Thursday evening, They are:(left to
right, seated) Gena(leaver, third 'place spelling and Teesa Erwin, first
place, scrapbook; and (standing) Stanley Anderson, third place, chapter
membership: and Kevin Bowen and Randy Hutchens. members of the third
place business math team. Kathy Calhoun, another member of that team,
and Jo Uri!: N.:Kw/yawl, who won first i4lace fere talent were not precent for
the picture. The (hapter also won first plac e for its bulletin board project.

Murray Vocational, reporter; and Tom
Wilson, Carlisle County, parliamentarian.
Patti Pace of Reidland High Scbool
was second and Leese Mason of
Carlisle County was third in the Miss
FBLA competition, and Terry Reeves
of Fulton County was second and
Phillip Lynn of MadisonvIlle-North
Hopkins was third in the Mr. FBLA
competition.
See MLA,Page 14j

Clear and Mild
Clear and mild today with highs in the
upper 50s. Chance of frost tonight.
Clear skies and lows in the low to mid
30s. Partly cloudy and mild Saturday
with highs in the low to mid 60s. Mild
with chance of showers Sunday.

subject only to the limited number of
staff."
Hospital By-Laws
The council took no action on changes
in the
the Murray-C,alloway
C
byla
Howsspifta
orl The new bylaws,

proposed by the hospital board
following a study by a board committee, incorporate several changes
from the old bylaws which were
adopted in 1962.
Several changes in the proposed
xisi.T.'n IVIM'

bylaws were suggested by the council
members who requested that the
hospital board incorporate the
suggestions into the bylaws and
resubmit the proposal to the council at
i See Council,Page 14)
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NEW SUPERINTENDENT — Dr. lack Rose,
d and Lubie Parrish; current superinCounty School System today. From left are Board members Bill Stubblefiel
man loe Dyer, and Board Member
Vice-chair
Rose;
Dr.
Miller
tendent William B. Millen Board Chairman Ferrell
Staff Photo bv David Hill
Walter Byers.

Dr. Jack Rose has been named ta
William B. Miller as
succeed
superintendent of the Calloway County
Sch..01 System, it was announced today.
Rose's appointment came after
Miller's resignation earlier' this year.
Dr. Rose was chosen from a field of 25
candidates described as "all top men,''
in a news conference this morning.
The new superintendent will take
office officially on July 1, according to
Ferrell Miller, board chairman. Dr.
Rose will begin work in observation
sometime next month.

_louse= ',Mere we sire,77, in the school
system, and "will not change for
change's sake alone."
Dr. Rose and his wife, Janice, have
one son, age four. Mrs. Rose has taught
in several public schools, including
Owensboro, Graves County, Calloway
County, and Indiana. The ROse's live at
1512 Oxford.
The 32-year old Rose succeeds
William B. Miller, who has been with
the Calloway County School System for
30 years. He has been superintendent
for seven years, assistant superintendent for three years, Principal of

Wats Sokwarat toe aka
Canesway
years, principal at Almo High School
for 13 years, and principal at Kirksey
High School for one year. He also
served as principal at Golden Pond for
one year.
Miller said this morning that it should
be made perfectly clear that Dr. Rose
Will be superintendent July 1. Miller
said he will remain with the system for
about a year in an advisory capacity
only, and that he will work to support
Rose in every way possible. "I ask the
entire county to support Dr. Rose in
every way," Miller said this morning.
s

Rose is currently employed as
associate professor of education at
Murray State University. He has been
with the university for eight years;
received his B. S. degree in 1965 and
Master's in 1967 from Murray State,
and his doctorate in secondary
education school administration from
Indiana in 1971, Public school experience includes Greenville High
School, Paducah Tilghman, and
Murray University School. Fie was also
assistant principal at Murray
University School from 1968-1970.
-1 am extremely happy," Rose said
this morning of his appointment. "I am
enthusiastic about the position, and my
efforts will be to provide the best
possible education for the children of
Calloway County."
Rose said he will have to "take time

am immo

'

'
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General Wilbur R.
DEPUTY ADJUTANT GENERAL — Deputy Adjutant
R.O.T.C. open
the
Army
observe
to
Thursday
Murray
in
was
Buntin, Jr.
R.O.T.C.
University
State
Murray
house and the cadet training at the
ApWalter
Publisher
Times
and
Ledger
Murray
are
Detachment. With him
of
Division
Armor
123rd
Btln.
1st
person, Capt. Bruce Thomas, 5-3 officer,
viceAcademic
Read,
William
Dr.
Paducah;
in
Guard
the Kentucky National
Professor of.Military
president at Murray State; and Colonel John Prichard,
Staff Photo by David Hill
Science at MSU.

FBLA AWARD WINNERS—Panc( o'ints from the Murray Area Vocational
Center who qualified for competition at the state level in the future
Business Leaders of America(MA)first Region Leadership Conference at
Murray State University Thursday are shown following the awards dinner.
They are: (left to right, seated) Candace Ramsey, third place, serapboolc
Sharon Wyatt, first place, state protect; Vanessa Stone, second place, actisities report, and regional rephder and Melody Travis, third place, junior
stenographer and (standing) Keith Tabers, second place, exhibit: Carla
Ramoy, third pface, bulletin twat* nebbie Brooks, second place, penmanship; and Melissa Schroader, third place, bulletin board. More than 600
d
high school students from 22 FBI.4 chapters in West Kentucky participate
in 23 individual and chapter events. with First, second, and thivi place
-TouisOlel-pnl 22'in
-finishers eligible to (oryineie in 'Re state confere4ce
23-24.

The Calloway County Fiscal Court
met in regtriar session 'Thursday, wiring
on several items of business before the
magistrates.
Squire Ralph Bogard was authorized
to purchase a turner pull, or pan, a
piece of earth-moving equipment for
roadbuilding, at a cost not to exceed
$15,000. The equipment will be used to
upgrade the county's fleet of roadbuilding equipment.
A committee was appointed to meet
with representatives of the city to
formulate rules and regulations for the
operation of the dog pound.
A contract was entered into by the
county and TVA for the county to
douhTe;eal a road leading into the
Thoroughbred Publit Use Area on
K entutty lake, operated,4TY
squires also approved the second
amendment to the budget, which

transferred $146,000 from the general
fund to Several accounts, With the
bulk going into the road fund.
A discussion was also held on floor
plans for the proposed county garage.
County Court Clerk Marvin Harris'
budget for his office was ,increased by
the court from ¶35.000 to ri5,900
tolaciewasta;
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Observe Anniversary
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MORTON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Morton of Murray Route One
are the parents of a baby girl,
Megan Kristi, weighing seven
pounds nine ounces, born on
Monday, March 22, at 9:34
p.m, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is self employed as. a car dealer and
employed with Housden and
Morton used Cars.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Mickie Morton of Murray
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Paul M. Wilson of Houston,
Texas, and Murray. Great
grandparents are Mrs. Ruby
Housden of Murray Route
One, Mrs. Paul Morton of
Lynn Grove, Mr. and Mrs.
Cruthrie Grogan of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Tosco
Wilson of Hazel. A great great
grandmother is Mrs. John
Clark of Hazel.
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600 Suits
Sizes 34 to 54
Reg. to S125 00

Now S39.95
to $65.00

800
Sportcoats
Sizes 35 to 54

Reg. to S90.00

Now S35.00
or
2 for S69.95

1200 Slacks
Sizes 28 to SO

Reg. to 535.00

Now
S9.95 to $17.50
Buy 3 Get

One Free
Faded Glory

Male Jeans
Dealers
Welcome

Clark
Clothing
1100 No. 13th
Paducah, Ky.

sugar screening
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens line up to take the blood
Department.
Health
County
Calloway
the
by
conducted
clink
test for chabetes at the
to right, inleft
pictured,
Citizens
Fifty senior citizens were tested at the clinic. Senior
lovins, Erma
Guy
totins,
Annie
Sharpe,
Hildreid
Miller,
dude Lottie Browden, Lilhe
Lovett, Nola Chrisrnan, and Thelma Parker.

North Fork News

By Mrs. R. D. Key
March 22, 1976
Mrs. Ovie Wilson, Mrs.
Myrtice Nance, Mrs. R. D.
Key, Mrs. Bertie Jenkins,
Mrs. Larue Orr, and Mrs.
Linda Orr and son, Bryan,
spent last Thursday with Mrs.
Ella Morris and Mrs. Jessie
Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Bonin Jones
and Mr. and Kra. Vernon
Nance were supper guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burkeen
Tuesday night in honor of their
son, Graves, on his 21st birthday.
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
were diruier guests of the R. D.
Keys Sunday.
Robert Ellis visited Mitch
Sykes Sunday.
Mrs.'Myrtice Nance and
Mrs. Holice Grooms visited
Arlin Paschall Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hildred
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. L. W.
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Ladle
MaIray and family, and Mr.
and Mrs. Max Paschall and
children were dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus
Paschall last Sunday in honor
of their son, Max,on his birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. _ Gaylon
Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
H. Morris, Michaelle and
Mary Grace, visited Mrs. Ella
Morris Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr,
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins,s
and Mr. and Mrs. Cooper
Jones visited Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Fletcher
visited Ruben Fletchers'
Sunday night.
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
visited Mr. and Mrs. Sam Lee
Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Orr,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wrather,
Mrs. Less Jones of Murray,
Ancil Wicker, and Scott
Whoslow visited Mrs. Holice
Grooms Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Enloe
Tarkington visited Mr. and
Mrs. Nathanial Orr Saturday
night.
Vernon Nance visited his
mother, Mrs. Myrtice Nance,
Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins and
Mrs. R. D. Key spent last
Tuesday with Mrs. Ella
Morris while Mrs. Jessie
Paschall and Mrs. Larue Orr
went with Bro. and Mrs. Glenn
Orr to move.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and son, Mitch, were supper
guests of Bro. and Mrs. Jerry
Lee.
Coy
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Kuykendall visited Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Olive Sunday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key
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"Crime Prevention" Discussed
At South Pleasant Grove Meet

By Abigail Van Buren
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Mr. and Mrs. Otis Wilson of Stella, Murray Route One, will
observe their 35th wedding anniyprsary on Monday, April 12.
No formal celebration is planned due to illness, but they will be
home for their friends to visit with them.
The couple was married April 12, 1941, in Detroit, Mich.,
with Tank and Jessie Orr as their attendants. Mrs. Wilson was
former Mrs. Susie Miller Hall, daushter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. George Miller of Harris Grove. Mr. Wilson, son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Wilson of Coldwater, is a retired farmer
and stock trader and a member of the West Fork Baptist Church. Mrs. Wilson is a member of the Beech Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
They have one son, Ted Ray Wilson of Ferguson, Mo.; two
daughters, Mrs. Cody (Estelle) Adams of Farmington Route
One and Mrs. Joe(Lame)Sledd of Murray Route One; eleven
grandchildren; three great grandchildren.

Neves Syn• Ins

DEAR ABBY: I feel just terrible. A friend of ours
brought a young woman over for us to meet.(His wife died
about a year ago.)
She was very loud, talkative and bossy, which was
disappointing to us because we knew his first wife, who was
a real lady.
The following day, the man came over alone and asked us
what we thought of his lady friend. We told him the truth.
Well, you guessed it. They are being married, and we are
not invited to the reception!
Were we wrong in being honest? My husband thinks we
were.
CAN'T LIE

The South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club held its
March meeting at one p.m. at'
the home of Mrs. Jackie
the
with
Butterworth
president, Mrs. Garland
Hutson, presiding.
Mrs. Ann Kelly Dodson and
Dan Patterson gave an informative talk on "Crime

Prevention."
The roll call was by ti).
secretary, Mrs. Raymond
Story, with each member
answering by giving what she
looked forward to most about
spring. The devotion was b)
Mrs. Viola McReynolds.
Plans were made for
several members to take the
County Homemakers Trip to
Holly Springs, Miss., on April
23.
Mrs. Jack Brown, clothing
chairman, gave a report on
spring styles. "Property
Rights" was discussed by
Mrs. Ellis Ross Paschall and
Mrs. Milford Orr.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Butterworth to
fourteen members. Those
present, not previously'
mentioned: were Mrs. Clifton
Jones, Mrs. Preston Brandon,
Mrs. Bob Orr, Mrs. Ronnie
Jackson, Mrs. Nina Craig,
Mrs. Billy Rex Paschall, Mrs.
Gerald Paschall, and Mrs
Bob Washer, the latter a new
member.
The next meeting will be
held Wednesday, April 14, at
one p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Preston Brandon.

Activities To Be
spent Thursday with Bro. and
Mrs. Jerry Lee. They all
At Country Club
visited Bro. and Mrs. Glynn
DEAR CAN'T: Honesty is always the best policy, but
Orr of Sedalia that afternoon.
you should know that no man %ants an honest opinion of a
The women of the Murray
horse after he's bought it.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Olive
Country Club will have their
Frances Drake
visited Mr. ad Mrs. Coy
DEAR ABBY: We've been married for two years, and for ladies day luncheon on
Kuykendall Monday'.
FOR SATURDAY,
the last 18 months we've had in-law trouble. We are both
Wednesday, April 14, at noon
Mrs. Myrtice Nance and
APRIL 10, 1970
employed, have no children and live 250 miles from our with Mrs. Ed Carroll as
son, Vernon Nance, visited
familes.
chairman of the hostesses.
Look in the section in which
Ancil Wicker Sunday afThe problem started when my husband's parents, who are
Reservations should be
your birthday comes and find
ternoon.
retired, invited themselves to our home for a three-day
is,
your
what
outlook
according
by Monday noon with
made
Morris
Mrs.
Mr. and
s sweekend. That particular weekend, we -have invited my
to the stars!'" •
Mrs. Carroll.
Jenkins and Mr. and Mrs.
brother and his wife, who were flying 700 miles to be with
are
hostesses
Other
Gaylon Morris visited Mrs. ARIES
us. After I very courteously told my mother-in-law that our
Mesdames Clegg Austin, Jack
guest room was spoken for, the cork blew!
Ella Morris Sunday afternoon.
Mar 21 to Apr. 20) gri4
Belote, Exie Hill, 4. D. Miller,
My in-laws have now accused us of rejecting them and
Better-than-average inMr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
have as much as said that our door should always be open to Charles Baker; James Green,
and daughter, and Mr. and fluences, but do not rest on your
them at all times—regardless.
Charles Horn,a, Mary Jane
Mrs. Maburn Key visited Mr. laurels. The past is past; now
you must build for the future. A
(mother, father and sister) are Jackson, Harold McReynolds,
family
husband's
my
Now
in
Young
and Mrs. Ralph
good day for making important
very hostile toward me and believe that I alone am to blame, Sandy Outland, L. K. Pinkley,
Covington, Tenn., Sunday.
decisions.
even though my hasband agrees with me and has told them
R. L. Ward,and Ed West.
March 29, 1976
TAURUS
an.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
Apr. 21 to May 21) ki‘W
Several persons from here
difficult
it
find
but
in-laws
my
with
friendly
I want to be
with Mrs. John Farrell
a.m.
You may have moments of
not
for
attended the revival g Oak
or
weekend
to apologize for not welcoming them that
and Mrs. Buddy Spann as coGrove Baptist Church'this depression. Don't try to cover
having an open-door policy at all times.
them up with an "act." Banish
chairwomen.
What do you recommend?
week where Bro. Jerry_ Lee them completely by getting -out
The Tennis Kickoff party
PERPLEXED
was the evangelist. Among and doings things which
will be held at ten a.m. in the
them were Bro. James stimulate your mind.
DEAR PERPLEXED: No one is expected to have an Green Room at the club. All
Phelps, Mr. and Mrs. R. D.- GEMINI
-for guests to visit whenever they feel ladies of the club interestedin
'opon-door"1-policy
to June 21 /619Keys- -Mrs. °vie
Like it. Your in-laws should have understood. And if they playing tennis are urged to If you are a heavy uaallrot
Don't let a prevalent spirit of
and Mrs. Morris Jenkins and
had their heart set on that weekend, they could base opted attend to organize groups and cold cuts, it pays to slice your
restlessness and nervous
son, Kenny, Mrs. Jessie energy lead you into erratic
own. It's cheaper that way.
for a motel.
times.
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn behavior. You could land in
I say, forget it. If they can't see your point, they don't
Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Maburn “hot water."
want to.
Key, Mrs. Myrtice Nance, Mr. CANCER
e(s)23)
DEAR ABBY: Believe it or not, this letter is coming
and Mrs. Hollin Jones, Mr. (June 22 to July
Favorable lunar inThences
from a man who is in Hawaii on his honeymoon!
and Mrs. Vergil Paschall,
. ninCii()//a/
FathiOnabie
OW promise increasing gains.
Right now my bride is busy writing thank-you notes for
Bertie Jenkins, and Mrs. flow
But some minor situaticns may
I
do
to
else
nothing
have
I
since
s'ci
presents,
wedding
our
Warren Sykes.
have to be ironed out before you
thought I'd write to you and.ask you what you think of this
Bro. Jerry Lee will be in a go ahead with long-range plans.
_
,
Cr5
situation.
revival at Shelbyville, Term., LEO
makes any difference, I am 24 and she is 22. I
it
If
April 5-10 instead of in March (July 24 to Aug. 23i
wouldn't complain if she took off an hour or two to write
Morning hours may be
as stated in my last news.
those notes, but it seems that she is devoting more time to
but
on
side
dull
the
somewhat
Mrs. Lee will go with hirn.
that than to anything else.
up
noon;
momentum picks after
Mrs. Lela Wilson, Mrs. should lead to bright prospects
When our friends get thank-you notes from a bride who is
Jennie Sykes,and Mary Grace
on her honeymoon, don't you think they'll suspect
both business-wise and socially.
Key vutGo
Morris visited Mrs. R. D.
something is wrong with her?
BORED ON.MY HONEYMOON
Friday afternoon.
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) iff)LL
now
could
Rumors
circulating
Sykes
Tony
Mrs.
Mr. and
Smartly sty led key rings
if
DEAR BORED: No. They urtight suspect something is
visited Mr. and Mrs. Lanoice undermine your confidence
.
you let them. Use that optimism
with you.
wrong
the perfect gift roc any
Harrington over the weekend. and good judgment of yours and
Occasion.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
Mrs. Tom Wilson and Mrs. ignore them.
reply. write to ABBY Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
From $2"
1145. 5111
Hinda Wilson visited Mrs. LIBRA
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
the
Henry (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Cordia Monis in
Some good news or friend::,
County Hosptial Saturday.
Mrs. Morris suffered a heart cooperation should aid you
perfecting long-range plan,
attack
Study all new trends, developMr. and Mrs. Tommy ments.
Veasey visited Mr. and Mrs. SCORPIO
Sam Mann in Nashville, (Oct. 24 to Nov 22) Meet"
Here is a spot for you to
Tenn., over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr outpoint those who are careless
and son, Terry, visited Mrs. or who do not reckon with
Bertie Jenkins Sunday.
contingencies. A great day in
Mrs. Carlene Paschall which to display your ingenuity.
visited Mrs. Ella Morris SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) AIN.
Tuesday afternoon.
Mixed influences. Special
Orr
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn
care needed in experiand children, Ricky and mentation. hastily contrived
Bryan, from Sedalia visited messages and writings; also
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr of travel.
CAPRICORN
Puryear Saturday night.
V
R. D. Key was in Memphis. Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Don't overplay your hand, but
Tenn., Tuesday, March 23, for stay in there pitching with the
In a hilarious run for
a checkup on his eye. He got a best of them. The right balance_
o) the money.'
good. report and will be and careful decisions can bring
checked by Dr. Morgan in top results soon.
AQUARIUS
Paris, Tenn., later.
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee 1Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
A pleasant surprise indicated
spent Tuesday with Mrs. R. D. — possibly the settlement of a
Key.
long-standing obligation. ArBro. and Mrs. Warren tistic pursuits and roman
Sykes and the youth of Central especially favored now.
Baptist Church attended the PISCES
XC'
evangelism conference in ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Planetary
influences
Nashville, Tenn., Friday and stimulate inspirational ideas
Saturday.
intuition, inventiveness. CapiPSRA11901119 Plat se,
Mrs. Myrtle Vandyke and talize on your talents — even
• gowl /WI Tor
Mrs. lame Orr spent Friday latent ones.
with Mrs. Ella Morris and
FRANCO
YOU BORN TODAY are a
Mrs. Jessie Paschall.
ZEFFIIT.LI
individua1
highly
.talented
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Blakely endowed with a great sen
from West Fork Church att- responsibility and couragi
ROIVIE0
ended church at Oak Grove is outstanding. You are exThursday night.
tremely ambitious but, in the
(jULIET
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Majour pursuit of your goals, must curb
,
and children of Georgia have tendencies toward overaggressiveness and excessive
First Feature Re eated Fri. & Sat. Nites
been visiting with Mr. and .aohibility. You MUST
train
Mrs. Jim Nance of Puryear.
yourself to think before
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes speaking and to be more
visited Mr. and Mrs. Bob Ellis diplomatidwhen you DO speak
Your impulses are humaniSunday night.
Now Open
Mrs. Lillian Ross Was ad- tarian and you're liable to take
more than one "cause': in
Nitely
Late Show Fri., Sat. 11:40
mitted to Henry County up
your life but be sure that your
Hospital Sunday from the zeal is not misdirected. Here
Orgy American Style
Open 6:45
Crestview Nursing Home. •
again, your impulsiveness plays
71.15
-1K or Older Only Pori
tewssr
iri•
- NTICt - MT'S:
1vIcts
,
1
a-strang•nart:
Kuykendall were dinner you could excel: literature,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie education, art, statesmanship
and the law
Olive on Sunday.

4124--icz
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To Be Married

) To
iry

Friday, April 9
Hazel Lodge No. 831 F&AM
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.

ute One, will
lay, April 12
t they will be

troit, Mich.,
Wilson was
Late Mr. and
on of the late
tired farmer
3aptist Ch ur Cumberland

xi, Mo.; two
ington Route
, One; eleven

tissed
a Meet

was by tho
's. Raymond
ach member
wing what sht
to most about
votion was Itn
eynolds.
made for
rs to take the
takers Trip to
Aiss., on April

•own, clothing
e a report on
. "Property.
discussed by
Paschall and
r.
; were served
tterworth to
ibers. Those
previously
e Mrs. Clifton
ston Brandon,
Mrs. Ronnie
Nina Craig,
Paschall, Mrs.
ill, and Mrs.
le latter a new

Miss Susan Elizabeth Moody
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Moody, of 715 Gookunan Street,
Murray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their oldest daughter, Susan Elizabeth, to Ricky Lynn
Bowerman, son of Mrs. Katherine Bowerman and the late C.
T. Bowerman of Benton Route One.
Grandparents of the groom-elect are Mr. and Mrs. Brady
McKendree of Benton Route One. Mrs. Gladys Burgess of 502
North Fifth Street, Murray, is the grandmother of the brideelect.
Miss Moody is a graduate of Murray High School and
received her Bachelor of Science degree from Murray State
University. She is presently employed in the Auditing Depart.
•
_.
ment of the Bank of Murray.
Mr. Bowerman is a graduate of South Marshall High School.
He is:presently employed in the Shipping Department at
Fisher-Price Toys.
An August wedding is being Planned.

•

eting will be
y, April 14, at
home of Mrs.
n.

Mrs. Gordon Moody
Honored By Women

Saturday, AprU 10

Symposnui:
Bicentennial
with outdoor luncheon in
campus quadrangle area at
12:30 p. m. and talk by U. S.
George McGovern at
Senator
Variety program will 'be
presented by Senior Citizens 1:30 p. m.
at the Ellis Center at seven p.
Sunday, April 11
m. .No admission just
Little Miss
Kentucky
donations.
Pageant will be at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU, at one p.
Friday, April 9
m., sponsored by Tau Phi
American Legion Post No.
at
meet
will
Lambda Sorority.
Auxiliary
and
73
the Legion Hall at seven p.m.
Recital by Paul Foster,
N. Y., tuba, and
Greenwich,
Friday, April 9
Steven Tarrants, Henderson,
Exhibits by Ada Morgan,
composition, will be at twa p.
Fort Knox, weaving and
m. at Recital Hall, Fine Arts
textiles, Mary Hardshy,
Annex, MSU.
Springfield, Ill., 3-D design,
and Jill Mehan, Louisville,
Fifth annual Kentucky
Ceramics, open at Clara M.
Justice Conference
Criminal
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
will open at Murray State
Center, MSU, and run through
University with Dr. Frank
April 21.
Kodman and Rdbert L.
Whitten, codirectors, and
Annual Student Art Show
continue through April 14.
opens today and runs through
April 30 at Clara M. Eagle
Sunday, April 11
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce King
MSU.
will be honored at a reception
Saturday, April 10
for their 50th anniversary at ,
Spring meeting of Jefferson the home of Dr. and Mrs,
Davis District UDC will be at James T. Thompson, 1706
Farmers Bank, Princeton, at Plainview, from two to four p.
m. No gifts please.
eleven a.m.
NOW Rummage Sale will be
at South 18th and Magnolia.
Willing Workers Club will
sponsor a fish and sandwich
meal at the Hazel Community
Center with serving to start at
ten a.m.
Murray Brarith of the
AAUW will have a breakfast
at the Holiday Inn at 8:30 a.m.
East
by
sale
Attic
Elementary PTC will be at
school, rain or shine; starting
at eight a. m.

the Niorr,, •
I • de.,

heavy lair 'of
ys to slice your
or that way.

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Friendship Night will be
observed by Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 OES at the
Masonic Hall at 6:30 p. m. A
potluck supper will be served.

Gamma Xi Chapter of Alpha
Gamma Delta will have its
International Reunion Day at
Mrs. Gordon Moody was speaker and spoke on Israel Swarm Hall Chapter Room
honored for her outstanding showing slides of the many starting at nine a. m.
work in the church in a churches and shrines he
Saturday, April 10
resolution presented by Mrs. visited in the country. He said
Jack Bailey of the Bessie of the cities he visited,
Murray State women's
Tucker Circle of the First Nazareth had the largest annual invitatidnal track meet
United Methodist Women at proportion of Christians.
at Stewart Stadium from nine
the general meeting of the
Mrs. Buron Jeffrey in- a. m. to three p. m.
UMW held at the Hale Chapel. troduced Dr. Fisher. Mrs.
A standing ovation was Milton Jones, president,
Kentucky Conference of
given Mrs. Moody by the presided. The fall bazaar was Political Scientists will meet
. women. She has served in all discussed. The women voted at Faculty Hall, MSU, from
: phases of church work and is that the bazaar proceeds be ten a.m. to noon.
well known for her decorating given in varying amounts to
!ability, her floral ability, and Lakeland Parrish, Reelfoot
Open dance by Delta Sigma
her cooking ability.
Rural Ministry, the Doris Theta will be at Waterfield
Dr. James Fisher, Sr., Gorrell- fund, World Hunger, Student Union Building from
:pastor of the church, was the and local needs.
eight p.m. to two a. m.

Daphene Mowery, right, nurse at the Calloway County Health Department, along with Joan Harmon, area
nutritionist, conducted a clinic on 'Diabetes and Nutrition" for the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens. Standing right are Shirley Kline and Mary Hogan, MSU students who are working with the Senior Citizens. Senior Citizens
pictured are Hildred Sharpe, Lillie Miller, Daisy Wickoff, Ruth Shaffer, Ernesten Skinner, Gussie Adams, Meda Jackson,
and hie Wall. Mona Purdom, nurse,and Polly Anderson,MSU student, also assisted with the clinic.

Landscape Architect Department Speaker

Larry Bartlett spoke on the creation of a plan that
"Planning and Planting" at makes the best use of the land,
the meeting of the Garden construction - the execution of
Department of the Murray the design by shaping the land
Woman's Club held Thursday, to make the most of the site's
April I. The speaker, in- natural advantages and by
the
necessary
troduced by Mrs. M.C. Henry, building
is Landscape Architect for structures such as walks,
Murray State University. He patios, driveways, etc., and
received his B. S. in Land- 'planting - the selection and
installation of plant materials
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Vied,
to fit the design.
Sr., will be honored at a
The utmost care should be
reception for their golden
given to plant selections.
wedding anniversary from
Consider densities as well as
two to four p. m. at Bethel
heights. Neat, slow growing
Baptist Church, Tatumville.
plants that improve with age
Easter -Egg Hunt for
are a wise Choice.
children, twelve and under,
The meeting was called to
will be held at lot back of
order by department chairRegents Hall, MSU, at two
man, Doris Cella. Laura
p.m.
Galloway gave the devotion,
• .•
reading excerpts from the
book "When Do We Really
Live" by Dr. Joseph Fort
April 6, 1976
Newton.
Adults 130
Three new members were
Nursery 5
voted into the department.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Among the' committee
Baby Boy Paschall ( mother
reports given was the anPamela, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
nouncement of the Garden
Larry Bartlett
Baby Boy Reynolds mother
Fair to be held at the chib'.
Karen), Rt. 1, Box 4, Farhouse from 9:00 a. m. to 1:00 p.
scape Architecture ttp4
mington:
m.em May 15. The Fair will beMasters
.in
Professional
DISMISSALS
a fund-raising project --to
Archibald Crain, Hamlin, Landscaping from Kansas support various community
University.
Sate
Jerry Darnall, Rt. 1, Hardin,
activities. A wide range of
slides, Mr. Bartlett
Mrs. Doris Holt, 816 E. Wood, Us
plants, cuttings, seedlings,
the work of a IanParis, Tenn., Nelson Rhodes. s•IP'a
bulbs and foodstuffs will be
the
from
architect
Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs. Joel eirte
Eldridge. Rt. 6, Murray. gradui4 of the site, to the
James Duncan, 127 Ftiviera drawing board, and the
Court, Murray, Thomas completed project. Basically,
Scruggs, Box 126, Hazel, Mrs he is concerned with the use to
Diana Butler, Rt. 6, Box is, which the landscape space is
Murray, mra. Bands wake, put, the creation of controlled
the
Lake Barkley State Park. environments within
of
adaptation
the
landscape,
Cadiz, Mrs. Martha M.:Creery, Rt. 2, Hazel, Hey the proper use of the natural
Bland, Rt. 3, Cadiz, Mrs. Ruth environment, and the conNance, Rt. 1, Farmington, servation of the esthetic
Mrs. Deborah Boyle and Baby values and resourses of the
Boy, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs landscape. •
Jeans [Jaynes and Baby Gin) Ideally, landscape planning
Rt. 1, Seda lia, Mrs. Debbie should begin when the original
Ahart and Baby Girl, Rt, scheme for your home is being
Alm), Mrs. Luria Greer and considered and not after the
Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs,. house is built. Unfortunately,
Terry Underhill, Rt. I. this cannot always be done
Murray, Lincoln Bradley, R: and it becomes important that
you plan arourftrthe existing
1, Hardin, George Casey,
1, Mayfield, Commie Cain,8a features of the home.
The planting pf trees and
S. 4th St., Murray, Mrs
shrubs
is not landscaping.
516
McPherson,
Bernice
Broad,
Muray, Robbie Landscaping involves design Brandon, Rt 4, Murray.

1

Hospital Report

offered for sale at nominal
prices.
Hostesses serving refreshments during the social hour

were: Adele Wilson, Modeik
Wilcox, Lily Williams, Bert
Whaley, Ruth Wilson, Mi4
Jordon and Judith Nall.

Today§"In Thing..
Antique Filigree
-

Lovely, lacy filigree enhances
these stunning diamond rings
— the newest and latest from
our antique collection. Choice
of white or yellow gold die
struck filigree, 14 kt.
-Rings lenitive() to show detail.

Reg. 5169.99
NOW
$9995
Ole
,1W
Paducah,KY.
325 tutti SON NN
MFG e eter

4749pag
STYLE 502 BRA

4

•

BUY TWO AT SALE PRICE
GET ANOTHER ONE FREE!*

Rev. Steve Shoppar Presents
Program At Palestine Meet

Register for the

Giant

Easter Basket
to be given away

Saturday, April 17

The United Methodist
Women of Palestine Church
held their March meeting a:
the church with thirteen
members present. Mrs. Freda
Lovett presided.
Rev.
Steve
Shappar
presented the lesson or
"Change and Fear." He read
the second chapter of Daniel
He said "change" was the
largest level on women s
liberation and asked each one
to vote for or against women's
liberation. He gave examples
of how each fear could cause
so much trouble in homes.
churches, and communities
Three fears listed were Personal fears, church wide
fears, and community or
nation wide fears.
Mrs. Mae Goodwin read a
. poem, "Remember Me," and
Mrs. Ela Burkeen, a poem.
"The Truth Is Good For All:

Mrs. Helen Brooks gave the
treasurer's rejSort.
A potluck luncheon was
.ssrved at noon with Mrs.
tg
haynrk
tise McDaniel giving
Others present were Mrs.
Maudie Hopkins, Mrs. Eula G.
Parrish, Mrs. Anita Oates.
Mrs. Avis Childress, Mrs.
Lorene Burkeen, Mrs. Winnie
s
Burkeen, and Mrs. Dean
The next meeting will be
April 13 at the church.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Frank Granger of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Charles Outland of
Murray has been a patient at
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

1. Crescent
stitched
undercue
for'firmer
uplift

• V,,S

50C I.,

.e. Cost of

3. Wider side ,
panels eliminate
bulges

1
2. Wide torso
band keeps
you in place

4. Breathe- easy
elasticized
gussets

Here's your chance to save $1.01 when you buy two of the
fabulous undercup stitched bras that give comfortable
uplift ...and use the sale wrapper to get a third bra,
free•! Get all the famous =502features: wide torso
band to hold you in place, wider side panels to eliminate
bulges,elasticized gussets for easy breathing.
Style =502 in cool 100% cotton. A 32-38, B 32-42,
Regularly 2 for $6. Now only $4.99.
32-44.
C
032-46, regularly 2 for $7. Now only $5.99.

seiMeass

Astarte' School

Style #9502 padded version of = 502 A 32-38,
B32-38,C 32-36. Regularly 2 for $6. Now only $4.99.

of

Belly Dance
Lessons & Parties
Now Taking Pupils
for summer Session

Call 753-0737

4

, and postage

Look for the specially wrapped sale packages, with
your free bra offer, at the Exquisite Form display.
Central
Shopping
Center

Murray,
Kentucky

artnles on Pus page are presented for
providing a forum for the free exchange of differing
otters ty the editor in response to editorials and
articles are encouraged
irb of this newspaper strongly believe that to limit
-articles to only those which parrallel
editorial
4 this newspaper would be a disservice to ouPreaders.
urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
r esented by an individual writer in a column. to respond
,
on the particular issue bring discussed
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Agriculture In Good
Financial Condition
NEW YORK ( AP) — "Agriculture is $19 billion of loans, the Federal Land
in the best financial condition it has Bank System $16 billion and the Farbeen in during peacetime, ever," mers Home Administration about $4
pronounced the executive, sitting high billion.
in a midtown skyscraper where the only
Penn had just returned from a tour of
soil was in pots of philodendra.
the nation's midsection, inspecting
"Solid condition," he continued, farms and talking with some of the
"mortgages in good shape." Noting company's 80 agents, who often make
that farm real estate was valued at $423 their loans of cars. His comments
billion and debt was $51.9 billion at the resulted from that trip.
beginning of the year, he commented,
Penn was born and raised on a farm,
There's a lot of equity there."
as were all his business agents, many of
The farmer, said Walter Penn, vice whom are graduates of agricultural
president of Equitable Life Assurance colleges. "We have to know the
Society, "has to be a top-notch operator's business as well as he does to
businessman or he won't be in handle long-range financing," he said.
business." As a group, he said,"they're
One thing that sometimes gives rise
smart businessmen, worthy of credit."
to concern, Penn said, is the rapid rise
Is an East Coast executive who in the price of farm land — about 25 per
commutes each day from suburb to cent in the year ended March 1, 1974,
office qualified to make such about 14 per cent a year later, and
judgments of farmers? Penn believes another 14 per cent by March 1, 1976.
so, at least in a financial sense. He's
Penn's job, as he puts it simply, is to
responsible for $1.1 billion in farm make long-term loans that are safe, and
loans.
he isn't sure that acreage will continue
He said Equitable has never lost a to rise in value or even hold its present
penny of principal in lending to farmers price. Loans, therefore, must be based
and ranchers, a practice that began in on earnings, not market price.
1912 with tentative loans to seven
Commodity prices, greatly depenMinnesota farmers, and which now has dent upon exports, might fall, and that
grown to 25,000 loans in 47 states.
would almost certainly mean a drop in
With combined loans of $2.45 billion, acreage prices too, making it conEquitable and Prudential Life are the ceivable that the property would be
two largest insurers in the market but, worth less than a loan based on inflated
with the nation's 2.8 million farms values.
earning around $25.-billion • in 1975,
The requirement that a buyer put up
participation is growing.
at least 25 per cent to buy land is
The total insurance industry com- reassuring to Penn because it tends to
mitment is now $7 billion, or about $1 remove the land speculator from the
billion more than is handled by com- market. Most farmland transactions
mercial banks. Individuals account for are between farmers, Penn said.

Moderation Will Keep
Economy Moving Ahead
NEW.):41K (AP) — Moderation is
the thine,leconomists say, that will
keep the recovery from overheating
and scorching our fabric all over again.
Play it cool,they say, and we'll all gain.
Easy does it.
This of late has become the earnest
preachment of the numbers men; it is
written into their newsletters,
discussed in seminars and executive
meetings, orated before almost any
group that will listen.
And it is true that if you look at the
numbers, compiled . in tables or
depicted in graphs and charts, you can

become convinced of the need, the
logic, the sanity of moderation.
Numerically demonstrated, the
dangers of excess are obvious.
Unfortunately, what can be
demonstrated by the numbers cannot
always be accomplished by and with
people. To illustrate:
—This is an election year, and there
has been a tradition in such years for
the party in power to dress up the
economy for the presidential and
congressional campaigns.
You might consider this to be overtly
unethical, but it isn't quite so brazen.
The dressing up might be so subtle as
to be almost hidden from the person
responsible. Of 11 considerations that
might go into a certain spending
• Bobby Hodge has been inducted into
decision, personal ambition might be
the Army and has been assigned to Fort
the one that breaks the tie.
Benning, Ga.
—This is a make-up year for
• Second Lt. Clarence W. Herndon, Jr.,
business, which has been complaining
completed an Army Officer Basic
during much of the past decade about
Course at the Army Armor School,Fort
declining returns on investment. Some
Knox.
price increases already are being
Prentice Mason Lilly, age 30, a
hatched.
resident of Golden Pond Route One,
There is no certainty about these
tied.
pricing decisions, but some early inBirths reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Warren on April 6.
dications suggest a fairly brief
gestation period. That is, some
Phyllis Flynn of Murray has been
businesses already have indicated they
appointed Grand Charity of the Order
intend to raise prices, recession or not.
Of the Rainbow for Girls in Kentucky.
—This is a make-up year for labor,
Richard Edmonds, president,
which feels wages have fallen behind
presided at the meeting of the Beta
prices as a result of the recession.
Club of Calloway County High School.
This is a year in which the unions can
do something about catching up. About
4.5 million workers under major
The Murray Hospital announced
agreements covering 1,000 or more
today that it had rece,ved a check for
workers will be negotiating new con$13,500 from the Ford Foundation, half
tracts, one of the biggest figures ever.
of its share of the Foundation's
Many of these negotiations will in$200,000,000 grant program to assist the
volve the
pattern-setters, or
nation a 3,500 voluntary nonprofit
agreements that set the goals for
hospitals to improve and extend their
workers in other industries.
Servccef. The balance is expected to be
Agreements with Goodyear, B. F.
paid neirt year.
Goodrich, Firestone and Uniroyal
Fred L. Dublin, age 75. died
expire April 21. General Electric
yesterday at the home of his son, 0. 0. agreements will be renegotiated in
Dublin of Murray.
June. And the automotive industry
Mrs. Olin Moore and Mrs. A. 0. contracts expire late this summer.
Woods took sweepstakes honors in the
Many major contracts that are to be
Flower Show held by the Garden
renegotiated this year were products of
Department of the Murray Woman's negotiations in 1973. Since then, union
,Club.
members say, inflation has deprived
J. 0. Patton was sole his interest in them of a large portion of the gains they
Main Street Motors. J.'3. Watson is now thought they had made.
Owner of the firm which he and Pattan.
With government, business and labor
"started ten years ago-.
pursuing their own goals, it should
Showing at the Murray Drive In is be clear to everyone that the benefits of
"Tennessee's Partner" starring John
moderation are easier to prove on a
• Payne, Ronald Reagan, Rhonda computer console than in a live,
Fleming,and Coleen Gray.
competitive economy.

10 Years Ago

20 Years Ago
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THE REJECTED KING
Matthew 27:11, L5-23, 2741
This lesson contains the account of
the trial of Jesus of Nazareth before
Pilate of Rome.
I. The Procurator.
Emperor Tiberius appointed Pilate
procurator or governor of Judea in 26 A.
D. Pilate incurred the wrath of the Jews
by hanging gilt shields in the palace of
Herod, making Jerusalem the
headquarters of his army, directing his
soldiers to carry portraits of Tiberius
on their standards, and taking money
from the sacred treasury and using it to
build aqueducts, so they exploited his
weaknesses. This corrupt, cruel, and
merciless governor wanted to please
both the enemies and friends of Christ,

Today In
History
By The Associated Press
Today is Fr-lay, April 9, the 100th
day of 1976. T e are 266 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1865, the Civil War
ended as Gen. Robeft E. Lee 'surrendered to Gen. Ulysses S. Grant at
Appomattox Court House in Virginia.
On this dateIn 1682, the French explorer, La
Salle, reached the Gulf of Mexico after
traveling down the Mississippi River.
In 1833, the first public library in the
nation to be supported by municipal
taxes was founded in Peterborough,
N.H.
In 1939, 75,000 people crowded around
the Lincoln Memorial in Washington to
hear the Black singer, Marian
Anderson, after she had been barred
from Constitution Hall.
In 1940, in World War II, Germany
invaded Norway and Denmark.
In 1942, after more than three months
of resistance, American and Filipino
forces on Bataan in the Philippines
were overwhelmed by the Japanese.
In 1963, Sir Winston Churchill was
proclaimed an honorary citizen of the
United States.
Ten years ago: Britain pressed the
U.N. Security Council for authority to
use force against tankers transporting
oil to the rebellious African country of
Rhodesia.
Five years ago: Jordan's King
Hussein ended two weeks of fighting
against Palestinian guerrillas, at the
urging of Syria.
One year ago: The House of Commons in London voted 396 to 170 in favor
of Britain's continued membership in
the European Common Market.
Today's
birthdays:
Former
DeMocratic Senator J.W. Fulbright of
Arkansas is 71. French actor Jean-Paul
Belmondo is 43.
Thought for today: A gentleman is a
man who can disagree without being
disagreeable — anonymous.
Bicentennial footnote: Two-hundred
years ago today, American Commodore Esek Hopkins put into port at
New London, Conn., and reported on his
raid on New Povidence in the Bahamas
in March and his battle with the HMS
Glasgow on April 6.

Morning w
Evening W

but he could not do that.
II. The Prisoner.
Members of the Sanhedrin rushed
Christ to the official residence of Pilate
and demanded that he pronounce on
their prisoner the death penalty, since
they were forbidden by Roman law to
Inflict the death penalty. Pilate retired
into his palace and had Christ brought
before him to avoid a public
examination. When Pilate asked the
prisoner, "Art though the King of the
Jews?, Christ answered, "Thou
sayest," meaning, "You said it." He
was king in a spiritual sense, but not in
a political one.
Concluding that Christ was only a
harmless enthusiast, and not a rival of
Caesar, he returned to the open court
and announced the accused was not
guilt).
III. The Proposal.
Knowing that Christ was innocent,
Paul did not want to sentence him to
death. Neither did he want to displease
the Jews by releasing him. Being a
coward and a compromiser, Pilate
proposed to chastise Christ and release
him, thinking that this procedure might
please the populace and not do Christ
too great an injury.
Recalling that it was the custom of
the Jews to release some notorious
prisoner at the time of the Feast of the
Passover, Pilate thought that he might
escape from the predicament in which
he found himself by suggesting that he
release Christ, whom he knew to be
faultless, but the rabble gave vent to
their strong disapproval in the most
vociferous vituperations. Pilate then
pointed to Christ and Barabbas; who
was a notorious robber, murderer, and
insurrectionist, and gas* the people a
choice as to which should be released,
hoping, of course, that they would
answer, "Christ." The cries of the
fanatical mob for the release of
Barabbas thus trapped Pilate in his
own proposal, much to his surprise and
regret.
IV The Plea.
When Pilate sat down on the
Adginent seat to try Christ, his wife
ser.t a messenger to him with the
earnest plea that he not have any part
in the condemnation and death of
Christ, of whose innocence she was
thoroughly convinced.
V. The Problem.
Astonished at the choice of the mob in
asking for the release of so vile a
wretch as Barabbas, Pilate was faced
with the problem of what to do with
Christ. Casting aside all sense of
justice, Pilate delivered Christ into the
hands of the blood-thirsty mob to be
crucified. His contemptible decision to
do so was the very acme of judicial
cowardice and travesty upon justice.
The right thing for every person to do
with Christ is to receive him as Saviour,
enthrone him as Lord, confess him
before men, and yield his life to him in
full surrender for joyous service.
VI. The Procedure.
As soon as Pilate yielded to the mob
that was clamoring for Christ's
crucifixion, the soldiers took Christ into
the palace, stripped him, put a robe on
him, placed a crown of thorns on his
brow and pressed it down,placed a reed
in his hand,and mocked him. They spat
on him and smote him on the head with
a reed. Then, they removed the robe
,from him, and reclothed him with his
own attire, and proCeeded with him to
the place of crucifixion, where he paid
the full price for our sin.
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Consumer Is Person
Behind The Numbers
NEW YORK ( AP 1 — Your own
analysis sometimes is as valid as that
made by those who are paid to dissect
statistical America and from it derive
insight into our behavior patterns.
There are, in fact, some critics who
maintain that government and industry
and other gatherers and users of data
merely document what people already
suspect, because it is people,
remember, who make statistics.
With that preface, your interpretation of the following nuggets is
invited:
—Relatively Tew industries were
strong enough to put together outstanding earnings increases in both
1974 and 1975, the years of the worst
recession since the 1930s. That was just
too big an order.
But in its Monthly Economic Letter
this week, Citibank notes,"Increases in
profits of the amusement and entertainment industry were among the
largest in both 1974 and 1975, primarily
because of the rise in movie attendance."
Last year the amusement industry's
profits after taxes rose 39 per cent, to
$273.9 million from $196.9 million in
1974. Compare that with a 9 per cent
decrease for the nation's corporations
generally.
The baking industry last year enjoyed a 45 per cent increase in after-tax
profits.
Soap
and
cosmetics
manufacturers reported a 13 per cent
increase, to $811.2 million from $719.6
million.
Your assignment is to determine the
reasons why. If you're inclined to list
escapism as one of the reasons you'll be
in the mainstream of much published
analyses of the phenomenon.
--The Conference Board, a nonprofit
business and economic research
organization based here, reported this
week that personal health spending has
increased almost tenfold in the past 25
years.
The specific figures: $10.4 billion in
1950 and $103.2 billion in 1975.
-While inflation has fueled much of
the rise, other important contributing
factors have been the increase in
population, changing age mix, growing
use of medical resources and
technological advances," the board
said.
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To,those, one must certainly add the
increases in medical industry incomes,
some of which were close to the lowest
for any major industry before massive
union organization efforts began.
Elut a tenfold increase! Such an investment must show up in the life expectancy tables, and it does. Health
figures show life expectancy at birth in
1950 was 68.2 years. Now it is more than
71 years.
—The home mortgage delinquency
rate, as compiled by the U.S. League of
Savjngs Associations, is now at its
highest since June 1966. The)eague said
1.06_per cent of mortgages were 60 or
more days late in February.
At the same time, the league was
reporting for January-February the
heaviest two-month inflow of savings in
history.
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One report suggests financial
distress, the other affluence. The
league attributes the rising delinquency
rate to the fact that consumers are now
buying cars and other big ticket items
they had held off buying during the
recession.
You, the consumer, are the person
behind those numbers. Do you agree?

Bible
Thought
. . . Thou shalt love thy neighbor
as thyself. There is none other commandment greater than this. Mark
12:31.

2055 7th

Somewhere recently, I read,"There
are two kinds of people, those that
think there are two kinds of people
and those who know there aren't."
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Isn't It The Truth
The philosophy of the real estate
salesman is much like that of a man or
woman seeking a mate. A buyer is sure
to turn up eventually, even if the listing
is expensive, ugly, poorly built and
hard to heat.
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Let's stay Well

Federal level
U S Seri Water Dee Huddlesto* D
3327 Dirisien Building
Wallington, D C 20510
if S Son Wendell ford ,
C
4121 Oirksen Building
Wesangtoo, D. C. 20510
U. S.!Np.
:Carrelltditionl,Jr (D)
423 Cane Neese Office Building
Weshiliva, D. C. 20515
Alf U. S. Senators and Representatives
may be reach_ed by telephone by dialing
202 224-3121 where a U S Capitol
operator win connect you with the of
f'clotof your choice

State Level
Stets Soo Richard **Isenberg*, D)
State Capitol hibling
haatort By 40601
or
Norte 7 Mayfield 14 47068
Stet* lip. Kano% C laps'Dl
Sta. Glopitol Balding
frankfort By 40401
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201 S 3,11 St Mara ILy 41071
Stets Ita Lloyd C Cleve D
St.,. Copilot Soiading
Fruited siet, k.40401
a.
111, Wm 04, Wimp. M.41011

Sex After Heart Attack
By I-- J L

A person who has survived a
heart attack (coronary ocrlusaxii and who has progressed
through a gradual recovery for a
number of weeks often ha.s not
been advised about when it is
safe to resume a normal sex life
The physician, often preoccupied with many other matters.
may have overlooked or avoided
chorusing the safety of renewed
sexual activity, and the patient
'nay feel embarrassed to bring
'ip the subject.
Mast physicians agree that the
patient who has recovered from
a heart attack 4iould be encouraged to resume a normal
sex life However, a study of the
.9ex lives of heart attack sur
vivors shows that only about 25
per cent of them return to the
level of sexual activity that preceded their attacks_
The added burden on the
heart for either sexual partner
luring . intercourse is about
-quivalerit to brisk walking .nr

limning one or two flights of
fairs

w

Morning

It is safer for a person during
the recovery period after a coronary occlusion to increase exercise gradually. being careful to
follow the advice of a physician
and to avoid strevung the heart.
A fast pulse.shortness of breath,
or cardiac pain means that the

amount of exercise should he
promptly reduced to a lower
level of tolerance.
One study showed that patients who took part in a program to improve their hearts'
tolerance for exercise had
slower heart rates during intercourse than did persons who did
not take part in the program
Writing recently on this sub
ject, Samuel Vasrun M
a
senior editor of the Journal of
the American Medical Asialci
ation. pointed out that the emo
tional stress and excitement as
sociated with the sex ad will
more likely trigger a wart attack when in "a clarsimine rendervous in unfamiliar iairmundin4s Air a-big meal and a eew

Blasingame. M
drink
l'he
s— cardiovascular cost of sin
under such circumstances
becomes clearly prohibitive.
cautioned Dr Vaisrub. This
word to the wine shoukl be sufficient.
Q Mrs OK asks where
rehabilitation help can be ob-

tained after radical surgery for
breast cancer
A This matter stiould be dscussed with a physician, or you
can contact your local health
department, a hospital in your
rrimmunity, or the American
'weer Society (AC'S) at 77 Third
Avenue, New York, N Y 10017
"Reach To Recovery" is a program developed by the ACS It

deals with exercer and ise of
the upper limhs to restore their

mobility Volunteer physical
therapists„are often available to
eonduct such programs Some
hospitals have prograrrs for patients to follow for three maths
after hreast sitrizery

Q Mrs. BE.expresses concern
about her htsband's gambling
and wants advice The habit LS
growing worse and may caise a

N. 94

divorce.
A. About
per cent of the
adbri population is said to in
dulge in some form of gambling.
It can be for psychological or
economic reasons. The psychological gambler obtains an
excitement or lift from taking a
chance With these persons,
gambling can become compulsive and difficult to control
the economic motive m less
likely to he as severe and repre
sents a chance to save at economic problem with little effort.
It is essential, if your husband is

to he relieved, to determine why
he gambles He can develop
scene insight and control He
should see a physician who may
rich,LS1' that he see a tasychologrot
Group therapy is availalie in
cities by Trartretpating
Gamhiers
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Scotts Grove
Worship Service
11 00 a T
7.30p m
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 '00 a m
Evening Worship
630 p. m.
First Baptist
Morning Worship
1045a. m
Evening Worship
7:00p.m.
West Fork
Morning Worship
11006.m.
Sunday Evening
6:00p. m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00p.m.
Sinking Springs
Evening Worship

Morning Worship

645 p. m

Worship

00 a. m.

1

Worship
7:00 p. m.
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11,00 a. m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p. m.
Poplar Springs
Evening

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Evening

Worship
Blood River

Worship
Evening Worship

Jesus tells us that we shall be judged, not only by our
devotion to God, but, also, by our concern for our fellow man. He says that the Christian's work is to feed
the hungr, and clothe the naked, to heal the sick and
even help those in prison. Care of the handicapped, the
sick, the elderly. and the poor are expressions of Christ.
ian love in the world.

Pentecostal
Almo Heights
11:00a (11.
Evening Worship
7:30p m.
United, New Concord
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
11a. m.,7 p. m.
Worship Services
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
1000a. m.
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
First Assembly Of God

11:00 a. m.
6:30p. m.

Kirksey Baptist

Morning Worship

11:00 a. m.
7:30 p. m.

Evening Worship

Memorial Baptist

Morning worship
Evening Worship

1050a. m.
700 p. m.

Church Sch001

New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11:00a.m.
6:45p.m.

10:00

United, 310 I rvan Ave.

Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Even church has projects to aid those less fortunate.
Join as an actiye participant in these projects with whatever talents ,ou have. This is one way you can carry out
Jesus' command to minister to "the least of these".

Worship Service
11:00
First Assembly of God
Church School
1000 a. m.
Worship Service
1100 a. m.

11:00a.m.
7:00p.m.

Flint baptist

Elm

The Least of These

Morning Worship

Morning

New Providence
11:00a m•
6:30 p m
Worship
University
10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
600p.m.
Evening Worship
Green Plain
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship'
700p.m.
Evening Worship
West Murray
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Union Grove
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
Seventh a Poplar
10:40 a.m.
Worship Service
6:00p.m.
Evening Worship
New Concord
10:50
a.m.
Morning Service
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
,pleasant Valley
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Second Street
11:00a.m.
Morning Worth ii5
3:00p.m.
Evening Worship
Friendship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.ni:Morning Worship
Hazel Church of Christ
10:00
Bible Study
10:50
A.M. Worship
6.00
P.M. Worship
7:00
Mid-Week
Coldwater
10:50a.rn.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
Christ
Church
of
Kirksey
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship 700 p.m. Sunday
& Wednesday
Evening

you did it to one of the least of these my brethren.
you did it to me". (Matthew 25:40

6:30 p.m.

10:00a. m.

Sunday School
Evening Worship

11:00 a. m.
7:00 p. m.

7:00p.m.

Grove
11:00
7:00 p. m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Christian

Salem Baptist
Morning

Worship
Evening4Vorship

11:419a.m.
7:15 p. m.

First Christian

Sugar Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Worship

Services 10.45 a.m., 7

Worship

Murray Christian
Services 1015 a.m., 7 p.m.

11 - 00 a. m.

7:15 p. m.

p.m.

Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
5:30p. m.
Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Worship
11:00a.m.
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10:30 a. m.

.11.00a. m
11:00a.m.
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Faith Baptist
11:00 a.m.
6:30 p. m.

Bible Lecture
9 30 a. m.
Wyman's Chapel A. M. E.
Worship Services
lie m., p. m.

11:00a.m.

St. John's Episcopal

Evening Worship
Locust Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

7:00p.m.
Chestnut Street General
10:00a. m.
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship

Church School

11:00 a 111
6 30 P

Bible S'udy

Lynn Grove
9 451 m

WOrShi0 Service

Cole's Camp Ground
10 00 a m
Worship Service
Dexter-Hardin United
10 00 a.m.
Worship Service
11.004 m
1st IL 2nd Sundays.
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
Mt. Hebron
1st
Worship Service 10 00 a.m
Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd Sunday:
1st
Sunday School 11:00 a.m

Sunday-10:00 a.m. 2nd, 3rd, & 4th
Sunday

7 p.m.

Bethel United
11 00 a.m.
is t 11 3rd Sunday
9730 a.m. •
2nd 1 Ith Sunday
6 00 p.m.
Evening
South Pleasant Grove
1000
a.m.
School
Sunday
11 00 a.m:
Morning Worship
7.00 p.m,
Evening
Storey's Chapel United
9.45 a.m
Morning Worship
10 13 a m
Sunday School

10:00 a.m.
11 a.m.. 7 p.m.

Sunday School
Worship Services

Mount Pleasant
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship

9:154.m.

10:30 a.m.

First Presbyterian
Church School
9:300,791.
Worship Service
1045 a.m.

Seventh Day Adventist
Sabbath School
10:0041. M.
Worship Service
9:30a. m.

lla.m

Brooks Chapel United
9 30 a m
1s1 & 3rd Sunday
7.00 p m.
Evening
11 00 a. m
2nd & 4th Sunday
No evening Worship
A

Ook Grove

9:15

1045 a.m.

Morning Services

Sunday
North Pleasant Grove
9 45 a.m.
Sunday School
11 00 a.m.
Worship Service

10:30 a. m.
Immanuel Lutheran

Sunday School
Morning Worship

Way men Chapel
AME Church

Spring Creek Baptist Church
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
D.T

Evening Wor,,,ship,
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Prayer Changes Us,
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Boyd's Auto Repair
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neighbor
her counts. Mark

Goshen Methodist

Worship Service

Liberty Cumberland
Sunday School 10:00 a.m., Worship
every other
Service 9:00 a.m

Worship Hour

Ledbetter Missionary Baptist
10a. m.
Sunday School
Wed.

Russell Chapel United
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
: 11:00a.m.
Morning Worship

Presbyterian

m.

Christian Science Se r Vices
Farmer Ave and 17th St., Murray,
Ky., Sundays 11:00 a. m. Testimony
meeting second Wednesday I p. m.
_Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower
10.30 a. m.

5:00 p.m.

Coldwater

Preaching

Ainquency
League of
ow at its
eague said
were 60 or

T. Saturday mass 6 30 J

10:00a. m.

Morning Worship

Coldwater United
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 1st 5.
Sunday 10:00 a.m 3rd & 4th
Sunday School 10:00 a m 181 & 2nd
Sunday, 11:00 e.m. 3rd & 4th Sun
day
Temple Hill United
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 CO a m.
Sunday School
First Methodist
8 455. 10 SO a.m.
Worship

2nd

Mt. Carmel

Baptist

Morning Services
Evening Services

K Misty United
Sunday School
10 00 a. m.
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m
Evening Worship

Worship Service 10:00 cm 2nd
Sunday: 11:00 LT. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m 1st, 3rd 11.
4111 Sunday 11.00 a m, 2nd Sunday

Church of Jesus Chirst
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10:00a. m.
St Leo Catholic Church
ii 21 M., 1:30 p.
Sunday Mass 8

Lone Oak Primitive
2:00p. m.

1st Sunday
4th Sunday
Old Salem
Sunday School
Worship Service
Vesper Service

tl

Morning Worship

"As

10:45 a. m.
7:00p.m.

Worship

Hazel
11:00
Worship
Mason's Chapel
10:00
Worship
Palestine United
Worship: Service 11 a m., 1st Sunday, 10 00 a.m. 3rd Sunday Sunday
School 10 00 am., 2nd S. 4th
Martin's Chapel United
9:30 a.m.
Worship Service
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Good Shepherd United
10:00 a.m.
Worship Seryjcit
11:00a.m.
Sunday SchW
Independence United
. 10.00 a m. :
Sunday School
11.00•.m. :.
Morning Worship

Church of Christ

11 101/

Graca Baptist
Morning

U 1. Lia

9

Murray Church
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10.4.5a. m.
N.Y ".5 Worship
5:15p.m.
Eve ling Worship
600p. m.
Weunesclay Worship
7.00p.m.
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening worship
7:00p.m.

Northside
Morning

Methodist
Methodist Church

Nazarene

11:004.m,

Evening Worship
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may someday make a team a
champion.
The league went through
NEW YORK AP) — It was,
as advertised, the Year of the seven of its 17 rounds ThurRunning Back •— and, as sday — 487 players are
advertised, the guy whose job eventually to be picked — with
it is to stop l'unning backs got the rest-of the names, most of
them best described as— who's
picked first.
Lerby Selmon, Oklahoma's he?" to be called today.
"Being chosen- No. 1 has to
All-American defensive tackle
who gobbles up runners— and be the highlight of my college
anything else in his path-, — career," said Leroy Selmon,
was, to the surprise of ab- the 6-foot-2, 260-pounder who
solutely nobody, quickly had- a few other highlights,
chosen No. 1 Thursday by the like winning the Outland
expansion Tampa Bay Buc- Trophy,emblematic of college
caneers in the opening round football's premier lineman.
of the National Football "Playing for an expansion
League's annual college draft. team will be good experience.
His being the top choice There's a lot of work involved
restored a bit of "tradition." — but that's what life is all
In four of the past five years, about."
Dewey Selmon, who had
the No. 1 pick has been a
played noseguard with his
defensive lineman, a string
brother on the Sooners'
broken only by quarterback
Steve Bartkowski last year. national championship team,
Before him came Walt was reunited with Leroy as
Tampa Bay's third pick, the
Patulski, John Matuszak and
last one in the second round_
Ed "Too Tall" Jones.
After Sell-non came the They're the fifth -set of
brothers to be picked in one
running backs — a stampede
NFL draft and the third to go
of them with California's
Chuck Muncie, Oklahoma's to the same team.
Joe Washington and Purdue's
With Leroy Selmon the first
Mike Pruitt at the forefront— new pro from the class of '76,
and the rest of the players who Seattle, the other expansion
team, figured to go for
Muncie:
Instegd,
the
Sgahawks vacillated for all
but two seconds of their
allotted 15 minutes in the
opening round, -the* raised a
few eyebrows by picking
Notre Dame defensive tackle
Steve Niehaus,
Seahawks' Coach Jack
In today's action, The Red Patera explained his sudden
Sox, last year's American switch in signals by saying:
League champs, sent veteran "It's harder to come by
right-hander
Ferguson quality defensive linemen.
Jenkins, picked up from Texas He'll anchor our whole
over the winter, against Oriole defensive line. Muncie will be
ace Jim Palmer, last season's a premier running back ... but
Cy Young Award winner.
I think we can get better
Kansas City and Chicago running backs than we can
matched left-handed pitchers defensive linemen in the later
in their game, Paul Splittorff rounds."
of the Royals and Wilbur Wood
Patera's decision left
of the -White-Sox. Chicago has- Muncieabs t- and
been completely revamped by New Orleans grabbed !Anil
new owner Bill Veeck, who immediately. The rush for
marked his return to the game running backs was officially
th arittutbarst oftrades.
•on.- In all, 11 of the first -40
Minnesota's Bert Blyleven selections were runners. After
was to face Texas veteran Muncie came the No. 4 pick,
Gaylord Perry; and Oakland's and San Diego used it to take
Mike Torrez, picked up in a Joe Washington.
deal with Baltimo..e last week,
New England used the first
was to gO against California's of its three first-round picks to
Frank Tanana in night action. take defensive back Mike
In the National League, Haynes of Arizona State and
Tom Seaver opened defense of the New York Jets — looking
his ci• • Young Award by to Joe Namath-less days —
squaring off against Mon- selected Alabama quartreal's Steve Rogers and Don terback Richard Todd, then
Sutton of Los Angeles took the Cleveland added Purdue
mound against John Mon- runner Mike Pruitt to its backtefuseci, of San Francisco. field, which already has Greg
Knuckieballer Phil Niekro got Pruitt.
the call for Atlanta against
Chicago took Wisconsin
San Diego lefty Randy Jones
tackle Dennis Lick, then
and Chicago's Ray Burris
Atlanta picked running back
faced Lynn McGlothen of St.
Bubba Bean of Texas A&M.
Louis.
Before the first round was
complete, two more runners
ran into the rosters, Detroit
taking Wyoming's Lawrence
Gaines and Cincinnati, with
the 24th of 28 firstround picks,
By BRUCE Lowtrr
:AP SpoOs Writer

Late next month, the 16th graduating class of Calloway
County High School will march down the aisles.
When the six county high schools all formed Calloway
County High in 1961, there was optimism for the basketball program. But in those 16 years, Calloway County
High has yet to go to the State Tournament.
Only once have the Lakers got past their first game in
the Regional Tournament. The future for the basketball
program is not overly bright.
And that is why Red Overbey has decided to take on the
job of forming a Calloway County Athletic Booster Club
committee.
"We want to work through the elementary schools and
help to improve the overall program," Overbey said.
"There are problems now of the teams all trying to find
time to practice. The varsity girls had to go to the elementary schools as did the freshman boys for practice. That
doesn't leave much time for the boys in the elementary
schools to practice.
"The people of Calloway County have to get together
and see that some of these teams are not eliminated. I'm
afraid freshman basketball might get scrapped in the
future," Overbey said.
The club is still in the making. A meeting will be held at
7 p.m. April 19 at East Calloway. The following night,
Overbey will speak to the PTC at Southwest and on the

26th to the PTC at North Elementary. Later, a mass
meeting will be held at Calloway High.
"We don't want any authority, we just want to support
the kids of Calloway County."
Overbey said he would like to see a strong intramural
system begin in the elementary schools, going all the way
down to both third grade boys and girls.
"It's just like teaching someone math all through school
and then taking a kid in the seventh grade that has never
had any math and teaching him.
"The kid that has been taught is going to be far ahead."
Presently, a youngster who wants to play ball in the
county system must wait until he is in the seventh grade.
"If a kid in the fifth grade is good enough to play on the
seventh grade team, he should be allowed to do so. Jim
Rose, who played at Western along with McDaniels back
in 1971, once played in the State Tournament as an eighth
grader."
Overbey said that in order to encourage youngsters
even more, elementary school basketball players should
be admitted to the games at Calloway High free.
"We feel like there is help on the way, providing the kids
are taught the fundamentals of ball. But our first step is to
organize, not as an authority but as a booster to work with
the coaches and the schools.
"I'm sure the people of this county want the best total
program for their children. I feel there must be enough interest in Calloway County sports to form a booster club,"
Overbey added.
For anyone who would like to express opinions on this
matter, we will be glad to publish replies in this column

By HOWARD SMITH
AP Sports Writer
It's a brand new baseball
season but some. things never
change.
Like Hank Aaron, for one
instance.
Like the Cincinnati Reds,
for another.
Aaron,- 42 years old and in
the twilight of a magnificent
career, got Milwaukee off on
e right-foot by driving ;inthree runs with a pair of
singles Thursday as the
Brewers opened the new
season with a 5-0 victory over
the New York Yankees.
'STRETCHING IT OUT - Freshman Renee Ahart begins to
stretch in her downward path in the long jump. Ahart took
second in the event as the Laker girls won a triangular meet
!Staff Photos by Mike

"He may be 42, but
whatever 'the Hammer' does
doesn't surprise me," said
Brandon)
Brewers' first baseman
George Scott. "He's still one of
the all-time greats. Just look
at the record book. His name
, is all over it."
The Reds, who terrorized
enemy pitching last season en
route to the world championship, picked up where
they left off y hammering out
15 base hits in an 11-5 romp
over the Houston Astros.
"Sparky Anderson believes
in hitting," said Cincinnati
first baseman Tony Perez,
•and we got more than enough

1"

Wed., Apr. 14-130 p. m.
UTM F1ELDHOUSE
Univ. of Tennessee Martin
TICKETS: $4.00
ON SALE: Mayfield Musk in Mayfield.
MSU Info Desk in Murray, Clothesline in
Fulton and Di's, Nett Door, Specialty
House and UTM Info Desk in Martin.
TICKET INFO 1 0.01; 557 7034 m Martin
Sponsored by OM Student Goyernhiant

1976 Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham, 4 door,
4,000 miles, going at big discount.
1975 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, loaded, new car
trade-in extra nice.
1974 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, extra nice, new
car trade-in, low mileage,
1976 Oldsmobile 88 Royal, 4 door hard too, all
the extras, big reductions.
Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Coupe, 3,000
miles, demonstrator, big reduction.

1976

1967 Pontiac Bonneville, 4 door hard top
double power and air, good buy at $295.00.
Large selection of new cars
Highest Trade-ins

of it."
Sixteen more clubs got
underway today. In the
American League, Boston was
at Baltimore and Kansas City
at Chicago in day games, and
Minnesota at Texas and
Oakland at California in night
action. In the National
League, Montreal was aView
York and Los Angeles at San
Francisco in afternoon action,
and -Atlanta at San Criego' arid Chicago at St. Louis under the
lights.
Milwaukee jumped on New
York ace Catfish Hunter for
five runs over the first two
innings and right-hander Jim
Sa,ton coasted by the Yankees
with a four-hitter. Aaron
drove in two runs with a single
An the first inning and another
run with a single in the second.
Cincinnati built a 4-0 lead
after three innings, added two
in the fifth on a two-run double
by Perez and wrapped it up
with five more in the sixth
with the help of a two-run
single by George Foster.
Perez drove in four runs,
Pete Rose and Joe Morgan
had three hits apiece and
righthander Gary Nolan
picked up the victory with
relief help from Pedro Borbon.

Laker Boys Win Big
In Triangular Meet
The Calloway County boys'
track team rolled to an easy
win Thursday afternoon in a
triangular track meet held at
Calloway.
The Lakers amassed 89
points while Crittenden
County was second with 62 and
Hickman County third with 17.
In the field events, the
Lakers scored two wins.
David Williams won the long
jump with a 17-61
/
2 while Tim
Adams was third in the event
with a 16-31
/
2.
In the triple jump, Tommy
Futrell was first with 34-7
while Adams was second with
34-3.
In other field events, Kerry
Wyatt was third in the shot
with 38-7 and third in the
discus with 89-8'1,
2 while in the
latter event, Teddy Alexander
placed fourth with 85-8.
Kevin &s took second
in the pole vault with 7-6 while
David Rudolph. who cleared
the same height, was third. In
the high jump, York Stunson
and Scruggs tied for third with
both clearing 4-6.
Tommy Futrell scored three
wins in the track events.
Futrell Won the mile-run
with a 4:59.4 while Rick
Cunningham was fourth in
5:40.7. Futrell won the 880 with
a 2:12.8 while Randy McCallon
was third with 2: 23.3.
li the two-mile run, Futrell
recorded an I10.5 to win
While McCallon was second in

11:13.6.
In the sprints, Keith Wallace
was second in the • 100-yard
dash with 11.4 while Rick Hale
was fourth with 11.9. Wallace
won the 220 with a 2.4 while in
the 440, Troy Garland was
first with 59.0 while Larry
Cunningham was sec-tract-with
60.5.
The hurdling events found
David Williams taking first in
the 120 highs with a 19.0 while
Gary Henson was second in
19.5. In the 180 lows, Rick

Spann was third with 25.7
while Henson was fourth with
26.7.
The 880-relay team of
Wallace,' Hale, Adams- and
Williams won with a 1:45.7
while the mile-relay team of
Adams, Stunson, Larry
Cunningham and Williams
took first in 4:12.0.
The Lakers will take off next
week for spring break and
return to action with a dual
meet April 21 at Trigg County.

and determination and giving
110 per cent of myself."
;As -adyertiaed, it was most
emphatically not the year of
the quarterback. Except for.
the Jets' selection of Todd,the
passers were pretty much
ignored.
The second one to go was
College's
Boston
Mike
Cruszek, hardly one of the
"name" passers but well
regarded because of his
pinpoint passing, having
completed better than 60 per
There was some question cent of his attempts in his
whether Griffin, the first 5,000- college career.
The two other "names".
yard career rusher ever in
college ball, would be picked along with Todd, Toledo's
as soon — or as late — as he Gene Swick and San Diego
was. Some teams still shun State's Graig Penrose, didn't
small runners, others have go until the fourth round.
become believers with the Swick Was the league's 97th
saccess of Greg Pruitt', p,ck, "by Cleveland, and
Anthony Davis, Mack Herron, Penrose went to Denver 10
Floyd Little, Johnny Rodgers choices later.
and others.
GOLF
"It's not the size of a man
AUGUSTA, Ga. — Ray
that's important," Griffin Floyd shot a brilliant sevensaid. "It's the size of a man's under-par 65 and swept into a
heart. I think my heart is as one-shot lead over Andy North
big as any man's ... I'm going in the 40th Masters chamto make it by showing desire pionship.
snaring two-time Heisman
Trophy wulne; Archie Griffin
•Of Ohio StaM.
The selection of Todd las
Namath's
ultimate
replacement brought a cheer
from the Jets' fans, particularly one holding a sign
proclaiming: "Don't Blow It.
Take Todd In The First!" in
the balcony overlooking the
grand ballroom at the draft
headquarters, a midtown
Manhattan hotel.

'
Coach
upped tin
defeating
184, Thur,
Murray
Playing
wind, Gar
to shoot a
take med
third day
Sullivan
followed
Howard
Hussung c
For the
Reed had
46, David
Tim Doss
The Ti
this afte

ALONE AGAIN—A familer scene on the frock is Tommy

Futrell crossing the finish line by himself. Here, Futrell wins
the mile. He also had wins in the triple jump, the two-mile and
the 880-yard dash.

Uncle Jeff's
F
Clothing Department
'

Prices Good thru Sunday, April Hth

Boys Pullovers

Knit Shirts &
Tank Tops
/ For Spring - Stripes 8.
Solids in nice variety
• of colors

20

0 Off

Boys

'
Jeans $79Pr9
16

Murray Baseball
The
Atsociation will meet at 7:30
p.m. Monday at Calloway
County High School.
All coaches, umpires and
young people are urged to be
present at the meeting in
order to make the program a
success this year.
Jamie Washer is the
president this year of the
baseball association.

10000 Cotton Flares

-4y Big Yank
14 oz. Denirrito Slim-Re ular-Ifink
Mens-Boys

Underwear
By Fruit-of-the-loom
Briefs-Boxer ShortsAthletic Shirts-T-Shirts

installed by Aluminum Service Co.
Cooler in the Summer - Warmer in the Win!tAr

LADIES' ARAT DIAMOND CLUSTER
Full rust of
shimmeringS
diamonds
make up thee
unusual design,

ali

Aluminum Service Co.
Downtown Hazel, Ky.

2 Carat Reg $3399:
1'2 Carat Reg sl
2 Carat Reg $1.399 9:,

Paducah, Ky

aroodwaY
MFG Jowilior

32
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Colonels Romp To Easy
Victory Over Pacers
and giving
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'Breds To Host Peay
To Twinbill Saturday

By GEORGE W. HACKETT 46
m
Associated Press Writer
The wrecking crew was led
LOUISVILLE AP) — For by Artis Gilmore, who
Indiana, the basketball game collected 25 points, Snagged 17
The Murray State baseball Walker 25, Hughes 22, and Kim Burns are each 2-0 and
ended in thefirst quarter.
rebounds and- blocked five
team had_its 16-game winning outfielder Marvin Kiej 20.
Mark Wezet is 3-1.. Roberts has
" Indiana's Bobby Leonard shots.
streak broken and found itself
As a team the 'Breds are the best earnet tun average, a
_made
that
assessment
Billy Knight led two Indiana
in deep trouble in the Ohio batting .318.
L33. Peterson has an ERA of
Thursday night after the charges, one in the second
Valley Conference chamThree 'Breds pitchers, Scott
Durham 1.87, Riggins
Kentucky Colonels beat the quarter and another in
the
pionshijz race as it lost a Durham, Mark Biggins, and 2.25, and Wezet 2.45.
Pacers 120-109 in the opening fourth, when the Pacers
cut
doubleheader at Austin Peay
Mike Roberts, have .,34
The 'Breds will play Vanround of the American - the,gap to 114-101 with
2:00 left
Wednesday.
records. Glenn Peterson and derbilt at Nashville next
Basketball
Association to play.
•
Thoroughbreds,
27-5,
The
Tuesday and have road dates
playoffs.
Knight finished with 43
To Play Game
overall and 3-1 in the OVC's
later in the month at Arkansas
It was the only game played points
while teammate
Western Division going into
Thursday.
SEATTLE ( AP) — The State, University of Missouri,
Darnell Hillman added 18
the pair of games, lost 6-2 and
and Memphis State. They will
The clubs return to action more.
5-3 to the Governors. Middle Seattle Seahawks have compete'their season at home
Saturday
night
in
announced
they
will
play
Wil Jones finished with 24
a
Tennessee, tied with Murray
May 2 against Southern
Indianapolis, with a third points for the Colonels, many
EASY WINNER— Clara Cole is far out in front in the 100-yard di. , which she captured first
for the division lead until National Football League Illi not
game scheduled here Monday, of his baskets coming in the
exhibition
game
Aug.
7
in
place. The Laker girls were also far out in front as they won a triangular meet Thursday over
Wednesday, beat Western
if necessary. The winner then first quarter. Behind him were
Crittenden County and Hickman County.
Kentucky a doublehader to Spokane's Joe Albi Stadium
tangles with Denver in the Maurice Lucas with 20 and
take a two-game lead in the against the Chicago Bears.
Stott Photos be Mike Brandon
semifinals.
It will be the second
Louie Dampier with 18.
race. The Blue Raiders Nie 5"That first quarter cost us
Colonel Coach Hubie Brown
1, Murray 3-3, Austin Peay 2-2, exhibition game of the season
the game," Leonard said. said he had planned nothing
The Murray State women's
for each team.
and Western 0-4.
"We'll have to try and play special for this first game.
General Manager John track team will be hostMurray
will
Austin
play
- them Saturday-like we did in
Saturday to nine teams at its
"We didn't change our way
Peay a doubleheader at Thompson said scheduling of
the second half."
Murray State Invitational
the
game
Spokane
in
of playing. Our style is dicmeant
Murray Saturday and will go
Meet. The meet will begin at 9
He pointed out that, at one tated by our personnel and the
Seahawks
the
will
hold
to Middle Tennessee for a
point, the Pacers went way they perforni," he exa.m. in Roy Stewart Stadium
camp
training
in
the
eastern
doubleheader Wednesday.
with field events. Running
scoreless for nearly three plained. "It's nothing clever.'
The 'Breds will complete their part of the state. Most likely events
will begin at 10 a.m.
minutes while Kentucky All you have to do is find the
locations
are
Eastern
conference schedule with a
_
Participating teams will be
steadily
forged
Washington State at Cheney,
ahead, free guys and let them shoot."
doubleheader
with
Western
at
The Calloway County girls' Bibb second with 4-0 and McCuiston was second in 10.6.
building up a 21-point cushion
Goniaga .University
in Mississippi University for
He agreed with Jones that
Ross got her other victory in Murray April 17. They have Spokane,
at the first rest stop. At the next meeting "will be track team romped to an easy Donna Smith fourth with 3-10.
East
or Washington State Women, Purdue,
win in a triangular meet held
The other win came in the the 110-yard hurdles with a beaten Western two at University in Pullman.
Carolina, Eastern Kentucky,
halftime, the margin was 62- tough. You've got to play
at CCHS Thursday afternoon. discuss where Melessa Thorn 17.7 while Sherry Snyder was Bowling Green and split with
Florida State, Tennessee,
Indiana twice as hard because
Middle at Murray. The 'Breds
The Lakers had 991-2 points threw 79-2',2 for first place third with 19.2.
Americans Win
Memphis State, Western
they'll be performing before
Clara Cole won the 100-yard could still assure themselves a
while Crittenden County was while Kim Kemp's 77-5 earned
TAIPEI(AP) —,The touring Kentucky, Illinois State, -and
the home crowd."
dash in 12.6 while in the 220, tie for the division title by
second with 30 and Hickman a second. •
-I
national
U.S.women's Murray.
'remaining
County third with 23'1.
The only field event the Pinner placed first in 26.8 and winning their
Murray • coaeti- Margaret
basketball
team
won its
easily
New Assistant
games.
Three wins for the Laker Lakers did not win was the Ahart third in 31.5.
Simmons
rates Florida State
By David Frank
third
straight
in
a
six-game
Leading hitter for the 'Breds
Pinner won the 440 in 68.5
the favorite for the meet's
PITTSBURGH I AP) — girls came in the field events. shot put where Kemp was
goodwill
series
Thursday
Coach Ty Holland's Ticers
Felicia Pinner won the long second with 274 and Thorn while Sandy Bibb was second thus far has been catcher night, whipping
Mike
basketball coach
the Nan Ya team title but says her Racers
upped .their record to 3-0 by
in 75.5. The 880 found the Gene Steuber who has 29 hits
Jump
with 13-0 while Renee third with 24-4.
ai _Valley High School in the
squad
of
76-48. The could take it with top-of-'
Taiwan
defeating Marshall Co.,J73 to
Rose Ross.won two events, Lakers sweeping three places in 69 at-bats for an average of Americans led at halftime 40- potential performances.
Pittsburgh- suburbs,,„ -was Ahart was second,with 12-5. In
184, Thursday afternoon at the
with Vickie Carraway taking .420. Shortstop Stan Giesler
In previous meets, ibis
named Thursday as an the high jump,'ta.11oway got both in the hurdles. In the 6016.
Murray Country Club.
first
in 2:59.6, Renee Overbey and outfielder David Hughes
three
places
with
yard_
Vickie
hurdles,
Ross
was
first
assistant - at
Mary Anne O'Connor Of season, -Murray has beaten -Duquesne
Playing against a heavy
Carraway first with 4-1-, Sandy with _ 10.0 while 'Linda second in 3:0Q.2 'and --Terri have each hit .371,,second Southern Connecticut
UniVersity;
State Memphis State and Western
wind, Gary Sullivan managed
'baseman Jack Perconte .364,
Morris third in 3:05.6.
Rice, a co-captain of the
and
Nancy
Dunkle
of Kentucky in dual meets,
to shoot a four over par 40 to
Overbey was second in the third baseman Rob Courtney
Dukes in 1962, compiled a
Fullerton State, Calif., topped finished first in the six-team
take medalist honors. For the
mile with a 6:33 while .362, and catcher Mike Cathey
record of 245 wins and 71
the United States with 14 Southern Illinois Invitational
third day in a row, Lynn
.341. Giesler has a teamCarraway was third in 6:36.
points each' and I.usia Harris and seventh in the I6-team
losses in 14 years as a high
Sullivan oosted a 42. He was
The. Lakers won four relay leading 30 RBI's, outfielder of Delta State, Miss.,
school coach._ He fills a
added 13. Memphis State Invitational,
John Siemanowkski
followed by David Frank's 43.
races.
vacancy' at Duquesne left by
Howard Boone and Steve
The 880-relay team of Cole, Steubef 26, first basemanDon
the resignation of Jim Sims
Hussung cattle in with 48's. Host Calloway County Calloway scored three in the Diana Lawrence, Ross and
,,
cosfoit
last week.
For the Marshall's, David
•
watched Ballard Memorial third.
Ellen Mahan was first in
' p,c119'
Reed had a 41, Kerry Creason
GENERAL
explode for 13 runs in the
Gibson singled, Chavis 1:56.2 while the mile-relay
46, David Schroeder 48, and
MANHASSET, N.Y. — sixth inning Thursday as the singled and then four con- team of Carraway, Lawrence,
For
Bruce Gehrke, a tyee-sport Bombers ripped the Lakers 22- secutive walks accounted for
Tim DoSset 49.
Mahan and Ross won in 4:59.8.
\
AT YOUR TACKLE STORE
The Murray Country Club
The Tigers go on the road star at Columbia in the 1940s 5.
The 440-relay team of Cole,
the three Laker runs. Both
Amenca's most popular Spinners
Standard -Single & Double
,,,this afternoon as they take on who later played with the New
Ballard scored two runs in team pdsted goose-eggs on the Lawrence, Bibb and Mahan will hold a Tennis Kickoff
Idaho -srniji & double
the Wtriots oUlTenry Crour
—ity,--Y-ork Gtatils, died at the agent thetop ofthrft, ,ton a two-run board in the next two frames_ was first in 55.5 while the 880- Party on April 14 at 10-00 a. m.
Jig- Singltand Twin.
50.
Tenn.
homer but the Lakers bounced before the Bombers bombed medley telfrti
—crornpbsed-at the In the Gmn Roorn,_.
Mk for them by_na_mt,
All ladies interested in
back with two in the bottom of the Lakers with the 13-run
same four was first in 2:07.6.
"We sold your Grandfather"
the first to tie the game.
uprising in the sixth.
The next meet for the Laker playing tennis are urged to
JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT ‘ORP.
With two out in the first for -The game was halted after
girls will be a dual meet April attend to organize groups and
loparrirpo•I I nel,•••• 4.114, • Since 1909
times.
the Lakers, Terry Gibson the home half of the sixth
2i at Trigg County.
singled and Tommy Chavis because of darkness.
homered over the fence in
Dickie Nesbitt started on the
rightcenter.
hill and worked through five
Through April Only
In the top of the second, the complete innings before being
Bombers posted six runs and chased from the mound in the
$325 8. up
added a single tally in the sixth. Freshmen Ricky
third to take a 9-2 lead before Garland and Craig Rogers
finished up in the sixth and
With Fill-up.
To Be Honored
didn't have much luck either.
Calloway. left eight men
BOSTON
AP ) — Phil
stranded
on the paths during
Chevron
Chevron Bissell, sport cartoonist for the final three
frames in which
the Boston Herald American,
the
Lakers
were
916 Coldwater Rd.
blanked.
%.°
is scheduled to receive the
Gibson, Chavis, and Fly
Murray
Kramer
--Award
753-2348
%O
.
\IP" Saturday from Boston Beane each had two hits while
Open Sundays from 9 to 8
University for outstanding Barry Joseph and Kenneth
coverage of intercollegiate McCuiston added a hit apiece.
The Lakers are now 1-1 on
athletics.
Bissell in a 25-year career the season and will host
has done sports cartoons for Marshall County at 4 p. m.
Murray Calloa
rport
Christian
The
Science today.
takers
Monitor, The Boston Globe
.. ab r h
iter
and the Worcester Gazette.
D. Rogers-rf
2 0 0
Weather
'4 0 0
The award is named for Knoth-25
3 2 2
,,ircratt
former
Boston Record- Gibson-3b,,
Niiri :Y74111111111111imomp
Chavu-ss
'
2 2 2
tunbtlialICe
Reane-co
2
0 2
American
writer
sports
and
ter
ukg.
Joseph-lb
I 1 1
columnist Murray Kramer.
Higgins-if
2
0
More 1 NO Pea Like Memt.
Hooks-c
3 0
TENNIS
Nesbitt-p
0 0
Contact Bill Fuller or Johnny Parker
HOUSTON
— Second- Futrell-ph
1 0
.1 0
489-2414 seeded Eddie Dibbs beat Bob Watson-ph
489.2721
McCtuston-ph
1 0
Lutz 6-4,6-4 to gain a semifinal rierndon-ph
1 0
Totals
23 5
berth in the World Cham- Ballard
261 00 (13, 22-11Cail,..,.
pionship Tennis tournament.
203 ror ,4-4

_Ln,

Racer Women To
Host Track Meet

Laker Girls Romp To
Easy Triangular Win

Tiger Golf Team
ScoreS-Easy Win

!Akers Blasted 22-5
By Ballard Memorial

HILDEBRANDT'S
SPINNERS

Tennis Party Set"
Murray Club

Special!!!

is Tommy
Futrell wins
wo-mile and

Oil Change &
Lubrication

ANNOUNCES
A BIG

Woods Standard

WEEKLY
G1VE-AWAY

YOUR KEY TO VALUE

Thorobred Flying Service, Inc.

$50

A WEEK

MERCHANDISE
GIVE • AWAY

Drive-Bin tailpipe
service
014

RULES
la
NFU S.Iliff

OP,

011 WIT

4( ''IR01174

i-ue it. I 1111, P1901 5 VINIO16
NUMBER 1CCIP'f0

DWIMT OMITS AK AVIatAtt ,R011 1101ICIT
MR UMW 11 4 30 p

MD'S EWItlYrfS U11) ¶1114 fklinf Ul INT
ft Oaf

MOM 51111 MST If PlIfSINTTO r, wooirzi,
1;10/6

MOIR 00f ItT PlO 21112 211
If 11141 IS NOT I 411111(1 TN( 1141I1NI21
Of !IV WE Haiku 114 41 CIO

WINNINC

Al If mu)) 11011
Must

'irIt 14111 stantir II

Ple

WISE1 211 1112 11110WIK21

NO RESTRICTIONS ON SELECTIONS
WINNER'S CHOICE

BARRETT'S SERVICE CENTER
Ashland
"1111111111■P"

ALEX & PRESTON BARRETT
639 SOUTH 4th ST
MURRAY. KY. 42071
PHONE,. 753-9868

DID HE OR DIDN'T HE? He didn't. Third baseman Terry I;i1s.
son of the takers wound up bobbling this grounder in
loss Thursday_ to Ballard Memorial. Gibson hod two hil%
contest for the loiters

Murray Store Only

13 WSW ilftla
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33 Contestants Entered In Little Miss Kentucky ,
- • The Kentucky Little Miss grade
at
Robertson
'Pageant-1976 Will be held at Elementary and has brown
Lovett Auditorium on the hair and brown eyes.
Murray - State University
Mille Dee Bowman is the
campus Aptil 11, 1976, at 2:30 six-year-old, blue eyed, blond
p.m.
haired daughter of Mr. and
Contestants will be judged Mrs. Wm.Douglas Bowman of
by out-of-state judges based Nortonville. Millie is being
on a point system judging sponsored by her parents. She
personality, poise and charm. attends
Nortonville
Each contestant will model a Elementary School and is in
sportswear outfit and a party the first grade.
dress.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat ButThe contestants are:
terworth's . eight-year-old
' Angel Dawn Adams, the daughter, Melissa Shawn
seven-year-old daughter of Butterworth is also a conCharles W. and Gayle Adams testant. Melissa is of Murray
of Murray. Angel is being and is being sponsored by
apvi131/1
by Twtn Lakes iveg-grs-Bestity-Shap-.SheISBI
Office Products and Wayne the second grade at Southwest
Wilson Insurance and Real Calloway Eelmentary and has
Estate. Angel is in the second

blue eyes and brown hair.

The Chancel
Choir
of
The First
Christian Church
presents

The Seven Last
Words of Christ
by

Theodore Dubois

During
10i45 dill. Sunday Morning Worship
Service, April 11th
Soloists:
Soprano - Mrs. Vernon Shown
Tenor - Dr. Joe Prince
Baritone - Mr.David Dickson
Director Mrs. Margaret Porter
Organist: Mr. Gary Galloway
The Public is Cordially Invited
(qualified nursery care)

Allison Faye Carr is also a
contestant in the pageant. She
is the five-year-old-daughter
of Cpt. and Mrs. David Carr.
She has blue eyes and blond
hair. Her sponsors are Jones
Iron and Metal Co. and Hutson
Chemical. Allison attends
kindergarten at the Murray
University School. Allison is a
resident of Murray.
Another contestant is
Yolanda Marsha Cross. She is
the eight year old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Willis H. Cross
of Russellville. Yolanda is a
third grader at Stevens
Elementary School and is
-being- sponsored by
E. R.
Carpenter & Co. and WAKQFM. She has brown hair and

Another contestant is 'William D.
Mitchell, Jr:. of
Cammy Dawn Gregory of
Madisonville. She is nine
Calvert City. She is the eightyears of age and has green
year-old daughter Of Mr. and
eyes and brown hair. She is
Mrs. Jim Gregory who are
being sponsored by Baker and
also sponsoring her. Cammy
Hickman's Tiny Town and her
is in the third grade at Calvert
parents. She attends Pride
City Elementary and has blue
Avenue Elementary where
eyes and ash blond hair.
she is a third grader.
Tonya Renee Hack is also a
Mary Morgan is also a
contestant. She is the seven- contestant. She is the fiveSandra
daughter
of
year-old
year-old daughter of Mr. and
and James Hack of Paducah. Mrs.
Terry Morgan of
She is being sponsored by the
Murray.
She is being sponPersonal Touch Beauty sored
by
Don Faughn EnSalons. Tonya is a first grader terprises, Inc. Mary has
and
Elementary
at Lone Oak
brown hair and eyes and athas blue eyes and blond hair tends the
five-year-old class -of
The next contestant is
Heacistart.
of
Candice Rachelle Howard
Another contestant is Kellie
Murray. She is the five-year- Dawn
Morris. She is the sixeyes. ,
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
year-old daughter of Mr. and
Carl
Howard.
She
has
brown
Mr. and Mrs. William D.
Mrs. Larry Joe Morris of
Daugherty have entered their hair and eyes. Candice is
seven-year-old
daughter, being sponsored by People's
Deicire Lane Daughtery, of Bank.
Ken and Mary Humphreys'
Murray. Deidre is being
daughter,
sponsored by Perkins Pan- Seven-year-old
cake and Steak House. She has Kelley Ftenae Humphreys, of
brown hair and eyes and is in Murray is also a contestant.
the second grade at Carter She is being sponsored by
David King and Associates
Elementary School.
Another contestant has and the Clothes Closet. Kelley
hazel eyes and dark brown is a third grader at Carter
hair. She is Melissa Dunlap, Elementary and has brown
the six-year-old daughter of hair and eyes.
Another contestant in the
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Dunlap.
Melissa is being sponsored by pageant is Tabethia Ann
Lone Oak Florist. She is a first Johnson. She is six years of
grader
at
Lone
Oak age and is the daughter of Mr.
Elementary. Melissa is a and Mrs. Don E. Johnson of
Murray. Tabethia is a first
resident of Paducah.
grader
at East Calloway
The next contestant is
Renee Gibson of Mayfield. She Elementary and has brown
is the five-year-old daughter hair and eyes. She is being
by
Sandy
of Charles and Dianne Gibson sponsored
and is being sponsored by the Coleman's Twirling Academy,
LaDonnia Ruth Lantrip is
Tiny Tot Shop and Lawson's
Flower Shop. Renee has blue the seven-year-old daughter of
eyes and blond hair. She at- Louie and Euveuah Lantrip of
tends
at St. Charles. She is being
kindergarten
sponsored by William Terry
longfellow Elementary.
Julie Ann Gray is the nine- Trucking and is a first grader
at St. Charles Elementary
year-old daughter of Mr. and
School. LaDorinia has dark
Mrs. Robert Sorrell of
brown hair and eyes.
Paducah. Julie has brown hair
The next contestant is
and eyes and is being sponsored by Wilson's Chevrolet. Michelle Renee Marine. She is
the eight-year-old daughter of
She is in the third grade at
Don and Carole Marine. She is
Farley Elementary.
being sponsored by the Seven
Seas Restaurant. She is a third
grader at North Calloway
Elementary, and has green
eyes and brown hair.
Scarlett Denise Miller is
another contestant in the
pageant and is the nine-yearold daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. H. Miller of Benton. Scarlett
is being sponsored by Leon
Riley Ford and Filbeck &
Cann Funeral Home. She
attends Jonathan Elementary
where she is in the fourth
grade. Scarlett has hazel eyes
and blond hair.
The next contestant is
Pamela Dawn Mitchell. She is
the daughter of Mr and mrs

Mayfield. She '-is- -being- where she is a first- grader.
sponsored by Morris TV and She has blue eyes and blond
Appliance, Inc. She is a first hair.
Longfellow
at
grader
Deeanna Kay Purdy is the
Elementary. Kellie has brown seven-year-old daughter of
eyes and black hair.
Treasa and Brad Purdy of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Nolin of Dawson Springs. Deeanna is
Mayfield, have entered their being sponsored by Midland
six-year-old daughter, Jana Ross. She has hazel eyes and
Lee Nolin, in the pageant. She brown hair and attends
is being sponsored- by Dan Dawson Grade School where
Gardner Ford and Lawson's .she is a first grader.
Flower Shop. Jana has brown
The next contestant is
eyes and red hair and is a first Melissa Kaye Rash of Hickgrader at Lowes.
man. She is the six-year-old
The next contestant is daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jennifer Ann Peyton. She is Danny Rash. Sne is being
the six-year-OififfaughW—of sponsored by the Citizens
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Peyton of Bank of Hickman. Melissa has
Dawson Springs. She is being blue eyes and blond hair. She
Pioneer is a first grader at Hickman
by
sponsored
Plastics, Inc. and attends the Elementary.
Dawson Springs Grade School
The next contestant is

Bonnie Lou Snyder. Sheis the
six-year-old daughter of
William E. and "Clara M.
Synder of Hopkinsville. She is
being sponsored by Bill and
Clara Snyder. She has brown
eyes and dark brown hair.
Bonnie is a first grader at
Holiday Park Elementary.
Another contestant is
Michelle Spann, of Murray.
She is the five-year-old
daughter of Ann and Robert
Spann. Michelle is being
sponsored by the Shoemaker
Seed Co. Michelle attends
kindergarten at Robertson
Elementary School. She has
brown hair and brown eyes.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Todd
have entered their twin
daughters in the pageant
(Continued On Page 91
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If it fits,we have a savings plan
custom-tailored to your needs.

MISS YOUR PAPER

Hardin School
Saturday, April 10, 7:30 p.m.
Country Music &
Family Entertainment
'
tAs
Admon''

Under 6 - Free

Subscriber* who hoop sof
.
received 'boa borne ,1.h..,
of Th. Murray Lodger
Tnvia‘ by 30 o r6. Monday
Frisky or by 3 10 p or, oo
Saturdays arc urged to roil
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The aydrage cost to raise a youngster to age 18 is
now $34,364,according to U. S. Government figures.
Let us show you how a plan of regular savings can
help prepare you for such a large responsibility— • .4
and give you a new point of view on making your
money grow.

If you
your t
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If it is,
price.
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Little Miss Kentucky..•
(Continued

year-old daughter of Pans& Little Miss. She will be Carroll.
Gunn and is being sponsored croitinng the new Kentucky
The winner will receive a
by the Jordan Furniture Co. Little Miss along with Mr. 160.00 savings bond, a charm
fourth grade McCormick.
bracelet, a bicenntenial
Kindergarten and has brown Pamela is in the
at the Immaculate Conception
Each of the contestants will necklace, a 1976 radio, a
hair and eyes.
She has dark recieve a participation cer- crown, trophy, and bouquet of
Kathy Walker is also a Catholic School.
brown hair. tificate and trophy from the roses. The four runnerups will
and
eyes
brown
contestant. She is the runeCeremonies Tau Phi Lambda sorority, recieve a bicenntemal
of
Mistress
The
year-old daughter of Howard
Mrs. Treva along with an autograph necklace, a 1976 radio, trophy,
is
evening
the
for
and Annie Mae Walker of
Murray animal and a bouquet. They and bouquet of roses.
Mrs.
is
She
Mathis.
brown
has
She
Calvert City.
1975-1976.
for
will also be presented AmUniversity
State
Tickets will be on sale at the
eyes and auburn hair. She is
CerKentucky
Mrs. Mathis was also the
for reserved seats at $3
door
of
bassador
her
by
ponssred
d
being
at the
Ceremonies
Julian
genere-acimiaaion at a
of
Governor
Mistress
each,
tificates
from
parents and f&s. Joe Norman.
Murray-Calloway
Kathy is a fourth grader at 1-1itie Miss

From Page 8)

Mr. and Mrs. Willard Joe
Travis. She is being sponsored
They are Latonya Lynn and by her parents and Travis
,LaVonya Lynn Todd of Brothers Dozer Co. Arise is in
Murray. They are seven years the first grade at Johnathan
of age and are second graders. Elementary and has blue eyes
Latonya and LaVonya have and brown hair.
brown hair and eyes. Latonya
The next contestant is
Is being sponsored by Dwain Crystal Rene' Triplett of
Taylor Chevrolet and Lit- Hickman. She is being
tleton's. LaVonya is being sponsored by the Citizens
County Pageant, 1975, and was
sponsored by J. T. Todd Used Bank of Hickman. Crystal is Calvert City Elementary.
s of Ceremonies at
Todd.
Ruth
and
Cars
the six-year-old daughter of
The next contestant is Robin co-Mistres
The next contestant is Arise Mr. and Mrs. Richard Denise Westerman. She is the the Miss MSU pageant held
Ann Travis of Benton. She is Triplett. She attends kin- five-year-old davghter of Mr. last month.
Also to be present at the
the six-year-old daughter of dergarten at Miss Joyce's and Mrs. Robert W. WestLittle Miss, 1976
Kentucky
is
erman of Murray. Robin
be Don Mcwill
pageant
being sponsored by the Step
is an AdHe
Cormick.
Ladder and attends kinAssistant to
ministrative
dergarten at Robertson
Julian Carroll.
Elementary. She has dark GovernorMichelle
McDougal,
Miss
brown eyes and black hair.
Little Miss, 1975 will
Kentucky
is
contestant
Another
be present to make her final
But Judge Price ruled that Barbara Shantel Witaker of presentation as Kentucky
PADUCAH,Ky.(AP)—The
president of a bail bonding Johnson had to testify as to Madisonville. She is the ninecompany here has testified whether he knew the identity
- before a grand jury that is of the alleged Carroll solicitor.
Johnson testified for about
investiging allegations of
improper fund raising during 20 minutes before the grand
Gov. Julian Carroll's 1975 Jury, but refused to say
whether he identified the
election campaignJames
C.
Johnson, caller "because the grand
president of Johnson Bonding jury is still investigating."
Co., testified briefly before a
Johnson said earlier that he
McCracken County grand jury
with
was
threatened
6 after being compelled by a
circuit judge to honor a. retaliation by a Carroll
subpoena ordering that campaign worker if the
contribution was not made. ,
testimony.
Johnson, who said he
McCracken Circuit Judge J.
Brandon Price said that refused to make such a conJohnson was required to tribution, alleged that the
testify before the grand jury retaliation came in the form of
concerning allegations by a General Assembly measure
Johnson that he was asked to that outlawed commercial
contribute $25,000 to Gov. bail bonding in Kentucky.
Carroll denied the charges
Julian Carroll's 1975 election
and ordered an investigation
campaign.
. Johnson had asked the court into Johnson's allegations.
quash the- grand !dry Until the court ruling, Johnson
subpoena on the grounds that had refused to name the
"there were no solicitations person who purportedly asked
for the contribution.
made in McCracken County:.

ems Soltervosrih

Johnson Testifies
Before Grand Jury

On Page 91

Virginia.

TyrraTirrirnrcrirrvir I

Ears PIERCED FREE
with purchase of Studs

$999

Now
•

Reg'
'12.00

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

DIAL 442-6881 For Appointment

PARKER FORD,Inc.
Murray
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

The winner will repr_esent
Kentucky at the National
Little Miss — 1976 pageant in
June to be held in Roanoke,

Ky

paducas, Ky

WILINS

325 Broadway
MFG J•wolier
11 LA2 &LLI.LAJIL

Sale Starts Saturday

SUPErZ.ECTION -SUPER QUALITY -SUPER VALUES
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each, and student • general
admission ages to 14) at $1
each. Tickets can be purchased from each of the
sorority members.

J'Plafea/11

KSU Regents Approve
$8.2 Million Budget
FRANKFORT. Ky.
Kentucky State University's
board of regents have approved an $8.2 million budget

for fiscal 1976-77 which includes about-K4.1 mill Or
renovation of campus

•

facilities.
President W. A. Butts told
the regents at Thursday's
meeting that— we're trying to
make sure that Kentucky

-'
1116111111 '
If
--•-:4411111Ww
'4IW'
Don't
Make a Move!!
without

done
Our Hostess'
Gifts and Information are
the Key to You'
New Community

State does not get the short
end of the stick when funds are
released" for construction
projects at state-supported
schools.
Butts said that tilts -have
been initiated with state
government officials to secure
financing, for without that
money, "it's going to be very
difficult for Kentucky State to
continue to exist and attract
students with its buildings in
their present condition."
Regents' Chairman Joseph
Leone said that Kentucky
State has not been "low man
on the totem pole . . ( but
under the totem pole" with
'respect to financing because
"seven other institutions
apparently are a step ahead of
us."
The approved budget could
be increased to about $12
million, according to Kentucky State Vice President for
Business Affairs Herman
Robinson, if the school
receives its anticipated share
of federal grants.
Of the $8.2 million contained
in the budget that goes into
effect July 1, $5.9 will come
from state funds. The state
funding figure represents an
increase of about $900,000 over
the current year's allocationn.

UN8EL1EVA
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TSWEA R A4BR
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SAVE FROM $1.05 TO $1.55 A YD.

PRINTED
JERSEY
• I to 10 ,d tear*.
• API•tsI NH..
• Hurry.

The presidential flag was
adopted Oct. 25, 1945 The President's personal seal appears
on a blue field surrounded by a
circle of 50 stars.

Henry Block has
a special reason why
you should come to us
for income tax help.

$2.99
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If you received the Short Form for filing
your taxes, our preparers are specially
trained to determine if its best for you.
If it is, well complete it at a very low
price. .and our charge always includes
your resident state return.

FiesR BLOCK®
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

903 Arcadia St.
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April Showers KET This Week's
Withiv.IVIusie,Drama Movies On TV
mmiam•
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April showers may bring May fictwer5
but this spring April showers Kentucky-Educational Television (KETI with film, drama and
documentaries.
Saturday night, April 10 at 9 1ET),8 (Cl),
KET airs the faithful filmredaPlation of Charles
Dickens' rktvel, "NicholerfisclMilby." featurin9.
an entertaining gallery of Dickens stiaracters.
This is the second of 100 classics from the

=
.M•••• WO/.
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ELO And Journey Here In Concert
"Run With The Pack"
Usually when a rock group
like Chicago and the Carpenters becotne superstars,
they usually turn out one
album a year. This is not true
with Bad Company and their
latest album "Run With the
Pack".on the Swan Song label.
Vocals on the album by Paul
Rodgers are excellent as well
as the various guitars of Mick
Ralphs.
Simon Kirke comes uli
strong' with his drums on the
cut,,.,"Live For the Music."
The Cbt. also shows signs of
continuods overdubbing by
bass guitarist, Boz Burrell.
(Dubbing is the process of
adding a. new track to the
original recording. Therefore
overdubbing is adding several
tracks to one recording.) •
A haunting effect by Mick"
Ralphs' accoustic and electric
guitars is provided in "Simple
Man." There is even a trace of
country music in "Love Me
Somebody."
Bad Company hits it off well
with a remake of the Coasters
hit "Young Blood." Rodgers
and his piano abilities comes
out in a big way in "Silver,
Blue & God." This cut also has
sentimental but phrased
vocals of Rodgers.
Orchestration on "Fade
Away" is of superb quality as
well as the countrified harmonica solo on "Do Right By
Your Woman."
Bad Company does well on
slow songs especially since
their sound ranges from a
near hard rock sound to a
basic rhythm and blues band.
Usually most groups fall on
their face on slow songs when
their "main bag" is either
hard rock or rock 'n roll. Bad
Company in "Run With the
Pack" is the exception.
Concert Notes
The concert of the year for
Murray may be next Tuesday
night when WKYX in conjunction with Stone Dog
Productions presents Electric
Light Orchestra and Journey

JANUS FILM FESTIVAL seen Saturdays a
9 p.m. 1E7), 8 p.m. (CT). The films range
from Olivier's "Hamlet," to Bergman and
Fellini favorites.
GREAT
PERFORMANCES celebrateS
Easter with "St. Matthew Passion,- Johann
Sebastian Bach's masterpiece of sJcred music.
The special two-part Holy Week presentation
airs Wednesday, April 14 anP Thursday. April
15 at 9 p.m. (ET), 8 p.m. (C7). Karl Richter
conducts the Munich Bach Orchestra arid Choir
and the Munich Boys Choir with Peter Schreier
as the Evangelist, Ernst Gerold Schram as Jesus
and Siegmund Minsgern as Judas and Pilate.
Contemporary folk singer Judy Col-

Eltlrit. LigIit Orchestra will appear here in Murray at
MSU fieldhouse Tuesday at 8 p. m. along with Journey
and a surprise guest.

at
the
Murray
State English drummer started with
Fieldhouse on Tuesday, April John
formed
Mayall,
13 at 8:00 p. m. Tickets are Retaliation, and then played
.50 and $6.50.
with the 200 Motels version of
Electric Light Orchestra the Mothers and as a
comes from England and had "spiderette' with David
its beginnings in Birmingham,
Bowie. Instead of heavy
England in 1966 as the rock
metal, Journey's sound can
group, The Move. Later, the
best be described as heavy
group changed it's name, it's
space. Shedding Latin inpersonnel and it's musical
fluences in favor of rock, the
style in 1970.
group updates the psychedelic
They made their first
openness of the late Sixties
American tow in 1973 which
Beatles, Dead, and Airplane
proved to be a big success.
with their own brand of space
Their music tends to be what
rock.
thiz, reviewer calls classical
New Releases .
rock. ELO has produced
IT HAS FINALLY HAPseveral albums of which
PENED — LED ZEPPELIN
"Eldorado" went gold and
HAS RELEASED THEIR
has
just
-Face the Music"
ALBUM,
LATEST
recently wept gold.
"PRESENCE." Other new
The second group, Journey,
releases are "American
is new on the rock scene being
Pastime" by Three Dog Night,
only two years old. However,
"The Sun Sessions" by Elvis
some of its members may be Presley, "Bloodline" by Glen
very familiar to many of us.
Campbell, "After All Is Said
Their latest album is "Look
and Done" by Robert Goulet
into the Future."
and "I'd Just Be Fool
'pie members of Journey
Enough" by Faron Young.
include organist-singer Gregg
Rake and 21-year-old whiZtid' It is estimated about 241 milguitarist Neal Schon from
Snatana. Bassist Ross Valory
played in local high school

lion California residents go fishing every year.

grups before joining the Steve
Miller Band in 1971. Aynsley
Dunbar is the only nonCalifornian in the band; the

Gasoline is used more efficiently at steady speeds which
makes freeway driving almost
twice as economical as driving
in city traffic.

lins affectionately profiles conductor Antonia
Brico, her successes and disappointments, her
love of music, and the frustrations and discrimination plaguing her lifelong career in
"Antonia. Portrait of the Woman," Tuesday,
April 20 at 9 p.m. 1E71,8 p.m. ICTI.
For opera enthuSiasts, KET presents
OPERA THEATER, a series of five full-leny
operas, beginning Tuesday night, April 27 a,
(ET), 8 (CT), The series, translated into Ei
glish, opens with "La Traviata" by Giuseppe
Verdi, based on the story of Camille_ Other
operas include "The Flying Dutchman,- "Die
Fiedermaus," Leonard Bernstein's "Trouble
in Tahiti" and D'Oyly Carte's film version of
"The Mikado."
Music and drama blend for an outstanding
Portrayal of THE STRAUSS FAMILY, a sevenPart biography, beginning Wednesday, April 28
at 8 p.m. MT!, 7 p.m. (CT). The story introduces Johann Strauss Sr., in 1824, a struggling
musician in his own right, and follows the
family's trials to Johann Strauss' (the younger)
successful composing of melodies such as "The
Blue Danube" and "The Emperor Weitz" at
the turn-of•the-century.
From mellow waltzes to bee-bop lazz
Buddy Rich, Taj Mahal, Mabel Merce, and
Ramsey Lewis higtslight the new weekly series,
MARK OF JAZZ, beginning Thursday night,
April 29 at 8 (ET), 7 (CT). JAZZ focuses on
the talents of an individual artist, both in performance and in conversation with series host
Sid Mark.
Dorothea Lynde Dix was a
crusader for humane care of
the mentally ill and her efforts
resulted in major reforms in
asylums.
Marcus Garve) was a leader
who sought • herneland feir
blacks in Africa and had millions of followers
Established in 1935 to mediate, arbitrate and settle union-management disputes over
fair labor practices, the National Labor Relations Board was
declared Constitutional by the
Supreme Court in 1937

,
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WNGE-2

WS11-3

6:30 Hollywood Severe+
743- On The Rocks
'7:30- baseisail
10:00 - &dam 2
10:30-Movie
1230-P11.04n

5 10 --C•ctus Pe.e
5:50 -Dice 11.4
6:23-IlleerTher
6:30-News
700-On The Rocks
730- Beseeell
1000 -News
10:30-Special
12,00-News

230- T.N.T

W$M-4
7.00- Melo little
8,00 - Forrester
9-00-- Jigsaw John
10:00-News
1030 -- Tonight
1200 Tomorrow

WTVF-5

WPSD-6

6130- Tel The Instil
7:00-Peened*
7:30- Rikki Tikki
11,00- All In Fernifs
8:30 - Maude
9:00- Med Center
1000- News
10:30 -Five-0
11:30 - Movie
1 • 30-News

KP/S-12

630-P9 Ceentry
700- Md. little
800 -Joe Forrester
9,00- Jigsaw Jahn
10:00-News
10:30 -Torseght
12,00 - Tomorrow

6:30- Dienoque
7:00-Peanuts
7:30- Rikki Tikki
8:00 - All In The Foreil v
11:30 'Need,
5:00- Wed Center
10:00- News
10:30-Movie
12:30 - news Highltglits

Saturday, April 10
8 p. in. — "The Ballad of
Cable Hogue," channels 4, 6.
12:01 — "Dead Man's
Eyes," channel 5.
2:30 a. m. — To Be
\nnounced,rhannel 2.

10:30 p. in. — "The Heat
Wave Lasted Four Days,"
channels 2, 3.
10:30 p. m. — "Judith,"
channe112.
11:30 p. m. — "Judith,"
channel 5.
2 a. m. — "Bunny Lake Is
Missing," channel 2.
Sunday, April 11
4 a. in. — "La Traviata,"
3 p. m. — To Be Announced,
channel 2.
channel6
Thursday, April 15
'3:30 p. m. — "Love Is A
p. m. — "Run A Crooked
t tall," channel 2.
Mile," channel 5.
8 p. m. — "The Story of
Stanley Holloway and Sir Cedric Hardwicke star in the
(Conclusion),
4 p. m. — "The Condemned
David,"
film version of Charles Dickens' 'Nicholas Nickleby," the
of Altona," channel 3.
second of 100 classics from KET', JANUS FILM FESTI- channels 2,3.
8 p. m. — "The Greatest
VAL Saturday nights at 9 (ET1 8 (CTI
10:30 p. m. — "The Fighting
Story Ever Told," (part one),
69th," channel 6.
channels 4,6.
11 p. m. — "Oh Men! Ho
10:30 p. m. — "The Shoes of
Women!," channel 4.
the Fisherman,- channel 12.
12:30 a. in. — "Lorna
11:30 p. m. — "The Shoes of
Doone," channel 5.
the Fisherman," channel 5.
Monday, April 12
2:50 a. m. — "John Gold3 p. m. — "The First Time,"
farb, Please Come Home,"
channel 5
channel 2.
4 p. m. — "Born To Kill,"
4:30 a. in, — "Carter's
channel 3.
Army," channel 2.
10:30 p. m. — "The Barefoot
Friday, April 16
Contessa," channel 2.
3:00 p. in. — -Masquerade,"
10:30 p. m. — "Blow-Up,"
channel 5.
channe112.
8:00 p. m. — "Love Story,"
11:30 p. m. -- "Blow-Up,"
channels 2,3.
channel 5.
8:30 p. m. — "Beneath the
4 a. m. — "Casanova's Big
Planet of the Apes," channels
Night," channel 2.
5, 12.
Tuesday, April 13
10:30 p. in. — "Three Ring
3 p. m. — "After the Fos,"
Circus," channel 12.
Dr. Karl Richter conducts the Munich Bach Orchestra and channel 5.
Chorus when GREAT PERFORMANCES celebrates Easter
11:30 p. m. — "Three Ring
4 p. in. — "Bringing Up
with "St. Matthew Passion," Bach's masterpiece of sacred
Circus,"
channel 5.
channel
3.
Baby,"
music Wednesday, April 14 and Thursday, April 15 at
11:40 p. m. — "See No Evil,"
10:30 p. m. — "Donavan's
9 p.m. (ET),8 p.m.(CT) on KET.
channel 3.
Reef," channel 2.
April rounds out with a special, "Dying,"
2:05 a. m. — "High Flight:
"The
—
in.
10:30
p
Thursday, April 29 at 8:30 p.m. (ET), 7:30 p.m.
channel 5.
Comedians," channel 12.
(CT). Filmed over a two-year period, the pro2:40 a. in. — "Voyage To
p. m. — "The
11
gram shares three people facing their deaths. It
The Bottota_of_ the Sea,"
Comedians," channel 5.
might make you cry, but You won't leave it
4 a. in. — "Do Not Disturb," channel 2.
feeling lonely or unhappy. Rather, the special
3:30 a. m. — "The Legend of
char,nel
gives you a deeper respect for the beauty of life.
Tom Dooley," channel 5.
Wednesday, April 14
April's schedule brings THE JANUS FILM
4:30 a. in. — "Territory of
FESTIVAL, THE STRAUSS FAMILY, MARK
3 p. m. — "Beachhead,"
Others," channel 2.
OF JAZZ, plus the touching documentary
channel 5.
"Dying," as part of the spring shower of new
5:00 a. in. — "The White
4 p. m. — "Isle of the Dead,"
series and specials on KET
Squaw," channel 5.
channel 3.
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7 DO Hong Kong Phooey 6:25- Ag U 5 A.
6:30- Sunrise Semester
7 25 Schoolhouse Sock
6:33- harm Digest
7:00- Pebbles
_ /AO-'ma/a Plies.4------jy30__ g...r
7.30 TOM 1 Jet ry
. eueety
7:30- love
1,25 Schoolhouse foci
0:30 Scooby Deo
8:00- Waldo Kitty
11:30 Gilligan
9:00-Shalom
8.30-Pink Panther
9:00 Supedriends
10:00-Sproce Nuts
9:00-toed lost
9:55 Schoolhouse Rock
10,30-Gbost Busters
9:30- Run Joe Run
10:00--Speed Buggy
11:00-Dinosaurs
10:00 --R•turn to Ape
10:30-Odd CauWe
11:30-Fat Albert
10:30-Westwind
11:00-Lost Sauced
12:00-- Fyn City
11:00- Jetson s
11:30-Am. Bandstand
12:30- - Basketball
11:30- Gs U S A
12:30-11S hum Report
3:00- Masters Coll
5:00 -Sport's Friend
1:00- Champion s
12:00- 1401141(one
2:00-Sports legends
5-30 -- News
1:00 -Grandstand
2:30-Pro Bowlers Tour
6-00-Hen Now
1:30-- Baseball
4:00-World of Sports
7-00 - Jeffs?. sons
4:00-hlesliville Road
5:30-ABC news
7:30 'be,
4:30-Pop Country
6:00-Lawrence Welk
8:00-- Mary Moore
500
: - Weggoner
7:00-Anything Goes
8:30-' Newheo
5:30-hews
8-00 -S W A 7
e
9,00-Carol Burner
600News
:9 :oo _ Cons Awards
1000- News
6:30- Te d Bart
10:30 - Neves
10:30 -Ircreisiele
700-E
:
m ergency
10:45 News
11:30-Wrestling
8:00 - Mario
1130 - Sammy 1 Co.
12:00-Movie
1015
: -News
1:30--- News
10:45-Sat Night

• 30 -Childrens Gospel
Nang Kong
• 10- Tom 8. Jerry
I 30-Freghtenstern
9:00 -Super Friends
10:00 -Speed Buggy
30,30 Soul train
11:30- Ameeicors
12:30 -Fishmq Hole
1700-.WMid of Sports
2:30-Pro levelers
4:00 -World of Sports
5:30-AK News
6,pp _Ariestreare
6:30-life Styles
7,00-Almost
1100-SW A T.
9:00-Coin Awards
10 30 - Wrestling
"A Iii'.'
' 1 30 It T44
:30 P11, Club
2 30 1 N T
.

00

--

TV GUIDE TUESDAY EVENING, APRIL 13
WNGE-2

WSM-4

WSIL-3

6:30-Treasure Hunt
7:00-Nappy Days
7:10-Laverne L Shirley
1:00- Th:Rookies
9:00-The Family
10:00- Adem 1 7
10:30- Mos
,e

6 00 -Cactus Pete
6, I S -News L Wee.
630-Ns.,
7:00 -Nappy Days
7:30- Unarm. 1. Slur y
II:00- The Rookies
9:00-The FOTfly
10:00-News
l030- Tuesday Myst.,
12,00-News

i 2:30- PTI. Climb
2:30-Mystery T144rtrit
1:00-T.N.T.

7 00 Moire On
8.00 - Police Women
,-City Angels
900
10:00-News
10:30- Tonight
11,00 - Tomorrow

WTVF-5
630 Tell The Truth
7 00 Cottontail
8:00 Al" A •5'H
11:30 - One Day
9:00-Oral Roberts
10:00 - News
w
10:30- Mason
11:30-- Movie
2:007 News

KFVS-1 2

6 30 Make A Deal
700 Morin On
8:00 - Police Women
9100 -City of Angels
10,00- News
10:30 - Touicer
12:00. Tomorrow

6.30

WNGE-2

Name That lime

7 00

C otttettsod

8 00 el'A'S'll
8:30 - Owe goy
9:00 -Switch
10,00-News
1030- Campaign .76
11:00 -- Movie
1,00 News Nigitiq61,

TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY EVENING, APRIL 14
•
5:30 -Cactus Pete
5:50 - OSCO Kid
al
6:15-News J. Wee
6:30- News
7-00 Bionic Women
8 00 Beretta
9.00 Starsky 6 Hutre
10 00 News
10 30 Moe'.
1200 Mews

6-30 Bobby Vinton
7 00 &ionic Women
11:00- gores,
9:00 -Shefsky L Hutch
10:00- Adeline 17
10:30-ABC Movie
12:30-Ph Club
230-TNT.

WSM-4
7 00

House on Prawn

9:00-Sandberg s 1.0(010
10700 -News
10:30-Tomah,
12-00 - Torriorree

WPSD-6

WTVF-5

KFVS-12

WPSD-6

6 30- Tell The Truth
7:00- Julie S.1100.1.
11:00-00finon
9:00- Blue Kreger
10:00 News
10:30 - Perry Mason
11:30- Movie

6130-11oshvolle Music
7:00-Neese On Prem.

6 30 - Price Is Rine
7.00 Flip !Caton
111•00 (41,1000
9.00 Blue Knighr
10,00 News
10.30 Movie
17:40 *ewe

9:00-Sembell Lincoln
10:00-News
10:30- Tonight
12:00- Teenerrow

700- Music City Special
7:30-Day of Discovery
800- James Robison
8:30-Oral Roberts
9:00- Old Time Gospel

o 30-Bible baptist
7-00-House of Worship
7:30-Jimmy Sevoggert
8,00- Amei Ong Geo('
8 30- Three Stooges
9:30- Re: bombard
10:30-- Baptist
11:30 -Capitol News
12:0.0-Issuer Answers
12:30- Eshinell
1:00-Am Sportsman
2,00- Music City
230- Lawrence Welk
3.30-Movie
530- Vireld Kingdom
600- SWISS Family
7,03- Six MIllion Defier
8-00-- ABC Movie
10-00 - Candid Camera
0-30- Cheenprows
11,30 Soul of ill. c. ity
12 00 New Life Hour
1 7 30 ABC News

10:03-These A T Days
10:55-Schoolhouse Rock
11:00- Issues 4. Answers
11:30- Don bun;
12,00- Groove Geolies
12:30 -Directions
100_ peoy.i.
2:30-Am Sportsmen
3:30-World of Sports
5:00-Sportsman Friend
5:30-Wild Kingdom
6:00-Swiss Family
7:00-Sit Million S Mon
8:00- Movie
10:00-News
10,10 - 700 Club

6:00- Sunrise Semester
7,00 - low Church
7:30 - Heaven s labile,
5:00- Carl Tipton
11:30--- Jorge' Robison
900 Good News

6:5.0-Farm Digest
7:00-Veg. Soup
730 --Falwell
8:30-Discovery
9,00 -Seeds
¶0:00-Corn Wore
11:00 -Eternal Light

430 ' °"'l R44)er"
10:00- TOM! 1 Su son
10:30-Clseplene
11:00- Nee nation
11:30 -Bill Dance
12:00-- Boras
12:30 • Basketball
3:00-Waiters Golf

11 :30 - Meet Press
12:00 -Grandstand
12:30-- Terinis
2:30 - Grandstand
3:00 - Ebony Spec
3:30 - Monsters
4:00-All, & Co,.
5:30-News
6:00-Disney
7:00- Merry Queer
8:00 -111c-Clood
10:00-News
10:30-Dragnet
11:00-Movie
12:30-With This Ring

5:00 - News
5:30-News
6:00-60 Minutes
7:00--- Sonny 1 Cher
8:00 -Re
900-10:00--M
10,30 --6VTVF Reports
11:00- Bernaby lone,
12:00- Wrestling
17:30 MOVil,
2.00- News

1:40-News
___

-isierv

KFVS-12
6:00 -Sunrise Semester
8c30- News
. -frbtote.
2:38-lugs Bunny
11:30--Scoeby Doc
t:00-The Shalom
10:00 -Spec• Nuts
10:30- Ghost Busters
11:00 -Dinosaurs
1130 PM Abort
1200 -Film Fest
12:30 -- Bersketbeil
3:00- blasters Gott
5,00 -- News
5:30-CIS News
6:00-Nee Haw
7:00 -Jeffer sons
7:30-Doc
8:00 -Mary Moore
8:30-Bob Idesykort
9:00-Carol Burnett
10:00- Nevis
10.30 Grensmoke
11 30 Nashville Rood
12.00 With this Ring
12 11 News Highlights

FASHION

Imitation Put
Necklaces $6 dot
Necklaces $24
liquid silver nec
Macrame with
Rosette nothin
Genuine Ivory
nothing chain $
other items ova
free catalog Sal
on C O. D basis

LAD'
JE1

P.O.
Ur/16am M

T-B

•
111.1C•len

Wall
Book !
ISM Si /Kress Ir.

IBM Pea
P.O..
Beata..

Would you like
Church Bus
School and mor
services at

Sinking
Baptist
If you do call
753-6121.

Alowww•mi
"Cleani
Our Busi

When yese ee
equipment or se
Cleaning is wok
best We have s1
and other cleans
far rent, or if y
will clean your
floors for you.

753-;

A
I
m

_
WTVF-5

WSM-4

WSIL-3

I

6:45 Weather
7:00 Emergency Plea 4
1,30-by.,
•- COO - Waldo Kitty,
II:30- Pion Panther
9:00-Lind of lost
9130-Run Joe Run
10.00 -Return so Apes
10 30 - Westrend
11-00 liberty
i 1-30 GO!
12:00- RED-TV
1230- Fencepost
1.00- Baseball
4:15 -Sat' Percy
10:15-News
10:45 - Sat Night
4:00 File 6
4:30 -Ky. Afield
5:00 -Spire of '76
5:30- NBC News
6:00-News
6:30-Accent
7,00- Enesergerity
0:00-Movie
12:15-Felony Steed
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WPSD-6

-/
WNGE-2

WTVF-5

WSM-4

WS11.- 3

WNGE -2

1. legal Not

KFVS-12

WPSD-6
6 30 Montage
7 DO Vegetable Soup
7 30 Gospel Jubilee
8:30 -Paducah De•otior
9:00-Pees Safi.
10:00-Changed Ice,
10:30-Accent
11:00-Eternal Light
11:30-Meet Press
12:130- Grandstand
12-30 -Tennis
2,30 -Grandstand
3:00-Movie
5 -00 -News
5:30-NBC News
6:00-Walt Disney
7:00-(fiery Ovens
8,00 --Mystery Movie
10:00- Mows
10:30- Movie

6:00 Christopher CioseUD
630 News
7:00 -Human Dimension
7,30 -Herald of Truth
II:00 -- U. S. of Archie
11:30 Herte,, Globetrotter,
900- ChINC1
10:00 Camera Three
i 10 Face Nation
11:00 -This is the life
11:30-Good News
12:00 - Forum
12-30--Basketball
3,00 --Minters Golf
5:00 -Ante. Work
5:3(1 (15 $..,
6 00 Siyty Minsieris
7.013 - Sonny and Cher
8:00 -boleti
9.00 -Brant
10:00-CBS News
10:13-News
10:45-Wagoe Tram
11:15-News Highlights

BEATLE BA
POPPEG
IF 11:2U NEC
ON AMIN •

NE PILAW

,
WNGE-2

TV GUIDE THURSDAY EVENING, APRIL 15
WSIL-3
6 pc
6.1s
6 30
7 00
7 30
1,00
9-00
10 00
10 30
745

6:30- Nam eThat Tune
7:00-Welcome Kotler
7:30- Berney Miller
1:00-Streets
9:00-News aoseup
10:00 - Adam 17
10 30 Meerut'Maple
12 30 P11 Club
2-30 T N T

(.acso, pet.
so.,a, Woo
14041/3
Rome.
Barney Miller
Saw Ft010(fStO
ARC Closers,
Now,
Marlene Meer(
Mew s

WSM-4
7 00 Men Davis
8'00 Movie
10 00 Me*,
It 30 tonrceert
17 00 Tomor• ow

WTVF-5
630 Tell The truth
7:00 Welton,
9:00-Rip Wilson
10:00 **I
1030 Ironside
11:30 Movie
225

_
WPSD-6

I

6 30
7.00

6 30 Porter Wagoner
7 00 Mac Davis
1.00 Movie
/0'00 News
10 30 Tonigit
17-00 Tonsernier

_

TV GUIDE FRIDAY EVENING, APRIL 16
WNGE-2
6.30 Hollywood Sauer es
7:00 Donny L Marie
0:00 -ARC Movie
10:00- Aden, 12
10:30- The Rookies
11:30- Win*. Imo
12:30-Pit Club
2:28- II0N 1

WS1L-3
6-00
615
6-30
7 00
8-00
10-00
1030
11 37
1 30

Corti,, P,.
Nowt L Wers
News
Donn,. L Mn..,
Moyle
Now,
Th• Ranker,
let. Movie
News

WSM-4
700 Sanford
7:30- Preirtur•
8i00 Rockford
900 - Polite,. Story
10-00 News
10.30 innueir
'7 00 Mid sip•riel

WTVF-5
6 10 1.11 The Truth
7 00 awe 100,M
1 30 Atone
10 00 News
10 10 Ironiid•
l 1 10 Mono Meratheis

,

Wild eerie
Welton,

9 00 Rarnaby 10,.,
1000 News
30-30.- Movie
115 • News

Newt

-

..,
KFVS-12

WPSD-6

K1VS12

6:30-Gonad COMPF0
7:00-%Ord
7:30 Prectice
8:00 Rockford
9-00 Police Stacy
10-00 News
10:30 - Temegke
1200 Msdreght Searle'

It 10 Ruch Denies
7.00 Chore* troy",
t:I0 Marie
10-00 News
10-30
11 15

Men.
News

DAYTIME Pd SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
-

WNGE-2

WSIL-3

6 00 Good Morn An,
700 Bete
8-00 -Peteeee
8.30 Green Acr•ii
9.00 Tr Own Time
930 Las's Mal e Deal
10.00-Neighbors
10:30 -Nappy Days
11:00-News Center 7
11f30-- AN My ClekE
12:00-- Ryan's Nolte
12.30 Rhyme 'Reason
1 00 S10.000 PY'om4
1 30 Mary Hartman
7,00 0.00 1 Mose
2.30 1 life liv•
3.00 Edge of Ingest
3,30 A Griffith
4.00 Rig Valley
S00 ARC News
5,30 - WWI Cent... 7
6:00 - Corn vetratie.

4

elniewiMINIBRIMireeselemwl,'

7 00 Good Morning
9.00 700 Club
10-30 -Happy Days
11,00 - Make A Deal
11:30--All My Childr•e
12:00 - Ryan, Hope
12:30 -Rhyme A Reason
1:00 5.10,000 Pyramid
1:30 The Neighbors
7-00 General Hospital
2:30 - Ow.life I. live
3,00 Edge of Moist
3 30 lassie
4 00 (M 71, i nen,
if) Mvsic
4 10 (F1 W oe lih
sop
5 00 (F1 Soul Tr ee

WSM-4

WTVF-5
5 15 Country jeu.,sa
$ 70 Carl Tipton
6 00 News
7 00 Nye* Site
8 00 Capture Kongetoo
9 00 Price Is Right
10.00
Gambit
10 30 Love 04 lief
11-00 Young Restless
i I 10 Search Tomer
I ? 00 Singing Corr
17 2(1 - Weather
12:25 -Noon New,
12:30-World Turns
1:30-Groiding light
3:00- Al In Family
2:30--Match Gem.
3:00- Wiese's Island
3:30-Men,,
5:25-Weather
SIB-Hews
5:08-- News
-

S 45 Weather
5-50 Devotion
5-55 lob Mkt
600 Moen Show
7,00 - Today
9,00 - Miens
10:00 • .Wheel Fere UM.
10:30 NO10,4 5.000/ft
11:00 Marble Marlin.
11,30 Noon
12,30 Days oft:,.,
1.30 Doctors
7700 Another World
3:00 Somerset
3:30-- Flintstenes
440-Bees.,
4:30-Lacy
S:00-foie Affair
5:XI-NE News
6:00-N,,.
.. .
,.

WPSD-6
6 25 Arthur Sower
654-Pinter Spooks
700 - Today
9-00 Romper Room
9 25 Calendar
9.30 High Roll.,,
10,00 Wheel of it/TS.010
10:30 Hollywood Squares
11:00--N Marble Machine
11,30 Teske My Advice
11,55 NBC News
1200 News
12:30 Days of Lines
1:30 The Doctors
200 - Another World
3-00 Somerset
3.310 Gillette's Island
400 14fileret
1,30 Neon&
530- N1K elms
480-Mews
. .

KFVS-12
6-00 - Sunrise Semester
I:30-'reddest Skews
7:00- News
8:00- Caption Keener cso
9:00-- Price Is Right
10-00 Gambit
10'30 love of life
70 55 News
11 00 Young and Restless
11 30 Sewed Tomorrow
12.00 Ferm Meter*
17 OS News
12 30 As World Tures
1 30 Golding light
2700 - All In Fromay
7-30 - Match Game
3-00 Tottlipteles
3:30 Mickey Mous•
4.00 Beverly 101Ibillies
4 30 Andy Griffith
3:00 760 Ns* Try%
5:30 News
.
6410 - CRS News

Lir A FM
eo0< He
BELcA,E1

.DECAF
ME
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EVYMPSELL/NOMENTING?/1/NNO?

rv

1. Legal Notice

"The Heat
Four Days,"

Imitation Puke or Hest,
Necklaces $6 doz. GenuinsNecklaces $24 doz. Ban,t,
bquid silver necklace $7 2 1.
Macrame with beads $6 doz
Rosette nothings $7 20 titt.,
Gamine Ivory Elephant•
notlung chain $6.213 don '.t.
other items available. Semi
free catalog. Samples availabi,
on C.0.13 basis on:y

- "Judith,"
tinny Lake Is
e12.
Traviata,"
, April 15
.un A Crooked

LADY LYNNE
JEWELRY
P 0. DOM 173M
ay, Seem 11.• fork I I/0e

le Condemned
met 3.
'The Greatest
1," (part one),

T-Ball

"The Shoes of
'channel 12.
''The Shoes of
'channel 5.
- "John Gold:ome Home,"

Way Styles

Marry Calmer
0

- "Carter's
1 2.
April 16
Masquerade,"

Wallace
Book Store
soot tis

SOS, korolis

1 Rise
c....

"Love Story,"

4
:4

HEAR
EVER
'
:
. 1;r1 WHISPERS

"Beneath the
Des," channels

woin a ,ew

ffe xe

- "Three Ring
q 12.
- "Three Ring
'15.
'See No Evil,"

StEAR11141AID
Mb Poplar St
P.O. Bel 1$7
Beaton. Ky 42023

'High Flight,"

Would you like to ride our
Church Bus to Sunday
School end morning worship
services at

- "Voyage To
?L.,. the Sea,"

'The Legend of
hannel 5.
"Territory of
2.
- "The White
5.

FVS-12

iunrise Semester
News
l'ebbies
Bugs Bunny
Lcooby Doe
The She ern
Space Nuts
Ghost Buster,
Dinosaurs
Fir Albert
Film Fist
Busketball

MOBILE HOMES underpinned. Your choice
of color and materials
Also Hurricane Straps
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.
m or weekends.

[F

"NOTICE"
I have just finished a
book of the history of the
Ross Green Futrell and
Futrell Family, my four
grandparents of Trigg
County and Land Between The Lakes.
The title of the book is
"History
of
four
Generations" and will
be off the press in ablaut
2 months, any one who
would like to be sure of a
copy, please send me
your name and address
soon as possible. Ttoi
price is $18.00 picked up,
$19.00 if mailed. Jesse
Ross, 400 So, 9th St.,
Murray, Ky.

Attention Farmers
8. Home Owners!

If you do call Mike Latins,

WANTED 4
HOMES

When po• need supplies,
equipmeat or service call as
Cleaning is what we know
best We have steam cleaners
sod other cleaning equipment
fa rent, or if you prefer we
will clean your carpets and
floors ice you.

753-7753

liasters Golf

Wins
:BS News
tee New
leffersons
)oc
Nary Moore
lob New hart
:Anal Burnett
News
Gunsmoke
Nash will* Road
With This Ring
*Owl Highlights

Greenaliousc
or owe.«

BUY
GREETING
CARDS by the box for
less than 10 cents a card.
Complete line including
current products. Phone
753-1712 after 5.

Sinking Spring
Baptist Church

"Cleaning Is
Our Business"

Cabbage
Broccoli
Caulifiowver
Tomatoes
Pepper

Plants
Axiali Flowers

I.ONGTERM
FARM LOANS
low cost and fast, efficient
service
MID DELTA AGENCY
representang
Kansas City life
Insurance Company
P.0.Box 902
Sikeston, Missouri
Monet 314-4714000

753-682)

A

Address

LOST IN VICINITY of
N. 7th, white and black
terrier, named Reb,
reward. Call 753-2928.
LOST OR STOLEN mai'
puppy, husky build,
black, tan, i white.
Reward.Call 753-9255 or
753-3700.

6. Help Wanted

Management
Trainee
For Murray Argo

BABYSITTER IN MY
home. References
required. Call 753-6345
BABYSITTER FOR
small children. 11p.m.-7
a.m. Your home. Call
753-3780.
FIRST CLASS BODY and
paint man. Apply in
person. Parker Ford
Body Shop. See Michael
Barnett Manager.
OLAN MILLS. Apply now
to room 15 at Plaza
Motel.
EXPERIENCED
PAINTERS, steady
work. For interview call
753-5287.

Nome
City

5. lost And Found

$25.00 Per Hundred
stuffing
Envelopes.
Send self-addressed,
stamped envelope.
E'dray Malls, lkot
Albany Mo.64402.

Box 2523
F:vansville, Ind
47714

t oph er C losevo
!ors
I..,,, Dimension
'cold of Truth
S of Archie
irlern Globetrotter,
lurch
.arnera Three
int Nation
his is the life
'road thaws
'orven
Basketball
looters ('oil
mtg. Work
O News
ity Minvtes
nny end Cher
ijak
onk
:BS News
loses
logee Trani
lees Highlights

PAULETTE
NANNEY
is now working at the
Kut-N-Kurl. Call now
for appointment at
753-1682

A growing corporation with
retal outlets is looking tor
people in management end
supervision if you Ore
looking for o challenging
career that offers op
portunrty for odeancenseer
send Resume to P 0 Box
378 Murray keriturkt

4 homeowners in *he
general area grill be Wren
to opportunity to lune new
vinyl c„...aiit Sesail Sone
Soling applied to their home
frith optional decorative
work at a very bow cost
This arnerong new product
has captured the in-forest of
homeowners throughoirt Hse
United Stat•ii who ere fed
up with constant poientrug
and other reeint•nence
costs. It will lost yew •
lifetime and provides full in
striation summer and win
two es w.it a. fir• Neter
tion Our new product can
be used over every type of
Monte including from• con
crate Nock asbestos stuc
co etc. It comes in o choice
04 colors and is now going
to be introduced to the
Calloway County or.. Tour
borne con be a showplace in
the county end we will male
it worth your while if we
con use your home for ad
nettling
For an o p
pointment mod wthin 3
days some and address to

FVS-1 2

7
,

3. Storage Buildings
BUY THE BEST for less.
CUSTOM
BUILT
PORTABLE
BUILDINGS. Call 7530984.

State
Pheeli
Please give directions Motning. Noon Oe Evening

TWO ADJOINING LOTS
at Linton Shores at Lalse
Barkley. Call 753-2359.

Available
tlielalsr snip
Georwei TWO A
Iheier Cs.
Excellent business op
pzirturitty in Murray, Ky
area. Automotive ex
perience desirable. Some
cash required t St. Louo
District, 500 Northwest
Fiala, Suite 700, St. Ann,
Mo.63074, AC 314201.4340

14. _Want To Buy

a

LAWN MOWING jobs
wanted. Call 753423.

WANT LAWNS TO MOW,
J & K Farless. Call 7538190.
10. Business Opportunity

15. Articles For Sale

GREAT OPPORTUNITY
for someone who wishes
to earn better than a 30
per cent return on investment. Available is
two retail stores which
should exceed $40,000 in
net profits over next
twelve
months.
Potential
is
even
greater. Take over at
price of inventory and
fixtures. Approximately
$125,000. Write to P. 0.
Box 724, Paducah.

ASSORTED FLOWER
and garden plants. Can
be seen at Lynn Grove
Egg Co., I.ynn Grove,
Ky.,or call 435-4197.

1=111111
ALL LINES of Insurance
including homeowner,
auto, commercial,
group accident and
hospitalization. Wilson
Insurance and Real
Esate, across from Post
Office. Call 753-3263.

1962 MODEL FORD
tractor, 801, 5 speed line
power, plow, disc and

A. B. DICK 320 offset, also
other used printing
equipment. Call 4362575.

FOR ALL YOUR FENCING NEEDS.Call AAA
Fence Supply Co., 14446865-, Paducah,Ky.

SHIELD Of .SHELTER

For your
Life
Health
Home
Car
Farm
Business
ONE-STOP
SERVICE
Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489

Disaster Turns Your
Dream Home
To Rubble
Insurance From
Purdom
& Thurman
407 Maple

KENMORE
LADY
DRYER, $50.00. Call
753-8545

FOR SALE JENNY LIND
bedstead. box spring
and mattress, like new,
1150.00 Metal kitchen
cabinet, $25.00. 607 Olive
St. Call 753-6587.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
MontgomerY, 753-6700,
day or night.
KERBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Stree.. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.
18 Sewing Machines

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, 4th and
Sycamcre, Murray,
Kentucky.

13. Exterminating

FREE
TERMITE

INSPECTION
Avoid Costly
Home Reparis

tKelley s termite

& Pest Cantrol
_
)0 South / 3 Street ,
Flies. Roaches.-Savor Fish 8 shrubs

Phone 753-3914
Ott•••••

TT

Singer Sewing

•

24. Miscellaneous
SEARS 10 h.p., tractor
mower, good condition,
10 cubic ft. trailer, 2 h.p.
electric 7" circular saw,
like new. Call 436-5571.
RIDING MOWER,14 h.p.
John Deere, hydrostatic
with 48 inch mower. Call
753-6469.
WORMS, RED
OR
Canadian
night
crawlers. Rex Worm
Farm. Irvin Cobb Road,
call 436-5894.
ROOM,
LIVING
suites,
BEDROOM
trailer hitch. Call 7537622.

Machine Shop
SALES t
SERVICE
751 332.3

set A,
•

34. Houses For Rent

21 Mobile Home Sales

FOUR ROOM HOUSE,
available now. Call 7533864, or 753-6944.

1973 SHANANDOAH, 12
70, 3 bedroom, 2 baths,
fully carpeted. Call 7531905 after 5 :30p. m.

LARGE BRICK HOME in
5
or
Murray, 4
bedroarns, 1 ki baths,
2
formal -dining,
fireplaces: References
required. Call 753-3597.

12 x 60 MOBILE HOME,
100' x 250' lot, anchored
on
solid
concrete
foundation, new well of
water, city gas. Call 4928195.

bath,
11
/
2
HOUSE,
basement, $125.00
month, $125.00 deposit.
Call 753-8333 evenings,
753-7671.

TWO LOTS AND 2 mobile
homes, adjoining TVA
property on the lake
$7,500. Call 436-2505

36. For Rent Or lease

1971 KINGSWOOD, 12 x
65, 2 bedroom, 2 bath all
electric central air. Call
489-2666, after 5.

COMRENT
FOR
MERCIAL SPACE. Off
square, accessible from
4th and 5th Streets. Call
753-1569 after 6 p.m.

1973 26' FRANKLIN fifthwheel trailer, fully selfcontained. Like new
must see to appreciate.
Central heat and air.
Radio and tape player.
TV antenna. See at 621
South 4th Street or call
753-5777.

3/ Ludestock

Youth
league
Shirts
Price Us
Before You
Buy

Wallace
Book Store

10til across from librart.
next to college Shop

ONE HUFFY RIDING
lawn mower, like new,
used I season. See at
1101 Poplar or call 7531778.
ALUMINUM
ONE
STORM and window
combination. Five
storm windows, suitable
for porch or patio. Five
brass standard size
curtain rods. Two brass
rods that extend 144",
cafe rods. Call 436-5577.

26. IV Radio

THORN'S CB
Sales
AND SERVICE

1 We

REGISTERED POLLED
Hereford bulls 6 to 15
months. Also 6 cows.
Three with calves.
Phone 901-247-5487.

TWO LARGE WINDOW
fans. Excellent condition. Call 753-1569 after
6 p.m.

1974 12 x 60 2 bedroom,
central heat, air conditioner, washer, dryer,
large lot. Call 753-4091.

1970 12 a 60 JETLINER.
$4,900.00. Financing for
responsible people. Call
753-9783.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8926.

AKC REGISTERED
Cocker Spaniel puppies,
8 weeks old, buff
colored, males and
• females, $50.00 each.
Call 412-8861.

VERY NICE 2 bedroom
mobile home large lot,
couples $80.00. Call 757k8216 after 5 p.m.

DOBERMAN PINSCHER
pups, AKC registered_
Call 436-2336 after6 p.m.

111=111111

FLU. BLOODED German Shepherd silver
and black, very gentle,
has all shots. $50.00. Call
489-2569.

EFFICIENCY
APPARTMENT
with
washer and dryer
hookup. Call 753-1398
evenings or 762-6341
weekends.

EASTER LAMB. $50.00.
Call 753-4106.

LANDLORDS, young
married couple want I
or 2 bedroom furnished
house or apartment in
Murray in May. Call
after 5, 753-9767.

FURNISHED AND unfurnished 2 bedroom
apartments, available
now, Embassy Apartments. Call 753-4331.

1973 12 x 50 New Moon, 2
bedroom, all electric,
Good condition. Call 4365419.

Supplies

AKC REGISTERED St.
puppies
Bernard
Championshp blood
lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p. m.

LOT FOR MOBILE home
with garden space for
rent. Handmade quilt
for salt- Call 489-2440.

All Brands
Units
on
Licensed tech

27. Mobile Home Sales

38 Pets

12 x 40 ALL ELECTRIC
home. Fully furnished
and air condition.
Located conveniently in
Riviera Ct. Prefer
families. Deposit
required. Call 767-4055.

32 Apartments For Rent

North 4th Street Murray
753 0577

STANDING AT stud,
registered American
saddle bred horse. $50.00
grade mares, $100.00
registered mares. Call
753-9390.

19. Mobile Home Rentals

service AM FM
Stereo Home and Car

duty.

Supplies

ENGLISH SADDLE and
$150.00.
bridle,
Excellent condition. Call
753-9570.

28 Heating 8 Cooling
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
mattresses,
a11
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Phone 1443-7323.

TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-9983.

20 Sports Equipment
MUST SELL EQUIPMENT and supplies For-a 2 operator beauty 14FT. STARCRAFT
shop. Phone 753-6694
aluminum V bottom
from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
boat, 2 swivel seats,
condition.
excellent
TILLERS, Tillers tillers
Phone 753-5915.
3 H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 H.P. chin 14 FT. ALUMINUM
drive, $189.95 All With B
Runabout with a 25 h. p.
S engines. Wallin
Johnson motor on a
Hardware,'PariS, Tenn.
Holsclaw trailer. All in
good condition $350.00.
Phone 354-6691.
NICE CUSTOM made
maternity clothes, size
12, all for reasonable TEN SPEED bike, 1971
Ford transmission. Call
price. Call 753-1611.
753-4716.
BIRD SOLID VINYL
SWINGS. Never needs 14F1. BOAT 90 RP.
painting. Now installed
Evinrude inboard,
by Aluminum Service
outboard. Best offer
Co. Downtown Hazel.
over 1,000. Call 436-2461
Call 492-8647.
..1.8 FT. PONTOON,35 h.p.
'Johnson, new deck and
16 Home Furnishings
trailer. Call 436-2483.
WHIRLPOOL
COMSUPREME 80, gold, PRECISION
POUND bow, 50-60 lb.
$150.00. Call 753-3649.
Used only five times,
priced to sell. Call 753BARREL CHAIR and GE
7186 after 6 p.m.
mix master. Both for
$40.00, good condition.
Ca U 753-0398.
1974 RIVIERA PONTOON with Etinrude 50
h. p. motor. Call 1-24SIX
AND
TABLE
.
5882.
CHAIRS, maple end
tables and cocktail
table, 2 table lamps,
medicine cabinet, filter
clean vacuum cleaner. 12 STRING gu▪ itar. Call
436-5437.
Call 435-4352.

-

I'M PACK
WHERE f
STARTED'

SPECIAL TWO 200 gallon
fiberglass saddle spray
tanks, regular $800.00
now $595.00. We also
have grain bins, steel
buildings, gooseneck
trailers and a grain
cleaner that takes garlic
out of wheat. AgriProducts,call 753-2958.

TWO DIAMOND rings,
for sale. $500.00 for both.
Call 753-5694.

=Call

Ler/Ay

SLUGGS, SNAILS,
WOOD fungis, mold,
roaches, insects and
termites. Plastic put
under house. Kelley
Pest
Termite and
Control, 753-3914.

cultivator. Call 489-2434.

THE PHANTOM

i.--\ND NOW
erACK HCYAE Tt
aeLOVED 5EIK AWOLDECAPfTATE
AA VV

FOR SALE 1975 Model, 1,5
gallon, 3 point hitch tank
sprayer has 6 row boom
and hand gun for fruit
trees, etc! Sprayed less
than 20 acres. $225.00.
Call 753-2359.

TWO ROW SERIES 310
Ford planter. $300.00.
Call 489-2697.

ELECTRIC STOVE
coppertone color.
Hidden eyes, oven at
top. Storage in bottom.
Call 753-8218.
•

LK' A 1304ER

=NM

STANDING TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753-6231

LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the mot ipaned
with Blue Lustre, rent
electric shampooer, Big
K, Bel Air Shopping
Center.

NEVER KNEW
ERA5EC5 NAL, To
OE AIRED OUT
BETWEEN U5E5

THESE
BIRDS ARE ALIVE
NO WOUNO5 . ALL
UNCONSCIOUS-,
BREATHING
NORMALLY

•

19. calm Equipment

LAYING HENS. eall 753'FORD
ONE
ROW
9981.
mounted corn picker.
Call 4354355.
GOOD USED STORM
door, standard size. Call
CASE 570 diesel, with 472
474-2757.
hours, 10 ft. whee2I disc,
three 14" plowsi1. Two
USED AIR conditioner,
row cultivator,$6,000.00.
call Bob at Dill Electric,
Call 753-5677 after 5 p.m753-9104.

BEATLE BAILE7

(FV S- 1 2

Sunrise Semester
Breakfast Skew
News
Topton, longaree
Proc. I, Right
Gamin,
lose el life
News
Young end Restless
Search Tomorrow
Form Fictive
News
As World Turns
lwidio tsght
1111 I. fennay
Wa$cb Gwen
Fettetales
Mickey Mims.
leverty MilthiNies
lOwly Griffith
rat th. Tow%
%In
:as lil•nis

13 Ff. Sale Or Trade

9. Situations Wanted

FASMION JEWELRY

- "Judith,"

NA, ABSPAYOfic

Baby Ducks,
Baby Chicks,
And Baby
Rabbits
for
Easter
Pet
World

TWO NICE FURNISHED
apartments for rent
Real nice for a retired
person. Call 753-6044

II 1to

Phan 753-1131

FURNISHED
APARTMENT. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street. 753-6609.

AKC REC1STERED Irish
Setters, $35.00 Call 4365574 after 6 p.m.

MURRAY
MANOR
apartments, one or two
bedroom, unfurnished,
except
stove
and
refrigerator, water bill
paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. $100.00
deposit, 6 months lease,
no pets, must meet
income specifications
and have good credit
references,

YARD SALEStli-,-Wancl
10th. North on 641, turn
right at Bucy's Grocery,
1 mite. Dolls, antiques,
clothes, toys, collectors
and
items
miscellaneous.
Bargains!

BY
OFFER
OW- NER Ralph McGee,
638 E. Gladys, Sikeston,
MO 63891, Phone (314)
471-0123 or (502) 43634. Houses For Rent
5333. -Furnished mobile
home with one room
TWO BEDROOM brick
addition. Screened in
home
furnished
or
front porch and back.
unfurnished. all Utilities
patio. ..Underpinned:
paid, 416 N. 8th,drive by
Circle drive. Ariland see from outside If
shaded lots. Near Blood
interested send name,
River on Ky. Lake. Aale
address and phone
price $16,000 terms.
number to Bill Ellis,
4852
Carrollton,
1172 * TWD BEDROOM,
Indianapolis, Ind.,46205.
central air, washer and
dryer, underpinned, tie
downs. Bargain price. HOUSE FOUR miles
from Murray. Couple,
See at Riviera Cts. or
man and wife. Call 753call 753-3280.
8190.
1973 THREE BEDROOM,
lit bath, air condition,
FOUR MILES from 'City
furnished. Priced fci;*
limits on 641 South.
quick sale. See at
Immediate occupancy.
Riviera Ct. or call 7a3Couples only. $155.00 per
month. Call 492-8413.
3280.
•

41 Public Sales

SEVEN PARTY YARD
sale, furniture, new 10
and 3 speed bicycles,
quilt taps, clothes, sizes
9-18, some mens and
boys, toys, books, lots of
miscellaneous. Friday
and Saturday,7:30-? 602
Vine.
GARAGE SALE Saturday, April 10, 9:00-4:00
at 1203 Peggy Ant)
Drive. Very clean sale.
Childrens clothing,
games, household items,
furniture, etc.

\

CARPORT SALE, April
10th. 8-2 at 18th and
Magnolia Sponsored by
NOW a non profit
organization. Refreshments,free babysitting.
GARAGE SALE, 510 141...
7th. Saturday 8 a.m.

I ‘,
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IfItirResultsYouWant-Its(141IIFIIIMBIYouNeed
41 PL,o1

41.•Public Sales

SALE,
GARAGE
Saturday 7:00 a.m. to
5:011, April 9th and 10th,
1944 Gatesborough.
Clqfhing-Womens sizes 9
to 0, mens 36 to 40.
Flints, rug, books and
maKellaneous.

GARAGE SALE Saturday April 10,8:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. Clothing, toys,
furniture, dishes, and
1500
miscellaneous.
Cardinal Drive.

SEWN FAMILY yard
sale, Friday 9-6,
Saturday 9-3. Puryear
Tenn. on W.Chestnut off
641. Clothes of all sizes,
avon bottles, dishes,
some furniture, small
organ, lots more to
choose from.

Yard
Salle

YARD SALE SATURDAY, 10 th, if rain will
be April 17th. Front
trailer at 4 th and
Sycamore by drive-in
theatre. Time 8-5.
YARD SALE, 509 So.
110, April 9th from 8-?
Clothes, furniture,
books, lots of good clean
items.
BARGAIN BARN sale,
13th and Main, Saturday
9-4. Large Mayfield
shipment, just arrived.
SALE
RUMMAGE
American Legion Hall,
S4turday, 8 till ?
Clbthes, _books, crafts,
plants, games, Avon
bottles, fruit jars,
glassware, and much
more.

1505W. Main
All Day
Saturday
Top quality merchandise.
GARAGE SALE, 309 N.
7th Street, Saturday
from 9 a.m.to 5 p.m.
TWO-FAMILY, PatioGarage Sale, 9 a.m. to
dusk,Saturday, Apri110,
1709 Farmer Ave. Many
clothes from infant
through 4-year-old, plus
men's and women's
clothes; bric-a-brac,
toys, furniture, books,
baby bed and accessories, plants, golf
bags, crafts, everything
priced
go,
must
reasonable.
ATTIC SALE, East
Calloway Elementary
School, Saturday, April
10th. 8 a, m. - ?, rain or
shine, sponsored by
East PTC.

ROBERTS REALTA
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
ficensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estatk
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
SPECIAL FOR
THE WEEK
Extra nice 11 room,6 br. 4
home
with
bath,
_everything. Central gas
heat and central air, 12
closets, basement, 2
fireplaces, wall to wall
g• carpets, drapes, den,
dining room, built-ins in
the Kitchen, and lots of
extras on a good sized
lot. Call now, just listed.
GUY SPANN REALTY,
753-7724

Gatesborossytil Before yov
bay take a look at this 3
BR 2 Bath home for under
540 000 It features central
heat and sir, large kitchen.
breakfast area L family
room combination, living
room L formal chinng area
Also, it's istce4y landscaped?
An older home! 1210 Olive
ra a 1' 7 story home with
full basement lot floor 1.14Ie
R with fwepioce dining
room, kitchen 2 BR.. L
bath. 2nd floor ass BR.. L
1 Bath Central guy
too fOf On

appointment ws!

call!
Wilson Real Estate
Pb.... 7 S3- 3263 anytime

LOT ONE mile from
Murray, 125 x 400. Call
753-8190.

Our prices start at $386.00. Complete, Floored,
ready to use. We also build Mobile Home room
ad-ons, Patios, Carports, Portable offices, Minicottages, and boat docks. For the Best for Less,
PORTABLE
CUSTOM-BUILT
Visit,
BUILDINGS on Hicks Cemetery Road. Call 7530984. Many in stock to choose from or built to order.

POEMS WANTED
THE KENTUCKY SOCIETY OF POETS is
compiling a book of poems. If you have
written a poem and would like our
selection committee to consider it for
publication,send your poem and a selfaddressed stamped envelope to:
THE KENTUCKY SOCIETY
OF POETS
212 Republic Bldg.
Suite 212
Louisville, Ky. 20202

$100,000.00
Liquidation Sale
Authentic American
Indian Jewelry
.Apr-119h and 10th
so
only WA SA attempt

ore returning to Murray for two days
portion of our collection

to Inquhdato a arge

consisting of:

• Hundreds of Bracelets
'Belt Buckles
'Watch bands
'Chokers
pieCIPS. Al Jewelry is direct from the
1/11111ry
Navaho Zuni Hopi and Santo Domingo reser-rattans in South, oirres ore signed and all yewelry is
,Mw,
west United Ste
"Necklaces
'Pendants
'Rings
'Ear Rings

guaranteed furouoye
American Indians

nroi

Osr11els saver and bond

mode by

Welcome
bring tax numbers
Fridoy April 9, 2 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday April 10, 1200 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Holiday Inn, South 12th Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Sale conducted by
1 11';,,
,
r
,

Tim Randolph, Homer, Ill.
Bank Americard
Master Charge

NOTICE
Motor Vehicle licenses
(City Stickers)
Motorcycle
Licenses
and
and 1976 Dog Togs
are now on sale at
the City Clerks Office
City Hall, Murray, Kentucky
Office hours...
8a.m.to 5 p.m.
Monday thru Friday

FOR SALE BY OWNER: 46 Homes For Sale
Spacious ten room THREE BEDROOM
frame home with two
brick,
fenced
in
car garage, workshop
backyard on extra large
and store room on large
lot.
$23,900.
1605
attractive lot. Two
Catalina Drive, Murray.
bathrooms, formal
Call 753-3261, 753-6474.
dining room, study.
Private back yard with NEWLY
REDECORATED u.'3
trees, shrubs, small
bedroom frame with
garden plot. Located
utility, shag carpet,
near University and
drapes, located on nice
Shopping
Northside
lot at 214 South 11th.
Plaza on quiet street.
Price reduced to 13,000.
Priced in low twenties.
Call 753-7974 or 753-1877.
Call 753-4045.

43 Real Estate

FIRST TIME OFFERED
Two bedroom home four
miles from Murray,
House has been corn_pletely_ redecorated anA_
has new roof,. new
wiring, new plumbing,
wood-burning fireplace,
and is in very good
condition. Most of the
furniture in the home
remains with the home.
Priced at only $11,500.00.
Phone Bill Kopperud,
753-1222, KOPPERUD
REALTY, 711 MAIN
STREET.
NEW HOME IN Murray,
priced at $29,900, has 3
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
range, dishwasher,
central heat and air
conditioning, den. A
must to see if you are
looking for this price
range of home. Call
Moffitt Realty Co., 206
South 12th 753-3597.
KEEP
YOUR
INVESTMENT'AT HOME.
Well kept 2 story frame
house in good location,
gas heat, basement, and
garage. Fireplace and
sun porch enhance
traditional charm and
warmth. Rent the six
furnished bedroom on
second floor and watch
your profits grow. Call
753-8080 or come by 105
N. 12th, BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE.
TRUCK GARDEN land.
Approximately 21
/
2
acres, 11
/
2 miles from
Murray on Highway 280.
Call 753-6580 after 5 p.m.

i;
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46 Homes For Sale

46. Homes For Sale

LARGE FOUR bedroom
home on well landscaped lot in Canterbury
for sale by owner.
Shown by appointment_
on Saturday and - Sunday. Call 753-4186..

THREE BEDROOM
frame house 2 years old,
has extra building lot
with meter pole. 9 x 14
building, 3
metal
. minutes walk to lake. A
bargain at $15,500. Call
436-2260.

NEW BARN STYLE
house, unfinished, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths,
fireplace, earport in.
East "Y" Subdivision.
Make offer. Call 753-0965
after 5.00.

OR TRADE for smaller
house. Three or four
bedroom in Meadow
Green Acres. Call 7531566

46 Homes

NICE THIC
brick, spa
room, la
central he
double c
baths. Fl
near Mu
School. Cal

EOR

--- 'SW

AKIIIIMassoosini—•

"JUST PROW91NG, FOLK9.0

46. Homes For Sale
SHERWOOD FORREST,
choice 34 acre wooded TWO BEDROOM YEAR
round home overlooking
lot, Nottingham Drive,
Creek,
Cypress
walk-in
for
ideal
wor,kshop, garage,
basement or tri-level
carport, good well,
house. Deed with cash
living and dining room
$2,400 or will sel4 on land
combined, 16 x 26 with
contract, $400 down,
fireplace. Electric heat
balance 8 per cent, 36
and air. Call 436-2494.
months, $63.00 per
month. Contact KOPSHERWOOD
PERUD REALTY. 711 IN
FORREST, 2,800 sq. ft
Main, 753-1222.
living space on 2 levels
LOT AT HOLIDAY
three bedrooms and
office -or 4 bedrooms, 2
Shores. 125' frontage, 70'
full baths, 26 x 18 ft. den
back on gravel road.
with wood burning
61,500.00. Call 436-5690.
fireplace,large
46. Homes cor Sale
recreation room with
cab and bar, dining area
BEDROOM,
TWO
and country kitchen
fireplace, flying room,
filled with built-ins, fully
utility, bath,,, attached
carpeted, central - heat
24ft. garage, 8 acres, 7
and air, intercom.
miles SE of MurraY on
professionally
Highway 121.. $29,500.
decorated,
quality
Shown by appointment.
on,
construction
Call 436-2281,
beautifully landscaped
lot with trees. Call 753KEN.TUCKY LAKE
729.2for appointment.
cabin, three room, bath,
air, electric stove, and
heat, patio, storage
Very nice trailer on a
building. Nice lot
125' x 150' lot near
.
COI ununity -boatKy. Take at Pine
swim area. $15,000. Call
Bluff Shores. Has a 2
753-3865.
car carport 4nd outside storage4 Priced
to sell.
QUALITY
NSTRUeTION and lovely,
Country living with
quiet neighborhood, 2
all the comforts of a
bedrooms, aluminum
/
2
city home. 3 Br., 11
sided, house with large
baths, central gas
upstairs, carpeted living
heat, central elec.
room, utility room,
air,
wall to wall carcarport and garage,
pets, and all built-ins
deep lot with room for a
in kitchen. Under
garden at 1301 Wells
$33,000. Can't last
Blvd. One block East of
long.
University. Stove,
refrigerator, large deep
Beautiful 5 Br., 2
freeze, and new air
bath, 9 room home at
condition included. Call
the lake. Central
753-7292.
heat and air plus
built-ins in the kitchen. Patio deck on 3
sides. Adjoining lot
A VERY BEAUTIFUL
could also be purLATE MODEL HOME IS
chased.
BEING OFFERED FOR
Guy Spann Realty
SALE BY OWNER:
Four bedroom brick
-Your Key People
laid out for real comin Real Estate
fort.
Beautifully
We %I'm ,c ,eve tot better
located on corner
753-7724
grounds with stream
and trees. 3/
1
2 years
901 Sycamore-Murray,
old. Central air conKt.
ditioning and gas
After 5 00 p,
411 Gay
heat. Excellent conSpec. 7534587 teals.
dition. $47,500.
lahen 753-240t,
PerTot apeeirtaisat call 753
iod 753-1141, Lel 0 Gil.
753./773, Prostic• Dena
9513.
7534725,

Open

Weekdays & Sat
9a. m. to 8 p m,

INTERESTED IN REAL ESTATE? SURE EVERY ONE IS. THEN ROBERTS REALTY
LOCATED ON THE CORNER OF SOUTH 12th AND SYCAMORE IS THE PLACE FOR
YOU TO GO. YOU WILL FIND AN EXTRA LARGE NUMBER OF LISTINGS PLUS
EIGHT LICENSED AND BONDED SALES PEOPLE TO HELP YOU. FOLLOWING IS A
LIST OF GOOD PROPERTY FOR YOUR INSPECTION. IF YOU DON'T SEE WHAT
YOU WANT WE HAVE OTHERS, PLUS A COMPLETE LIST OF MULTIPLE LISTINGS.
LOCATED ON LONDON drive in Canterbury
1
2
estates we have a 4 bedroom house with 2/
baths, 2 car garage, central heat and air and all
the other extras for $49,950.
LOCAIED AT CORNER 16th and Story we have
this large home with walk out basement into a
beautiful wooded yard you will find all the
features and more expected in this price home
$49,500.
IN CANTERBURY ONE of the very nicest 3
bedroom homes with den, Fireplace, Central
heat and air, Carpet, Garage, beautiful entrance
and Much Much More $44,500.
IN GATESBORO we have an extra nice 3
bedroom brick with 2/
1
2 baths, Family room with
fireplace, Central Gas heat, Patio, Outside
storage, this and much more for $39,000.
LOCATED IN CIRCARAMA is this large 4
bedroom brick home with den, dining room, extra large livingroom, garage, beautiful landscaped lawn and priced at only $37,500.
POSSF-SSION WITH DEED.
ONE OF THE VERY BEST KEPT 3 bedroom
bricks in town is the one located on College Farm
Rd. Has beautiful Hardwood Floors, Fireplace,
Garage, you need to see this one $30,000.

tO 6. p.

BY(

LOCATED AT 408 N. 8th Street is this large
stucco house is ideal for home and-or Rental
property it is priced at $25,000.

LOCATED ON South 10th Street we have a 2
bedroom house with new wall to wall carpet,
newly decorated and is vacant for $10,350.
LOCATED AT ALMO HEIGHTS on 2 acre lot is
this 2 bedroom house with den and basement 2
car garage and priced at ONLY $18,000.
possession with deed.
LOCATED IN OLD ALMO is this 2 bedroom
frame house and 3 extra lots for ONLY $11,750.

LOCATED AT MIDWAY ON LOT IDEAL FOR
BUSINESS is this 5 room frame house for ONLY

$9,000.

LOCATED ON FORD ROAD a large 3 bedroom
brick with 11
/
2 baths, central heat and air,carpet,
Garage,i tinge, Dishwasher, Dispoaal and many
other nice features, Must be shown by appointment $37,000.

LOCATED IN PINEBLUFF SHORES Sub, is
this extra clean restaurant and mobile-home like
new. It is located on a commercial hit -with 80 ft.
Lake front, also a 50 ft. Hes, lot, making a 130 ft.
lake front. Has boat dock and is priced at $37,500.

EXTRA LARGE HOUSE LOCATED ON FARMER AVENUE, 1 block from University Campus, has 5 or 6 bedrooms, garage, extra large
rooms $27,900.

We have a going business, of small motor repairs
and sales, lawn mowers, chain saws, in good
location and good lease on building 822,500.

LOCATED AT 503 N. 7th Street we have a 4
bedroom 2 baths house with fireplace, plastered,
carpet and priced at $27,500.
LOCATED IN LYNNWOOD SUB. Has central
heat and air, range, dishwasher, ref., carpet,
link chain fence, storage room, this is a fine
house located only 2 miles from city limits
$29,900.
LOCATED ON 1 ACRE LOT on Locust Grove
Road, is this 3 bedroom Brick, lots of closet
space, baseboard electric heat, and priced at
$25,000.
LOCATED ON VINE STREET NEAR 12th, is
this large frame house with basement with 3
room apt. with private entrance. Priced at
$21,500. Owner will listen to any reasonable bid.
LOCATED ON CORNER OF POPLAR AND 13th
Street we have a permastone 2 bedroom house
with fireplace, large den or sun room, garage,
plastered and priced at $22,500.
JUST LISTED at 1307 Overby Street is this 2
bedroom brick with large family room, utility,
carport, carpet, link chain fence, outside storage
house,$23,950.

LOCATED AT 613 SOUTH 4th Street on a lot 126
by 258 is this 6 room house with full basement
with 3 rooms. This lot is zoned business it is
priced at ONLY $17,500.

ConcClark

NEAR LYNN GROVE ON 1 acre lot is this large
4 bedroom house with extra building which could
be made into nice apt.for $13,500.

bedroom brick with lq baths, carpet, large
living room $27,000.

LOCATED OR RYAN AVE NEAR 18th Street 3

Three Wens
wilditissol
sass aerobe
rri mks
lAskiite, es*

LOCATED'AT 1608 Calloway we have this 2
bedroom frame house with fireplace, gas heat at
$13,500. Possession with deed.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY WITH NICE 4
bedroom bridehome, located app. 3 miles west
on 94 lEghwarflaa grocery and garage or shop
in a 60 by 40 building. The lot is 150 by 287 and
priced at $53,250.

Mortor
Small R
Large S
Lime.
Fill Soni

Under 1
loading,

Phone I
Ammow

S.

Business lot in Roberts Business and industrial
sub. $4500.
LOCATED on Monroe is this 100 by 200 ft. lot
zoned for Duplex $5000.
LOT 200 by 480 ft. zoned for multi-unit res. In one
of the very best locations in Murray $21,500.
FARM LAND 100 ACRES located app. 8 miles
east of Murray,65 acres crop land $54,000.
37 acres on paved rd. house needs some repair,2
ponds, 30 or more crop land $28,500

1NSTA/s
hi way 11
home near Au.
Tucked
and ove
Rte 80
$11,700

52 acres 4 miles N-W of Kirksey has good tobacco
barn, stock barn, year around spring water over
/
1
2crop land $20,000.

Cozy ba
on two a

WE HAVE APP. 5 acres on 641 south at Green
Plain Rd. Long Highway front $10,000.

Two be
acres m
$10,000.

LOCATED NEAR SINKINGS SPRINGS CHURCH we have a large 7 room house in excellent
condition on 5 acres of good land. Has large stock
barn, and some other out buildings $27,500.
WE HAVE 6.35 acres located on Kirby Jennings
Trail near Chandler Park for $5,000.

A real'
single c
pavilior
take it

Surnme
water. I

OVERLOOKING THE LAKE ON 2 wooded lots
in Pine Bluff Shores, we have an extra well kept 2
bedroom mobile home with large patio, grill, and
well furnished for $9,750.
5'Lots overlooking Kliens Boat Dock for only

44,5011

Sundays
'p

14

m.

ICYCE'S ANTIQUES St PLANTS

(in _
YOU WILL love:LI
ANTIQUES - PLANTS PURN.Tunie
EloOKS
ck
the attractiv
61_,
‘SS - JEWELRY • COINS •
os
home on a tree shaded
Buy
&
landscaped hilltop. This
Sell
ROUTE 1, BOX .9
10 acre well fenced miniRHONE
FARMINGTON, KY. 42040
345-2366
farm can be yours to
OW
JUST
S
584
SETWEIEN
•ArIMP 1•31-0,4 AN.J HIGHWAY 24
raise a few head of
cattle or horses. The
farm features a good
stock barn, a pond well
BUILT UP ROOFING
stocked with fish for
your private fishing
Repair Work, New Cen3truction and Reroofing.
pleasure, a garage and
Johns-Manville approved contractor
as an extra bonus, a
large well built building
basic
some
Contact us soon for economical prices and
with
equipment for a clean up
quality work
shop. This can be used
for your own business or
KLAPP ROOFING (i7:
for rental income. The,.
Call Caked: 502-247-38 e
home and business
combination is located
only a few miles south of
•
town on Ky. 121. For
information
further
call: John C. Neubauer
•
•PRI SE RIPTION
Real Estate, 505 Main
St., Murray. 753-0101- 1.8, *HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RI N F 1ND SALE
•LEADINC BRANDS OF(r ts‘ii TICS
7531 or Bob it(Inger':
753-7116.

WALLIS DRUG

LOCATED AT 604 Vine St. is this 3 bedroom
brick with garage, extra nice size bedrooms,
nice shady lot near church, and all type
businesses $25,500.

ON BLOOD RIVER WE HAVE a 2 bedroom
frame house with fireplace and a 2 bedroom
mobile home attached with 3 lots, 80 ft. water
front this is priced at only $15,000.

ONE OF THE VERY NICEST 2 bedroom houses
in town. Has den, garage, some fruit trees,
grapes and tame blackberries and nice garden
space and priced at ONLY $21,500.

Center Ridge Area! Waterfront, five acres'
Three bedrooms, two baths plus sauna bath:
fireplace; possible owner financing. $55,000.00.

LOCATED IN WESTWOOD SUB. ON 2 large lots
is this extra nice 2 bedroom brick with central
heat and air, large family room, carport and
priced at $28,000.

Private children's suit& Two fireplaces; central
heat and air! seven-tenths of an acre with eight
room house on private canal to Kentucky Lake.
$45,500.00.

From
sign,

116 gi
ping ti
more

,
01.•

4 regi
tucky
cattle

Cox In
HOYT ROBtRTS 753-3924
EDNA KNIGHT 753-4910
RAY ROBERTS 436-5650
LELA PARKER 753-6086
T. C._ COLLIE 751.5122
ANNA REQUARTH 753-2477
PAT ARMSTRONG 436-2174

412 South 12th Street

Phone 753.1651
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2 years old,
)uilding lot
pole. 9 x 14
ilding, 3
k to lake. A
115,500. Call
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n Meadow
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46. Homes for Sale

NICE THREE bedroom FOR SALE by owner
brick, spacious utility
lakefront
cottage,
room, large clogets,
almost 2 acres. Phone
central heat and air,
753-9868 8 to 5, 753-6145 6
double carport.
to 10.
baths. Fenced yard,
near Murray High THREE BEDROOM
School. Call 436-2399.
BRICK, central air and
heat, , garage, patio,
carpet, drapes, 1607
Parklane. Call 753-3604.

49. Used

For Sale
By Owner
410 South 10th Street..
Reconditioned and
remodeled. Frame,
weather
boarded.
Price to sell at
$10,000. Phone 7530675.

FOR SALE

A LT Y
FOR
PLUS
IS A
(HAT
NGS.
is large
r Rental

re this 2
is heat at

lave a 2
I carpet.
D.

ere lot is
2
$18,000.

3ement

bedroom
11,750.

his large
ich could

:AL FOR
Or ONLY

NICE 4
lies west
e or shop
p287 and

REDUCED
CONSIDERABLY for quick
ME ACRE
sale 1515 Canterbury
Estates: "L" shaped
FARM
ranch style home.
Professionally landscaped court in front.
BY OWNER
Large redwood fenced
patio in back. Three
Throe boomirom sooslory hose*
bedroom, 2 bath, living
oilag000l
orolloiolo
room, dining room,
Sloe wilt of Morro" or 641
kitchen with built-ins
115 odes woo of Mow
isomers. on 464
overlooking den with
fireplace-built-in bookcases, utility, central
Call 753-6026
heat and air, good closet
atter 6
and storage space. Call
for
ap• 753-0045
pointment.

r repairs
in good
DO.

Mortor Sand
$2.50 ton
Small Rock
• $2.50 ton
Large Septic Tank Rock. $2.75 ton
Lime
$5.00 ton
Fill Sand
$1.75 ton
Under 7 too, small additional fee for
loading.

19734.2 HONDA CL 100.
Call 753-0561

185 ,SUZUIC 1 DU-AL
purpose street, trail
ignition,
pointless
knobby rear tire. Only
890 actual miles. Can be
seen at Hudsons Texaco,
15th and Main or call
753-6412 after 4 p.m.
1974 HONDA XR75. Like
new. In good running
condition. Looks great.
Call 753-3730.
19. Used cars & Trucks
1972 ()111S%41/B1lk. is
C, 4
33r1r) Jr 436-5437.

RUTH 03
RYAN

WHY RENT? GET STARTED
WITH ONE OF THESE.
INSTANT HOME for $6,600? Yes and on a good
hiway lot. Very clean, neat 2 bedroom mobile
home - furnished. Excellent garden room. On 80
near Aurora.
Tucked into the side of a hill amongst the trees
and overlooking the countryside Just 1 mile off
Rte. 80 on 962. 2 bedroom a!! masonry' home.
$11,700.

tobacco
ater over

Cozy basement home in it's own beautiful setting
on two acres for a low $10,000. On 1364

at Green

Two bedroom furnished mobile on 9 beautiful
acres next to Ledbetter Church. Near the lake.
$10,000.

5 CHURexcellent
rge stock
)0.

1972 YAMAHA 350CC,
good condition. $425.00
firm. Call 767-2357.

1973 HONDA 350 SL, in
good condition. $500.00.
Call 753-5702.

00 ft lot

repair,2

BACK REST and shelf for
Honda 350 four. Good
condition. $25.00. Call
753-7229.

Concord Highway, just past
Clarks River, Now open for
business. 8-5.
Why Pay More?

ndustrial

. 8 miles
0.

1975 HONDA XL 250. Call
753-9407.

Barnett's Wash
Sand And Gravel

Box 202•A • Route 5 • Benton, Ky, 42025
Located in Aurora, By.
Office 354-1500, Res. 354-8538

is. in one
500.

1973 HONDA 350, $650.00.
Call 753-6000.

75 HARLEY DAVID1000,
SON,Sportster
very good condition.Low
mileage. Call 1-247-7095.

Phone Nights - 753-4776 or 436-2508.

i Sob. is
'time like
alth 80 ft.
r, a 130 ft.
t$37,500.

47 Motorcvcies

A real 'Pad' on the Faxon Rd., for the swinging
single or couple. Wait till you see the outdoor
pavilion for those summer BBQ's. $15,000 will
take it.

Jennings
Summer pad on the Center Ridge Rd. Near the
water. Have fun for $10,000.

)ded lots
'ell kept 2
grill, and

bedroom
bedroom
water

!. acres!
ia bath;
000.00.

; central
ith eight
ty Lake.

1910
086
2477

651

1967
CHE% ROLET
PICKUP, six cylinder,
straight shift, extra
Mee. $800.00. Call 7534330.

16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 7534904
WALK-IN CAMPER for
long bed Pickup. Extra's
$350.00 firm. Call 7534094.

11 VW SQUAREBACK
air condition, one owner,
$1,295. Call 753-4445.

1974 AUDIE
753-6147.

AIX.

Call

1971 VW -$750.00. 1968
Buick Electra 225 with
air and all power
$500.00. 1963 Ford
Fairlane 500,2 door hard
top V-8, automatic
6300.00. Phone 3546691.
GREATER ROCKFORH
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities.
Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-9686262. This is a dealers
auction.

116 Beef Cows, Calves, & 4 Bulls
Friday, April 16th
at 10 a.m.
at the Cox Inc. farm
/
2 miles on Hwy. 902 to auction
From Fredonia, Ky. go west 11
1/2
mile to farm.
sign, turn left, go

)1 Serwes Ottred

51. Services Offered

LICENSED electrican prompt efficient service. No job too small.
Call Ernest •White, 7530605.

1972, HONDA CAR, 40
miles per gallon, excellent condition. Call
753-2329.
1966 MUSTANG V-8,
automatic, power
steering, new paint,
good condition. Call 4354515.
1951 STUDABAKER
Champion. Nice condition. $400.00. Can be
seen at Murray Sand Co.

1967
MUSTANG
automatic, $575.00. 1965
Chevrolet van, $350.00.
1960 Ford 42 ton, $395.00.
Call 489-3695.

1974 PICKUP, boat, 22
radio,
CB
pistol,
. binoculars. Call 7535809.

call after 6:00 p.m.

1970 CHALLENGER,
$1,800. Good condition.
Call 753-8717 after 5 p.m.

MOBILE HOME ANCHORS. Phone 753

1971 NINE PASSENGER
Safari station wagon.
Radials. Call 753-2632.

1873 after 5 p. m.

1974
TWO
DOOR
Maverick, yellow with
vinyl top, exterior trim,
air, power iteeringi
excellent condition. Call
753-6659.

Furches
- -Jewelry
TIS S.

St imr1
Wotan?

laFor dependable watt
nd jewelry repair
Factory Approved
A ccutron Service

1974 CHALLENGER,1961
TR-3, 1975 yamaha
350, Old Town 16 ft.
canoe. Call 436-5570.

PAINTING INTERIOR
and exterior. Over 20
years experience. We
specialize in quality
work. Free estimates.
Call 436-2437 after 5 p.m.

1968 INTERNATIONAL
dump truck, reduced to
Also
1971
$1,500.
Chevrolet van, $1,050.
Call 7533545 or 753-6763.
1969 OLDSMOBILE
Cutlass 350 automatic,
power steering, brakes
and air. Call 489-2746.

ALCOA Siding, awnings,
carports, magestic
Aluminum
fireplaces
Service Co., Call 4928647.

1974 VEGA STATION
wagon, $1,795. Call 7532424, or 753-5747 after 5.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

1962 CHURCH bus good
condition. $1500 or best
offer. Call 527-9959 or
527-9538.
-

WILL DO HOUSEWORK
and some-yard work
Call 753-1495.
PAINTING
+
experienced painter and
paper hanger, interior
and exterior by the hour
or job. Free estimates.
Call 753-8343.

50 Campers
STARCRAFT camper
1974 model. Sleeps 6,
stove, sink, icebox.
Extra nice. Call 7538487.
APACHE TENT camper,
sleeps 6, good condition.
$350.00. Call 753-0605.

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4748641 or 752 -203.

1MHOME
BOB'S
PROVEMENTService,
cement work, blade
work, interior and exterior carpentry work,
and finish work. Call
436-2502.

This home is the property of the
Estate of Miss Luta Thornton,
deceased and the purpose of the sale is
to settle her estate and satisfy the
requests made in her will.
The successful bidder will be ex1
2%
pected to deposit a sum equal to 33/
time
the
at
price
purchase
total
of the
of the sale and to pay the balance to the
undersigned within 30 days or the full
purchase price may be paid at the sale ,
and deed will be provided the purchaser.
The buyer will be expected to
assume all taxes and assessments for
the year 1976 and thereafter. This
lovely home will be open for inspection
for two days; from 1:30 to 4 p.m. on
Thursday, April 15th and Friday, April
16th from 1:38 to 4 p.m. Key may be
had at Hughes and Gregory Law Offices, next door to the home.
NAT RYAN HUGHES, EXECUTOR
ESTATE OF LUTA THORNTON,
DECEASED

WILL DO BABY SITTING day or night, have
references. Call 7530305.
J & B WELDING and
Fabrication, portable
welding. 24 hour service.
Six miles south on 121.
C811_436-2611 or 436-2590
or 436-2227.
WILL DO- Housework
Ca11436-2197

53 Feed And Seed
LAWN
MOWERS.
repaired. Fix mowers, FOR LEASE 2,237 LBS.
Burley . Tabacco, 12k-2
roto-tillers, and small
cents lb. Lowell Jones.
engines, 436-5525.
Route 2, Kirksey
WILL GIVE TENNIS
LESSONS, starting May
1, extremely good rates.
-Call753-19807
ADVERTISEMENT
-DOZER- WORK- size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
call 753-7370 or 753-4156.
DOZER AND backhoe
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p. m. Call 1-3548161 or 1-354-8138.
PAVING DRIVEWAYS,
parking lots, sealed
coating, makes asphalt
,last longer. Blacktop
patching and repairing.
Call 901-584-7780.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. -Call 4362306.

FOR BIOS

Dexter-Almo Heights Water District

•

Ovoisir-

Separate sealed bids for the construction of Water Main Relocation for the Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will be received by the Board of Water Commissioners at the Community Building (Senior Citizens Building) on Highway
641 in Dexter, Kentucky, until 2:00 o'clock P.M., C.T., April 22; 1976, and then at
said building publicly opened and read aloud.
The information for Bidders, Form of Bid, Form of Contract, Plans.
Specifications, and Forms of Bid Bond, Performance and Payment Bond, and
other contract documents may be examined at the following:
Associated General Contractors, Paducah, Kentucky '
Copies may be obtained at the office of Biagi-Hannan and Associates, Inc
located at 221 Broadway, Paducah, Kentucky, upon payment of $50.00 for each
set. Any unsuccessful bidder returning plans and specifications within ten (10)
days after bid opening and in good condition will be refunded his payment in
full. Any nonbidders, including material suppliers and subcontractors, returning usable plans and specifications within the above mentioned time limit will
be refunded $35.00.
The Owner reserves the right to waive any informalities or to reject any or all
bids.

JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely .and Clark.
• Self employed for septic
tanks and backhoe
'work. Call 753-8669.

Each bidder must deposit with this bid, security in the amount, form and subject to the conditions provided in the Information for Bidders.
Attention of bidders is particularly called to the requirements as to conditions
of employment to be observed and minimum wage rates to be paid under the
contract.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

No bidder may withdraw his bid within 45 days after the actual date of the
opening thereof.

April 9, 1976
Stafford Curd, Chairman
Heights Water District

Dexter-Almo

Grand Opening
the

oi,chutor

Oil Co.
10th & Chestnut
Leased & Operated by
Leroy Todd

Vee
eArs)'1'.

popcorn

cc,
41;

our"

111111111111111Register Forl1111111111k
1003 Fairlane Dr.

Cox Incorporated, owners.

Sale by
THOMAS WHITE & SONS
AUCTION & REALTY
KUTTAWA,KY
502-388-7251
Home 388-7088

3 Bedroom brick, large living & dining room combination, patio and fenced in backyard. FAcellent
neighborhood near shopping center. Family
moving.

':.&

1st Prize
23 Ch Pace CB Radio
Antenna

kw.;11.141111:e

Swarm House
703 Main St. LPEALTY

Call 751
or 753-K7

Barger Realty St Auction Co.

•

Friday & Saturday

CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very
reasonnble rates,
CAMPER SHELL for
references,
free
long bed pickup. Call
estimates. Quck drying.
489-2151.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

4 registered hereford bulls, 2 of these are out of the Kentucky Bull Testing Station. Health certificate available on all
cattle.

3 bedroom-brick tesidence located at 204 South
Sixth Street Murray, Ky. at 1 30 p.m on Saturday.
April 17th, 1976.

TO BREAK AND disc
gardens, mow vacant
lots and blade work. Call
753-5737.

COACHMAN CAMPER
16', 1975 model. Phone
753-8024 after 5.

116 good, young hereford and angus beef cows, now dropping their 2nd and 3rd calves - 32 calves on foot now-many
more will be born before sale day.

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
I will sell to the highest and best bidder at public'sale, the following real
estate:

/WILL MOW AND trim
yards. Call 753-1593.

*0 .•

I

Call 753-4045

JUNK CARS PICKUP
anywhere in Callolvay
County area. Call 7536477, call anytime.

,.44rype

f,

Spacious ten room frame home with two car
garage, workshop and store room on large attractive lot. Two bathrooms, formal dining
room, study. Private back yard with trees,
shrubs, small garden plot. Located near =wetsity and Northside Shopping Plaza on quiet
street. Priced in Low Twenties.

Lawn Service Co.

Softball
Jerseys

1968 LTD STATION
wagon, 9 passenger,
automatic, power and
air. $750.00. Call 7530605.

For Sale
By Owner

436-2,132

DOZER WORK -Ismail
size ideal for leveling,
TRAVEL 'TRAILER, 19 Spreading
backfilling.
ft. extra nice fully
Call 753-7370 or 753-4156.
equipped, sleeps sit
$1,650 Call 753-8615.
CARPENTER REPAIR,
and alterations, and
NICE 13' CAMPER, furniture repair. Call
sleeps 4, icebox, range. after 5, 436-2476.
6850 or best reasonable
offer. Call 753-1566
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
51. Services Offered
high heat and cooling
bills, call Larry Lyles at
JOHN HUTCHENS'
753-2310
for
free
Plumbing and Electric.
estimates.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning
WILL BREAK AND
or late afternoon.
ORDER gardens. Call
753-7143.
HARMON'S
ROY
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building;
remodeling, repairing.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from HiBurger.
Special
CARPET
Team
KIRBY
fliscounts
CAREclean rugs of all
kinds. In business,
Wallace
homes, and institution,
Store
Book
rugs come clean by
54 14 vervoto .44. -S,
steam cleaning. Free
Moo,
- estimates. 24 hour answering service. 500
BREAKING GARDENS,
Maple. 753-0359.
plowing, discing. Call
•"
Terry Morgan, 753-2632
or 753-6316.

1965 CHEVROLET Bel
1973 V51110) reen on
Aire, 6 cylinder, 2 new
green, power steetinr
'tires, good condition
brakes. Good - Call Rob at 753-8900
and
condition. Call 753-4716.
after 5 p.m.

AUCTION
for only

50. Campers

Cars 8 Trucks

006

2nd Prize
Portable T V
Purchased and Serviced
by Hodge 8 Son
Shrine Clowns
Will Be There To
Entertain You.

3rd Prize
Mr Coffee
Coffee Maker
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Council . . .

(Continued from Page 1)

Good American Ficition Subversive
To Majority, Warren Tells Audience

1Continued from Page 1)
ship—Leesa Mason, Carlisle
Other first, second, and County, winner; and Linda
third place winners in the Hawkes, Reidland, alternate.
individual categories were:
Chapter awards for first,
Public speaking—Tim second, and third went to:
Estes, Heath, first; Tom K.
Parliamentary procedure—
Wilson, Carlisle County.
Carlisle County, first; Farsecond; and Gaye Lyne Smith mington, second; and Fulton
Lone Oak High School, third. County, third, with Greg
Spelling relay—Beeky Hobbs of Carlisle County
,
Burgess, Carlisle County recording the highest infirst; Bobby Hill, Fulton
dividual score on the written
County, second; And Gena test.
Cleaver, Calloway County,
Chapter activity report—
third.
Marshall County, first;
Junior clerk typist—Nancy Murray Vocational, second;
Bryant, Ballard Memorial, and Fulton County, third.
first; Nancy Goin, Heath,
Original project—Mayfield second; and Kevin Higgins, Graves County, first; Fulton
Marshall County, third.
County, second; and Lone
Senior clerk typist—David Oak, third.
Gholson, Heath, first; Martha
Chapter membership —
Stearman, South Hopkins, Marshall County, first;
second; and Carol Osborne, Carlisle County, second; and
Ballard Memorial, third.
Calloway county, third.
Junior stenographer
Chapter exhibit — Carlisle
Brenda Hough, Heath, first; County, first;
Murray
Fulton_
Jeanne Wiseman,
Vocational, second; and
County, second; and Melody Farmington, third.
Travis, Murray Vocational,
Business math — Marshall
third.
County,first; Carlisle County;
Senior stenographer—
second; and Calloway County,
Jerrie Webb, Paducah Tilghthird, with Randy Cope of
man, first; Cheryl Moffitt,
'Marshall County recording
Mayfield.fsecond; and Eva
the highest individual score on
Wilson, Carlisle County, third.
the written test.
Data processing—Bobby
-- Bulletin board — Calloway
Crocker, Marshall County, County, first; Farmington,
first; Janna Hunt, Crittenden second;
Murray
and
County High School, second;
Vocational, third.
Brasher,
and
Sarah
Scrapbook — Calloway
Muhlenberg County
County, first; Reidland,
Vocational Center, third.
Murray
and
second;
Junior accounting—Debra
Vocational, third.
Bloomingburg, Paducah
State project — Murray
Tilghman, ,first; Connie
Vocational, first; South
Thorn, Marshall County,
Hopkins, second; and Symsecond; and Alan Goode,
sortie, third.
North Hopkinq,.third.
McCann,
Robert
P.
CleriCal —Cathy Eadd,
assistant professor of business
Mayfield, first; Paula Hall,
education and administrative
Heath, second; and Debby management at Murray State,
County,
Polivick, Carlisle
served as the campus coorthird.
dinator for the conference.
Penmanship—Tami
University and community
Clayton, West Hopkins, first;
people served as judges for
Debbie Brooks, Murray
the events.
Vocational second; and
Jeannie Hughes, Paducah
LAKE DATA
Tilghman, third.
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 356.2,
Eugene Smith Memorial down .1. Below dam 312.8,
Scholarship—Dana
Dawes, down .7:
Marshall.County, winner; and
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 356.2,
Cheryl Moffitt, Mayfield, down .1. Below daM 321.5,
alternate.
down .5.
Sunset 6_125._Sunrise5•31
Ethel M. Plock SehoLsr,

a later date.
Equipment bid $1,149, with
The major objections raised trade. On tractor-mower
concerned the qualifications number two, Murray Supply
for membership on the board bid $1,178.63, with trade and
more than two million copies as well as
them through grants," he said.
and a provision which would, McKee]Equipment bid $1,149,
All good American fiction is subA native of Guthrie in Todd County, being translated into 20 languages. It is
in the future, allow the with trade.
versive to the large majority, poet and
still selling widely in both hard-cover
Warren revealed that he has just
Street committee chairman author Robert Penn Warren said
hospital board to amend the
finished the first draft of a manuscript and paperback.
bylaws without the approval Art Lee said last night that the Thursday at Murray State University.
Some of his other works with Kenfor a new novel which will be released
of ..the council and the reason the Murray Supply bid
In a panel discussion before apnext spring entitled ::A Place To Come. tacky-Tennessee regional flavor inCalloway County Fiscal Court, was not accepted was because pearing as guest lecturer in the
To." He also said he has just finished
clude "The Cave," "Flood," "World
which is the procedure at the the overall width of the University's C. S. Lowry Distinguished
final proofs on a collection of poems Enough and Time," and "Night
present time.
tractor-mower did not meet Lecture Series, Warren pointed out that
which he wrote between 1923 and 1975.
Riders." A former Rhodes Scholar,
Mayor John E. Scott said he the bid specifications. Lee America's top writers of fiction
- Warren's "All The King's Men" is Warren is now professor emeritus of
would relay the feelings of the said that the John Deere - generally are critical, speak _of
rated as one of the greatest novels in
English at Yale University, where he
council to the hospital board at tractor-mower proposed by changes, find fault, and attack the
all. American literature and has sold taught for many years.
its next meeting which is Murray Supply was 5,-i inches status quo.
scheduled for Thursday, April wider than the 37 inch
Referring to James Fenimore
maximum width stipulated in Cooper's concern for the exploitation of
15.
Purchase Questioned
the specifications.
the American Indian and his creation of
City Hall Repairs
In a letter to the council,
the "noble savage" in his writings, he
$15,000 termed this "great fiction," implying
Larry Hurt, president of
An estimated
Murray Supply, Inc., ex- refurbishing project at City that society in general is sick and that
pressed his disappointment Hall received the green light good fiction somehow modifies this
with the method the council from the council, following a condition.
used in buying two tractor- report on needed repairs by
Warren, a native Kentuckian who is
mowers for use in the city ., Mayor Scott. Scott said he the only American to have won Pulitzer
planned to ask City Clerk Jo Prizes for both fiction and poetry,
cemetery.
"I believe if you ladies and Crass and Natural Gas Supt. fielded questions for an hour and a half
gentlemen of the Council Tom Marshall to evaluate the from a panel made up of faculty
would take just a moment of needed repairs. The council members from the English department
your time and look over the will be required to give final at the University as well as from a
attached copies of the bids approval before any work is large audience in the afternoon
that you will find the Com- begun.
discussion. Thursday night he read
In other business:
mittee recommended neither
some of his poetry and commented
Melvin upon his works in a separate session.
—Councilman
the lowest bid nor the best
bid," Hurt said in his letter. Henley, speaking of the city's
When asked if there is a reaction to
Bids from two companies, dog leash law, said, "If we're the arts in the modern temperament
Murray Supply and McKeel not going to enforce it I'm and will they (the arts suffer as a
Equipment, were received on going to move that we repeal result of technology, Warren comthe tractor-mowers. On this thing."
mented that history shows that the arts
tractor-mower number one,
—The council accepted the always have thrived on difficulty and
Murray Supply bid $878.63, bid of Dan Miller of $2,650 on opposition.
TRACTOR PULL—The-Alpha Gamma Rho Tractor Pull continues tonight
with trade, and McKeel the purchase of the former
and Saturday night, with.big turnouts expected each night. Over 75 entries
"I have known young people 19 years
Johnson sewer treatment of age who have had one course in
for each night are expected, according to a fraternity spokesman. Tonight's
plant property in the south- 'creative writing,' and who imclasses will include 3,000 Super Stock, 5,000 Modifiea, 7,000 Modified,
west portion of the city and the mediately start talking about starting
9,000 Open, and 12,000 Super Stock. Saturday's classes are 7,000 Super
bid of $1,066.50 from James to write 'When I get my grant.' This is
Stock, 9/000 Super Stock, 12,000 Factory Stock,and 15,000 Super Stock. FirFutrell on the purchase of a all very new, but why should they get a
st place in each class will receive $225, with $150, $100, $75, $50, $25 and
parcel located on the 121 grant I know people who get up and
25 going to the second through seventh places, respectively. The pull,
Bypass. Both pieces of write two or tltree hours before going to
which is being held indoors in the new MSU Exposition Center, one mile
property were owned by the work, Grant, hell!
west of Murray on the College Farm Road, is sanctioned by the KS.T.PA.
Murray Water and Sewer
"The government is pampering too
and N.T.PA. Tickets are available at the door. The pull begins at seven p.m.
System and were deemed of many of these. people by subsidizing
nightly.
Staff Photo by David Hat
no further use to the system.
—The council accepted the
bid of Belmont Equipment,
Mrs. Pearl Edwards died
Evansville, Ind., on the
Thursday at 12:05 a.m. at
The Sinking Spring Baptist sing "In His Hands'= at the meeting at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. purchase of a refuse vehicle
Church
will continue its morning
service.
Bun practice.
DepartShe was 90 years of age and a for the Sanitation
revival services. through Wilkerson - will serve as
Also bringing special music
resident of Medco Center, men, Beont bid $5,340 on.
Airco
24% unc Sunday morning with Bro.. deacon of the Week.
at the evening service will be
the piece of equipment.
Paducah.
+% Denny Allen of Cumberland
Motors
—Councilman Lee reported Amer.
The deceased wasthe widow
Sunday is "High Attendance Miss Kll Young Cho from the
16% +kis
Ashland Oil
Williamsburg, as
Department's
AT.
&
T
Street
56
-% College,
that
the
of Will Edwards .and a
in Sunday School and Mid -Continent College
Day"
58% -t-1.4, speaker.
member of the Union Hill trash pick-up, even though Ford
.69% unc
classes are working toward Mayfield.
Gen. Motors
20% -44
-Services will be tonight and having one hundred per cent
Sunday School w_illbeatten
moving behind schedule, was Gen. Tire
Church of Christ near Hardin.
a. m. and Church Trailing at
-AturdiWat'7.-3(-p. m. and on in attendance.
Survivors are W sisters, going well. -HEU1d that Gulf Oil
24% 4444
33 -/
3
4 Sunday • morAg ...a,1 eteyen.
residents on the south side of Pennwalt
6:30p.m.
Mrs. Lottye Darnall of Benton
Oats
28 +14.
The church pastor, Bro.
Nursery workers will be Mr.
the city had set out ..more 'Quaker
Route One and Mrs. Solon
Republic Steel
34% +% o'clock. g
Lawson Williamson, will and Mrs. Wayne Whitney,
refuse to be picked up than the Singer
-44
Edivards of Benton Route
The Youth Choir, directed speak at the evening services Mrs. Roger Cooper,
NoSale
department could handle in Tappan
Mrs. Dott*
Eight, and fifteen nieces and
Western Union
1714 -44 by Tommy Scott with Mrs.
at 6:30 p. m. Sunday. Special Morton, Mrs. Ruth Warren,
that
but
the
week
Zenith
As
allotted
35%
nephews.
Scott at the piano and Mrs. music will be by the Youth Mrs. Hattie Lee Galloway,
of Local interest at noon
crews would continue the Pores ol stock
The funeral is being held
FDIT, today, furnmhed to the Ledger &
Jim Neale at the organ, will Choir with the members and Mrs. Carolyn Carroll.
was
all
trash
pickup
until
at
by
First
it
Michigan,
Corp..
Mims
today at two p.m. at the chapel
Murray, are as follows
of the Collier Funeral Home, picked up.
S Hanes
9¼ Ais
—The resignation of Andrew Kaufman
Benton, with Bro. Willis Green
& Broad
1044 -44
Fire
from
the
Nichols
Ponderosa Systems
11 -04
officiating. Nephews are
Taking the offering on
The revival services at the speak on the subject,
Kimberly Clark "
311%
serving as pallbearers and - Department was accepted by Union Carbide
-Triumph and Tragedy" with Sunday will be Calvin Morris,
STA +Vs
First
Baptist
Church
will
close
-4:4
1,7
burial will be in the Edwards the Council. Nichols had been W.R Grace
on Sunday night with the scripture from Luke 19:28-441 Mike Wilson, Jay Pitman,
Texaco .
25% -As
a member of the Fire General
Cemetery.
Elec.
52% Als
Caldwell,
Ted
ordinance of baptism being vpe revival choir will sing "All Codie
Department force for ap- GAF Corp.
14% -44
That Thrills My Soul" and Billington, A. R. Hatcher, and
observed
during
the
evening
Georgia
Pacific
54%
As
proximately 1 years.
"Victory In Jesus."
Pfizer
28% unc
Bethel Richardson.
service.
Jim Walters
42%
Morning
prayer
and
Volunteer nursery workers
Dr.
Bill
Whittaker, church
Kirsch
16% -%
58% unc
testimony will be by Tim Sunday morning will be
pastor
and
evangelist
for
the
Franklin Mint
32%
revival, will speak on the Langord and announcements Mesdames Bobby McDowell,
The funeral for Mrs. Gladys
subject, "Make Holes in the and welcome will be by Fred Barber, Durwood
H. Hargrove, widow of Locke
Darkness" with scripture Edward Walsh, minister of 'Beatty, Ned Walsh, Joe
Hargrove of Almo, will be
Charles
from Matthew 5:14-16, at the youth. Mancil Vinson will Rexrcret - • and
Saturday at 10:30 a.tm-at_the
McDaniel, Misses Lisa
&car wash will be held at
services at seven p. m. Sun: serve as deacon of the weak.
chapel of the J. H. Churchill the University Gulf Station at Federal State Market
Tonight (Friday) at 7:30 p. McDaniel, Lynne Beatty, Lisa
day.
News Service
April 9,1976
Funeral Home s:fith Dr. Billy Five Points Saturday.
Two special selections by m. Dr. Whittaker will speak on and Jenny Francis,Donna and
Purchase Area Hog Market
G. Hurt officiating. Burial will
The wash, sponsored by Kentucky
the revival choir, directed by -Getting Ready To Die" and Karen Bailey, and Angie
Report Includes9 Buying Stations
be in the Almo Cemetery.
Kappa Delta Sorority, will be Receipts: Act. 656 Est. 1100 Barrows & W. Rudolph Howard, minister Saturday at 7:30 p.m. on "The McDougal, and Mr. Raymond
1.00 higher SOwa steady
Wields may` call at-the' held from 8 a.m. until 11 a.m. Gilts
Clark.
of music, with Mrs. John Day of The Lord."
US 1-2 200-230 lbs... $48.5048.75 few 49_00
funeral home.
US
1-3
200-2401bs.
Proceeds from the car wash
Bowker as organist and Mrs.
148.00-48.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. . .....
Mrs. Hagrove, age 78, died will go to help in the fight US
847.00-48.09
G. M. Knight as pianist, at the
BEATLE BAILEY
3-4 260-280 lbs.
346.00-47.00
Wednesday at 2:10 p.m. at the against Cystic Fibrosis.
Sows
closing service will be "Lord,
1-2 270-350 lbs.
839.50-40.50
I POPPED IN TO 9EE
home of her daughter, Mrs.
Next Saturday, April 17, US
I Want To Be A Christian" and
US 1-3 300-450 lte
$13.50-41.50
yOi./ NEEDED HELP
Evelyn Ferrara of New beginning at 9 a.m. at Murray US 1-3 450-650 lbs
"My
Faith
Has
841.5042.50
Found A
ON ANYTHING 5itZ
838.50-39.50
Orleans, La., who survives High, the Cystic Fibrosis Jog- US 2-3300-500 lbs.
Resting Place."
Boars 31.00-34.00
along with one sister, Mrs. Bike-A-Thon will be held.
At the 10:45 a. m. services
The U.S. Public Health Serv- on Sunday Dr.
Lowell Jones, Kirksey, one Registration forms for the
Whittaker will
brother, Bill Hurt, Murray, event are now available in the ice estimates 100 million man
employers
are
lost
to
hours
Great
Smoky
Mountains,.
the
three grandchildren, and two schools and also at the Murray each year because of dental
most visited national perk in
great grandchildren. ,
Ledger & Times office.
problems.
the United States, welcomes
eight million visitors a year.
According to the National AuThe average human body
tomobile Club, about 14 per
cent of all the petroleum used contains enough fat to make
annually in the U.S. goes to about seven-or eight bars of
soap.
passenger automobiles.

Mrs. Edwards Dies
Thursday; Funeral
Being Held Today

FBIA. . .

See Us For
Your Home Loan

Revival Services ContinOing, First Baptist Church

Funeral Saturday
For Mrs. Hargrove

C-F Car Wash To
Be Held Saturday

Purchase Area
Hog Market
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BIRDS ARE ALIVE.
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THE PHANTOM
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DECAPITAT
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ALL.

-11.1.56,11g7
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As Advertised
On TV'

SHIRTS &
SLACKS

BOY'S
GARANAIMAL

SPORT SHIRTS

MEN'S SHORT SLEEVE

tes

'0

.741i4k

EASTER
CARDS

PLASTIC
EGGS

CHOCOLATE
RABBITS

Sore
91'

LEISURE SUITS

MEN'S DENIM

PANTY HOSE

3.09

LEISURE SUITS

MEN'S KNIT

JUST IN TIME
FOR EASTER

DOUBLE KNIT
MATERIAL

NEW
SHIPMENT
OF SPRING

PANT SUITS
Blush Compacts
Creme Make Up
Values to

MISS SPRING SECTION

LADIES'SPRING

DREAM GLOW MAKE U

Two omsa tnkint SWIM SlOts 005.901K)
nylon lycras Or embey Fastmonster,
&weans mr strtono mats or sotes
semoton Of etytes fl straw 5 fi

BIKINIS

LADIES' 2-PIECE

SHOP ROSES FIRST FOR
ALL YOUR EASTER NEEDS

range of ohher colors Jr
13 Elloose not Included

Junior girls sleeveless dr
cotton and dacron. A large selecnon
of styles to choose from to matte
your Egster wardrobe complete
Choose from natural ond
w.de

17.99'

DRESSES

Sizes 5 to 13
GIRLS'
JUNIOR

Ties
...T-Shirts
Belts
Briefs
Shirts
..Boots
Slacks ...socks

Sett flazila• constractan gTSinyi assures complete
comfort Chaos* from an array of colors in saes 6 to

'SANDALS

Complete
Dept. Store

Murray's Most

CENTRAL SHOPPING CNTR

ROSES

We've got everything you need to complete your wardrobe for EASTER.

Fashion Dresses at
Budget Prices, Easy
Care Cotton and
Dacron...
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introducing Miss Spring
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Phone 489-2740

The
Lamplighter
Restaurant
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.

Phone 753-8078

Southside Shopping Center

Jim's Shoe Outlet

mow teo!gfpta war=

MISS SPRING SECTION

Phone 753-8715

Classic Halston clothes cast new s 11 takin on a new ele ance
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Hwy. 94 E

Town & Country Yamaha

Lee Ann admires the large selection of Spring Shoes

"We're going into spring
with a great feeling for
the natural fibers. They're
quality and that's the way
women are thinking today,"says Jerry Silverman
Knowing how women
think almost before they
know it themselves has
been called the Silverman
secret. But anyone who
has watched Jerry and
designer Shannon Rodgers in action on a personal
appearance in any city
sees an opinion poll being
quietly gathered with a
skill Gallup could well
envy. What they do to
turn those down-to-earth
requirements into such
head-turning by pretty
clothes is the magic.
For spring, the Silverman ESP for what women
want very happily coincides with several types of
clothes the house has al
ways stood for. One of
these, of course, Is the
simple background dres:;
with a flattering waistline
"The spring 1976 dress
is cut to look completely
soft, and seems to find its
own contours by follfting
other facets, notably a series of urbane tailored suits

;

(

The Easter Bunny will be at the Lamplighter Easter wishing you a Happy
i) Easter and will present you with your own
/individfal Easter basket. Come out to

(Betty Elkins serves Miss Spring or 19'6 a
delicious meal at the lamplighter

/

#

N

.

--••'-/:->7;—,.
'
--N
----'---"'—..._''-------/..-7
1

4c---s

a 4

\:----

USINt; MOHAIR, a fabric revived from past elegance.
Shannon Rodgers designed this honey-colored wrag coat
bound in honey ultrasuede, matching the self-belted,skirt.
The tuck-in polyester print blouse and scarf all blend in
with the costume. From Jerry Silverman's spring 1976
collection.

q

MISS SPRING SECTION

Soft, easy wrapped look for spring accents the figure's natural contour
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Your Farm & Industrial Equipment Dealer in Murray

Hwy 94

Murray Ford
Tractor

tors

Equipment

Tr

Lee Ann is ready for spring planting with equipment from
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•

(outiii urnia haryest
IITo get a continuous
harvest of a vegetable,
however, the second plantin must go in before the
first is harvested. Conseqisently, the limited-space
gardener, obviously, has a
mine difficult problem
than the gardener with
"vide Open spaces." But
aain, when you know (.310%
A 1-1MITED-SPAII. 'it-getable g arden van lIe
w at and how to do it, yoti V ug-roar', rew rding
lot
fun — as long a. you
- get all the produce know «hat to do arid make a plan.
need.
your first planting, put in
here are several areas
wonderful succession of
and around your home only what you'll need, or harvests from baby caryou could end up with 10 rots and beets to the maw ere you can raise a
heads in 10 days.
s all but productive box
ture size, with a storage
Fortunately, not all veg- period of weeks or months
g rden These are areas
etables
have
such
short
even
probably
rfeyer
depending upon the time
y u
harvest periods, and by of yekr and
t ught of.
storage condiselecting some,w1th longer tions. Leaf
lant a mini-garden on
lettuce and
harvest
times
you can Swiss chard also have long
t e balcony, terrace, deck,
p tin, or even in a window . spread the harvesting
_
period to suit your life
b x. And you can use a
✓ riety of containers in all style.
AT EASE
s apes and sizes — boxes,
-Leisure suits hal;e estabSuccession of Iiiirwsts
t bs, bushel baskets, cans,
Favorite
vegetables lished a firm position in
e'.
which offer a long harvest men's fashion. Ani'ong the
lame
A“ild 0*crab
time by storage in the soil styles popular this Season
are shirtsuit looks, shirtKeep in mind, though, include carrots, beets,
parsnips, salsify and Flor- jacs, safari outfits, golf
t at some vegetables, such
jackets and short "Ike"
a lettuce, must be har- ence.fennel. Of these, carrots and beets provide a battle jackets
✓ sted all at once, so, in

You don't need the "wide
open spaces" to grow your
own fresh vegetables. And,
you don't need to be a
vegetable gardening expert
to have a succession of
goOd crops.
What you do need is a
sound plan and a good
source of reference to help
you decide exactly what to
do, and when to do it, explains the Ortho "best
seller," "All about Vegetables."
When you know what
yon're doing, the Ortho
bank states, even a small
bok garden can supply a
continuous yield of fresh
vegetables. If, for exampit, you only have 24"x30"
tol work with, plan three
pl Wigs—your first can
be in March, the second in
Arrl, and a third in May.
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are those you like—taking
into consideration those
which will give the highest
return per square foot—or
the vegetables with the
closest spacing per row.
But, make sure you like

what you're planting and
are not selecting only the
vegetables that will do well
and take up little space—
or you could end up with
some fantastic yields—to
throw away.

414 Main

753-3234

MISS SPRING SECTION

Graham'& Jackson
Clothing Store

Spring Merchandise is arriving regularly so come in
today and pick out your wardrobe.

Clifton Cochran shows LeeAnn Boone, our 1976 Miss Spring, a sharp
leisure suit by Nagger and a sporty leisure shirt to match.

Court Savor(

Murray Furniture Mart

tee Ann relaxes in one of the mans. beautiful & comfortable chairs ut
Murray Furniture Mart. If •
bring in your old furniture, Eddie will let you
trade it in on some new fumiture. So come in today
and get in on the
trading,

What's hest
The best vegetables for
very limited-space gardens

harvest
can be
a time

MISS SPRING SECTION

,

Southside Shopping Center

MISS SPRING SECTION

Phone 753-8715

Miniature Golf Course

9th- HOLE

Bring this Coupon and
receive 2 rounds of golf for
the price of 1...
Pay for 1-Get 1 Free

lee Ann Boone enioys game of goh attic dv's 19th Hole Golf Course.

ULTRASUEDE COAT COSTUME by Ralston hail its own
crepe do Chine blouse, •,carf and ultramuede wr,.p -ktrt

pant."
There are two very new
wool jersey dresses with
spiral zippers and big, big
shawls.
boats are pale and
feather weight. "We've designed them in the famous
Agnona double faced wools
in small Checks or windowpane squares. A wonderfully snappy red wool coat
Is shown with white flannel culottes."
For late day dressing
silk chiffon is enorrnously
important. Many of these
are cocktail length in response to the increasing
popularity of Ralston's
short dressy dresses. In
matte jersey, Ralston likes
the long toga and short
dre1ses with matching
coats.
"I have always loved
is by Elsa Peretti. They are
the delicately done "diamonds by the yard," the
gold mesh accessories and
new bamboo bracelets.

The jewelry, as always,

Finding the fountain
of youth seems to hold
more promise for today's homeowners than
finding reduced fuel
bills.
While Johns-Manville
is not promising any
fountains, their new
Insulation Center located at the company
headquarters in Denver, Colo., does promise
quick and efficient service to homeowners and
other building professionals seeking ways to
conserve energy and reduce fuel bills.
If you wish expert advice on how, when and
where to cut fuel costs,
write: Johns-Manville
Insulation Center,
Drawer 17-L, Denver,
Colo. 80217 or call the
Center's action line:
303/770-1000, ext. 9111.

To help save on fuel bills

jumpsuits and we have
shown them in every collection. For spring we do
them for every occasion
from an ivory ultrasuede
'monkey suit' to sheer silk
chiffon — black and bare."

1h,. slit-1m.! I, afl eitticiitA date in her ortnal from...

Haiston's new spring
collection reflects what he
feels has been a ;steady
return to elegant classically soft fashion.
"Our new prints fit perfectly into what we feel is
very much the mood of
the season," states the
famous designer.
White motifs on black,
navy, brown, red and turquoise are used in twopiece dresses, jumpsuits
and a wonderfully provocative long bias cut dinner
gown. "Of course, we have
used ultrasuede extensively. Following a somewhat
new direction, I have
paired it in several instances with silk chiffon
an ultrasuede coat over
a matching chiffon dress,
or a chiffon blouse and
scarf with an ultrasuede

Classic Halston clothes cast new spell, taking on a new elegance
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Phone 489-2740
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Your Farm L Industrial Equipment Dealer in Murray

MISS SPRING SECTION

Spring

Lee_Ann- Boone
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A TIME-HONORED TRADITION emerges this ,eason
another exciting collectible. The Kimberly knit suit. Newer,
looser, designed for a lifestyle rich with activity. thi, wool
jacket is a cardigan. The polyester sleeveless blouse ties
into a bow. The wool skirt gathers ever so gently at the
waist. The colors are light grey heather, with a barely pink
blouse, navy with white,, or oyster with brown.

Save

See
Our
Selection
of
Singer
Sewing
Machines

Come
Out

tion, she tends to shop
wisely, looking for clothing she does not have to
replace because it's gone
stale.
Kimberly embraces the
evolution of fashion
through a constant theme
of elegant simplicity. Adding and subtracting subtly, never radically. And,
never, never declaring
anything "in" or "passe."
Always leaving it to the
woman to make her own
choice.
This timeless quality

Boone, Miss Spring

short, or suiting them to
jackets, blazer and cardigan, they are fresh statements that again defy age
or activity. Easy to move
in, lightweight, and most
Importantly, comfortable.
Their suit and dress ensembles pull the separates
story together. Taking all
the guesswork out of looking great wth two, three,
even four parts together.
Newer, looser, with a more
permissible feeling for
movement. A sensible way
of dressing.

19/6 knows that a new season
calls for a new wardrobe. What
better way to have one and
save money than to make your

Lt'' A/Ill

has never been more evident than it is in their
newest and most exciting
collection for spring.
Dressing, the Kimberly
way, is deliciously feminine. Some casting slender
romantic shadows, spilling
over the body in a wealth
of softness and grace.
Some with sporting airs,
flawlessly natural, enormously versatile.
Kimberly sees pants in
some straight-forward new
attitudes. Whether pairing
them to tunics, long and

Bel-Air Center

AMAZING LOW PRICE FOR A
STURDY. DEPENDABLE
ZIGZAG MACHINE
Limited quanti ty Exclusively designvd
front drop-in bobbin, much more
Carrying case or cabinet extra

THE FABULOUS FUTURA• 14 SEWING MACHINE
WITH FLIP # SEW* 2-WAY SURFACE
Flips persel for instrt free-arm sewing of cuffs,
!whew all hard-togeach place. Otter ex.:issue,
Ixeh-buttort drop-in bobbin that winds in bobtan
case. I-step buttonholer. Exclusive
pang-Away tablet.
1'

IN EXCLUSIVE
SWING AWAY•
CABINET

7534323
of THE SINGEH COMPANY

MISS SPRING SECTION

• A Tseownesk

SINGER
SPRING SALE

"Timeless" has always
been a Kimberly word
earned by creating seasons
of collectible knitted fashions that never went out
of style, never lost their
pleasure.
They know timeless
doesn't have to mean dull.
Just because there aren't
any gigantic turn-arounds
or gimmicks doesn't mean
there aren't any surprties.
There always are. Fresh,
new classics.
With today's woman liberated from fashion dicta-

Excitement plus versatility inspire new collectible knitwear classics

Here is Miss Spring in one of our
fan back wicker choirs. This
chair can be purchased at the
Squash Blossom for

porch steps to be sure that
the stones or concrete are
still level and have not
cracked or crumbled over
the winter. Make repairs
to avoid accidents.
• Lastly, don't overlook
your chimney and iireplace. Clean them both, or
hire a professional to do
this messy job, and then
make sure to close the flue
Then treat yourself and
set lovely pots of flowers
in front of the fireplace
to truly bring spring into
your home.

• 1415 Main
•

MISS SPRING SECTION

2202 •
•

Get a group of your friends together
and take advantage of our Wednesday Night Special

•'Lee Ann enjoys one of the best
•'exercise there is. . Bowling

Practical measures
AnStal Kil —
thing you need to wainscot
• Are your drains Clear
a 12-foot wall is included in
and free-running? Make
the new Marlite wainscot kit,
sure thety're kept free of
which retails for under $40.
debris by regular use of
Four different types of Mar.
Drain Power, the drain
cleaner that iises pressure ,Hie plank are available in
the kit. An easy way to give
to unclog drains instead
of dangerous lye or acids. a "room a "new look" over
the weekend!
A one-second shot clears

ew look'

Avoid accidents
• Check your patio and

side will also benefit from
a thorough cleaning with
a garden hose.
• The outside of your
home,as well as the inside,
requires a spring cleaning,
too. Rake up leaves still
on the ground and clean
out your flower beds. Gutters and leaders probably
will also be clogged with
leaves that should be removed before summer
storms

Practical pattern for straight-leg pants eatures new improved waistband technique
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With
ith Each Jeep Sold
Now Till May 10th, 1976
CJ-Free Soft Top

Lee Ann Boone is getting ready for
a little rough trail driving in this,1976
Renegade from Cain AMC, Jeep.

IN SPRI
AND AEI. YEAR 'ROUND, make sure your
drains are kept clear and free of debris by regular use of
Drain Pow r
a one-second shot clears your drain» of potential dos without using dangerous lyes or acids.

your drains of grease, hair,
soap, food and other potential clogs.
• Check the weather
stripping around doors
and windows, and replace
it, if necessary, to conserve
electricity during the airconditioning season.

Additional benefits
• Clean or replace your
air-conditioner filters, according to the manufac'Off-season' advice
turer's instructions. Con• Is your boiler in top denser coils that are outworking order? If necessary, make repairs dr minor adjustments now, not
next fall when the weather gets cool. Chances are
you can also save money
by having it One now
since it's "off season" for
heating equipmeht.
• Check your window
and door screens and
clean them with a strong
detergent and water solution. ra.i.A.:n torn screens
before you install them,
and replace those that
can't be fixed.

Spring cleaning is traditionally a time for endless
dusting, washing and sorting. But certain major
tasks often go overlooked
until — too latel — you
suddenly realize that a
certain item is badly in
need of repair.
To avoid this sort of
last-minute frustration,
don't forget these spring
cleaning tips:

▪
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Shoe
tree

othe

colors. .

753-8339

Southstde Manor

To complete your spring & summer wardrobe
come oat and choose trom the many styles 4,

Matching Shoes and Purse from the
wide selection of spring merchandise
at the Shoe Tree.

Lee -Inn Boone
is'-. Npring, I 971)-

4.1

ite bath oil. Soap and
scrub feet briskly Milk a
washcloth to pick up circulation, then pat feet
dry, especially between the
toes.
• Keep feet fit with a
few simple after-bath ex-

or on the town
this handsome khaki el
suit in cotton is sure to win
a' roar of approval. A greenand-white cotton plaid shirt
complements this suit by
Dimitri of Italy.

ON SU

ercises. Try raking a towel
up with your toes, and
take the path from bath
to bureau by walking alternately on the Insides
and outsides of the feet.
• Moisturize legs arid
feet with a creamy lotion
and a pumice stone on the
heels and balls of feet
where rough dry skin can
accumulate.
• Give yourself a pedicure. At least once a week,
clip toenails straight
across, and smooth rough
edges with an emery
board. Gently push back
cuticles with an orange
stick 'wrapped in cotton.
• Use twisted tissues or
cotton balls to separate
toes while applying polish.
After using a base coat,
top off toes with a sparkling spring-colored enamel
of pink, coral or beige.
Maintain the benefits of
your foot care routine and
do some "sole" searching
before you invest In today's footwear fashions
Be sure to look for thc
Sole Leather Mark, a hide
shaped symbol found on
the bottom of quality foot
wear that assures you ri
getting the natural f:
that's best for your feet
Now that spring has
sprung, get ready to jump
into the fair-weather
scene with happy, healthy
feet that Show off today's
fashion -right open-air
shoes.

A GOOD EXERCISE to keep fit is to "toe up" with marbles.
Practice picking marble. up %illy the toe-, hold for an long
as you can, then drop marble., on floor. Repeat
times. And to assure that feet .ta, happy and healthy, make
sure they step out in i,hoe, .ith genuine leather soles, ad'
,hies the Sole Leather Council,

Jane Lovett Shows

Stepping into the spring
fashion season, put your
best foot forward in opentoed pumps in soft suedes
and glove-smooth leathers,
strappy sandals
. for day
and evening, or a sporty
quilted wedge.-that ties
around the call.
As toes and heels make
their warm weather appearance, feet require special care and attention to
keep them slift, supple,
and smooth for the "corning out" time.
To insure that feet are
happy and healthy as they
make tracks for springtime fun, be sure they
step into slides with -genuine leather soles, advises
the Sole Leather Council.
And, to prepare paws for
the spring "debut," follow
these tins on toes:
• Trett feet to a soothing foot bath scented with
a few drDps of your laver-

If the sandal fits, wear it—but
get your feet in good shape first!
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For three years in succession (1973-75), Dimitri
has been the recipient of
the American Fashion
Critics "Coty" Award, the
last year securing the coveted position of entering
Coty's Hall of Fame.

He has signed several
contracts as designer and
consultant for Michaels
Stern, the .125-year-old
Rochester, New York manufacturing firm, also for
After Six and Malcolm
Kenneth. companies that
need no introduction.

Dimitri went into a lull
scale wholesale production
for exclusive men's and
women's shops across the
country in 1972, offering
ready-to-wear clothing
with the refinements and
details of custom tailored
garments.

Piero Dimitri has been
at his craft since the age
of thirteen. Of Italian origin, he was a full fledged
master tailor and dosigner
at the age of twenty, and
soon became a formidable
talent In Italian menswear.
Migrating to America in
the early 1960's with a
background of knowledge
via such luminaries as Baratta, Caraceni and Litrico, there was a brief stint
as a Seventh Avenue cutter and designer. Not satisfledil he opened his own
establishment in the chic
57th Street area.
He quickly gained prominence‘ as an innovative
designer, and as a reward
many of his clientele were
named on the Best Dress
ed List.
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MISS WINO SECTION

perfect-fit pants patterns,
now has available a new'
multi-size, multi-style pat-i
tern for women entitled
"Straight Legs."

Argentina consumes 95 per
cent of its own wine, even
though it's the fifth largest producer in the world.

edge With '4 ". Before turn- below elastic, in the ditch
ing under, steam press to on all four sides. Cut
shrink out fullness. To threads. Else's easy, dehold down elastic casing, tailed instructions will
from otitside, stitch casing produce custom-fit, figuredown from waistline to ,
312" flattering pants.

BMINAMPICAPO

LITTLIETON•S

Court Square

The Happy Ye//ow Store"

Dozens & dozens of beautiful plants,
hangers, pots and baskets make the indoors seem like a nature hid-a-way.

Lee Ann Boone visits
The Plant Room
ói Littletons.

alike, and about /
This easy-to-make proj1
4" to /
1
2"
at center back seam.
ect designed for knits and
Mark your pattern for
weaves offers several style
pull-up pants. To finish
options. Because of the
casing, turn elastic inside.
straight lines, these pants
Stretch and top stitch
are suitable for any length
as well as pocket styles.
Either patch pockets,
smartly suspended from
the waist, or slanted ones
creating the illusion of the
slenderest possible hipline
are appropriate. Or if
pockets seem to be more
trouble than they're worth,
pockets (and the zipper)
can be eliminated.
The pants can even be
made as pull-ons. The pattern contains instructions
for a new way to make an
elastic casing that does
away with that bunchedaround-the-waist look.
For knit pull-up pants.
use lycra elastic. It has an
open weave, a see through
finish and absolutely does
not bend or curl. It's great
for interfacing a waistband or a separate belt.
This finish eliminates the
bulky gathered look and
shapes like a cut facing.
Add 1" above natural
waistline for a I" elastic.
Where pattern shows
darts, simply ignore them.
Cut elastic /
1
2" less than
your measurement. overlap /
1
2" to make a circle
and fasten with rows of
stitches. Divide into quarters, same with top of
pants. Pin elastic to inside of pants, matching
quarters.
Stitch and stretch elastic to natural waistline
using long stitches. Then
stitch or zig-zag elastic
down at cutting edges. For
first fitting, stitch only at
waistline. If there is an
excess fullness, in cases
where darts are ignored,
you may pin some fullness
out where it shows --- at
side seams, front and back

Sooner or Later
You'll Own International
Hwy. 94 E Purchase Equipme
nt Co. 75342"

Cenral Shopping Cntr.

Miss Spring con tell you that

',865

TV Service
Center

-We Service What We Sell

discount cords

All students come by and pick up your

Largest selection of tape and albums in
this area.

Sansui is on the move
with Miss Spring. Strictly wholesale prices

The straight Story for
spring is pants with clean,
sunp e lines perfect for
any occasion. Else of California, long known for

•

••••••••••••••••••

•

P actical pattern for straight-leg pants features new improved waistband technique
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Handyperson's delight

214 Main Murray

Lee Ann
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"2 Beauties On The Water"

Boone, Miss Spring 1976 and Flote-Bote 1976

•

aim

Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake

Romantic, retry look Contrastin' colors and fluid line
s

Telephone 502-436-5483

MISS SPRING SECTION
cotton and light wools
which harmonize and
combine

Take % East out of Murray for 2 miles. Turn right on 280. Follow 280 for 7 miles past
Bonner's Grocery. Take blacktop
into Panorama and follow blacktop to your right.

I

Grayson McClure

Happy Holiday Travel,Inc.

Don McClure

See

—Visit Us And Go On A Demonstration Ride—

Your happiness just might be greatly increase
d with a boat from Happy Holiday Travel,
Inc. Houseboat, Flote-Bote, Pontoon, Runabou
t, Ski Rig or Fishing boat—we stock them all.
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753-1543
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Beale Hardware

at

GARDENING
TOOL!

See Our Supply
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MISS SPRING SKTION

NO LONGER will you liave,an excuse for putting off these
thousand and One little oda jobs that always need doing
when Otis Stanley is ttttttnatic return push drill goes into action. It's all the drill that is needed to bore small holes in
wood and plasterboard for a door hinge, towel rack or pencil .Iiiirperier. The ratchet at
and the quick release
chuck ittakel. this 101
/
2-inch drill with die no-roil feature a
delight of the handygul its well as the handyman.
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attended the University of Minnesota, and he has taught law
enforcement officers. He has
three black judo belts.
He does not approve of situps, toe-touch, deep knee bends
or double leg raises. exercises
"which hurt the back but are
often taught by inexperienced
teachers."
His main teaching ground is
in the Palm.Beach area where
he lives, but he is currently in
the Northeast completing a
book publishing contract. He
has deep spiritual feelings, he
says, about the exercises. The
Chinese believe "the blood is a
red dragon that must be kept

What do unused bedrooms, spare storage
rooms and attics have in
common? Each has the
makings to become the
library you always wanted.
Traditionally, the library is a room designed
for the storage of books.
It should be quiet enough
for reading, homework or
"contemplation." The atmosphere should be pleasant and relaxing.
Converting an unused
room is the best bet. A
single bed, with bolster
cushions, can easily be
converted into a sofa if
you want one. Shelves
along , the walls are easy
to install for all the books.

Literary designs
for living

healthful by such movements"
as the wand exercises.
"Some nights after a session
with the elderly I really feel
like Billy Graham," he said
earnestly. "In China they now
do Tai-ehai, but my one ambition is to return there and bring
their ancient Chinese exercises
full circle."
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At 50, tall, handsome and
shin, Johnson looks maybe 35.
He has been an athletic director, a health consultant to clubs
in Los Angeles and in Minnesota, where he was born and

balance."

housewives and the eliderly in
retirement homes On stage at
one community, the audience
gasped when he encouraged a
man who feared to use ope arm
after a stroke
I had him concentrate on
his good arm and before he
knew it he had raised both
arms Grasping the wand provided a kind of security and
guides you, keeping the body in

ANCIENT CHINESE exercises performed with a
wand are easily done by the elderly and help circulation, says Bruce Johnson, who teaches the
exercises. Wand, which serves as a guide, is held
straight out froinbody, lowered at various levels
beginningwith lin, and used for bending.
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battened on the back of the
neck, the back ta arched, you
lean forward as if greeting a
friend '
FAen if the elderly do not
progresd farther than that
simple beginning that involves
raising the arms, they will
have accomplished something
that will help their blood circulation and give them ,vigor, he
says_
The exerc,ses progress into
some that manipulate the wand
behind the back and over the
head as one bends, right and
left, and even at the ankles
"The back can be strengthened if these are dune regularly, and they are particularly
good for the elderly who
shoulelnIt do jumping-jack exere),
l
e. But they should proceed ntly," he advises.
.1
sin claims to have gotten the exercises in Shanghai in
1945 from 'the Grand Master of
wa'an," a tall handsome elegant nonogenarian, who looked
about 40
"I was led to him by a rickshaw driver With three Navy
buddies, members of our wrestling team, I was being pulled
by a little old Man up and down
hills. I treighed 230 pounds, the
load most have been at least a
thousand, so we marveled at
his strength
Soon Johnson was plying the
old man with goodies from the
ship - meat, powdered eggs,
milk and the like, trying to
learn the secret of his strength
Eventually he was taken to the
grand master, Dr Ch'eng_
•'It was a fabulous experience, observing the
strength of Dr Ch'eng He invited me ti.come at bun full
force and three times I hit the
ground even though he didn't
seem to move. He apparently
spun to deflate my attacks."
.After learning the art from
the master, Johnson bided
time, he said, but in the last
years he has traveled about the
United States teaching it. He
has taught Hollywood stars,
and many famous people, but
among his biggest fans are

ess."
Still bolding the ends of the
wand, put it over the head and

By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfestures Writer
Even before the elderly began enjoying the ancient Chinese Wand exercises he teaches, Bruee Johnson knew they
could handle them 'The exercises had been a living "will"
to him by the 93-year-old Grand
Master of Wa'an, he says
Johnson has people of all
ages in his classes, which he
has conducted over the United
States its private homes and in
class groups of 25. As they
twist, turn, bend, stretch, push
and tudieup using a wand in the
ancient way, it is "instant limber " OD the 17th exercise, the
last, they may be fit enough to
battle a shark, as Johnson was
able to do in Florida when a
child was attacked in the water
-These exercises are sunple
but they build inner strength
and the wand is used as a
guide,'I he says. demonstrating.
"You grasp it at each end, hold
it straight .ait and then raise it
gradually to begin the exercises," He uses a 50-inch
length of bamboo, but any rod
or dowel, 48 to 50 inches, may
be used.
The wand is raised straight
out in line with the chin, lowered slightly, then raised to
about nose level, lowered, then
raised to forehead level, lowered and raised above the
head. One breathes through the
moutkraising the wand and exhales when lowering it. Rhythmic breathing and muscles
working together help build
strength and endurance and
"perhaps slow the aging proc-

Teacher Claims Exercises Done
With Wand Will Benefit Elderly
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Hello Miss Spring!
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MISS SPRING SECTION

Hazel Hwy.

-..";•-•";

753-2617

"I guess its legal, but I
sua a use e the coua e

licked part of the frostingoff the white wedding cake

MISS SPRING SECTION

Telephone 247-4456

Paris Road, Mayfield, Ky.

J-D Equipment

t t st,;st,: sr;

Come wit 8. test drive one
"Your Heart Will Spring For Joy"

Jon Dalton shows Lee Ann Boone a new 1976 Corvette
Convertible, that's jusi the thing to have for this beautiful
spring weather

Marty Carraway shows off their new
JOHN DEERE Model 8630 4-Wheel Drive
Tractor to Lee Ann Boone, Miss Spring.
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510 Main
Glenn C. Wooden,
Owner

Family Shoe
Store

As Seen On TV

soft, floaty dresses. Wear it
with flair, enjoy its soft,
gentle. fit.

Seductive little sandal .
it'ls airy looks go with everything — pants, party pj's,

4110ES FOR WOMEN

Personality.

putty.
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Something about the fading generous ally. The fertility of increasing numbers of people
of winter, the warming of these teamwork possibilities into this rewarding endeavor
earth and the quiet magic of are such that brovm thumbs The American Association of
spring,s transformation in- have been known to turn green Nurserymen, recognizing this
variably works its chemistry in just one spring!
trend, has been encouraging it
on people every year about
For the man or woman for several years through the
thi.5 time. Making new looking for an avocation that popular Green Survival
resolutions and starting on is adjustable to almost any program. The emphasis of
new projects are activities schedule and any budget, yet Green Survival is on what the
that are Likely to pop up like bears rewards bountiful individual can do to beautify
spring crocuses.
beyond even the most ex- his surroundings and enhance
One instinct that probably travagant investment, nothing the environment by the inwill come to the fore is the can equal gardening. Whether stallation and care of green,
urge to start puttering in the the plot is a two-acre garden growing plant materials. Such
soil with seeds and plants, and or a window box, there are a concern, suggests the AAN,
such a yen has been known to growing
to
Flowers,Pn6sibilites
s is particularly appropriate in
your
occur even in non-gardeners.
u site,
si
hedges the nation's ,Bicentennial
Perhaps this is nature's way shrubs, trees, plants, and year.
of luring mare into its scheme vegetables are available in So when spring begins to stir
wide variety, and hor- new life in the ground and the
to keep the earth green.
Against nature's silent ticultural developments over planting urge in you, consider
beckoning a common defense, the years have made it this as nature's invitation to
invoked by those who fear possible for nursery garden be a teammate in the greening
defeat out on the turf, is the centers to offer exceptionally of America, not just for its
myth of the "brown thumb." healthy specimens.
200th birthday, but for its
-Some people are born to be
This almost certain success Third Century as well.
gardeners, Oilers are not" — Pt p!ant-growit,g !las attrneteci
SWAP AND SAVE
so goes the tnyth.
HOT FREEZER Tips
If you're "into" gardenBut the reality of nature's
Contributors to the new
proclivity to reproduction Ortho. Garden- Book, "12 ing and preserving, try
this "swapping" to save
belies the brown thumb Months Harvest," included
n the food budget.
notion. So strong are nature's a chapter on freezing food.
When your garden proTips
which
fall
under.
the
inclinations toward growth
duces enough squash and
I
thought
wish
I
had
of
that the question for your lawn
tomatoes for the whole
or garden is not so much, that" category include:
neighborhood, arrange a
• "Frozen candles keep swap
with someone who'
"Will anything grow?" but their shape longer, burn
rather "What will grow this brighter and 'won't drip." has a bumper crop of corn
"Nuts will- bpen more and string ibeans. Swapyear?"
ping produce will help eveasily
when frozen."
The aspiring but reluctant
"Fre-ezing will keep eryone reduce waste and
add variety.
gardener, armed with some brown sugar soft,
simple addice and a little
persistence, will find nature a
most
cdoperative
and

ature Is The
ardener's Ally
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Telephone 502-436-5483

Hard •working fabrics
like twill, duck, denim,
heavy cotton do their job
in sportswear this spring.
This is the cotton season,
with every weight from
batiste and voile to rough
homespun, from the wrinkle muslin look to glazed
chintz.
Knits go soft and light:
terry knit, jersey, velour,
fine gauge single knit,
sheer cotton lisle. Polyesters 'try for the real silk
look in _Ronan, shantung,
pongee and dobby weaves.
Rua., and coats crafted in
crisp linen, double faced
wools, corduroy and cord.
Nighttimes are supple
and fluid via georgette,
chiffon, satin, crepe de
chine and weightless
jersey.

Fabrics qo both
libt and hardy

garden flowers. There are
no geometries. For evening, I combine a small
print with a handpainted
scarf or shawl in the same
motif enlarged. These are
by Reit() and by David
Reed."
Colors for late day and
evening are soft and pastel lish, with violet and
mauve very important.

1VIICHE‘

LSON'
Cowie?,1

Darnell shim, Lee Inn their
all new s?kring and summer jewelry callei•tian.

the jumpsuit," de la Renta notes.
"I like the look of a
solid -colored outfit with
printed accessories. The
accessories are our own
designs, in the mood of
the clothes.
"Seventy-five percent of
the collection is in cotton,
from cotton gabardine to
cotton satin. For the floaty
evening clothes I like
crepe arid silk chiffon.
"All the prints are small

The future-pointing elements of Oscar de la
Renta's warm weather collection are: more roman
tic for day and eve rung. in
firmer fabrics and with an
increasing sense of fitting
close at the top.
The clear, clean colors
forecast the end of the
beige-y, off-Color scene
"I like wrapped Clothes,
both for day and evening.
Sleeves are short and
necklines are open, neat
and soft rather than
sharply tailored
nothing looks plunging. ' says
the designer
Some of the prettiest
day dresses are ankle
1ength, others are sporty
but with softening details
like a :drawstring waist.
-Panti and Bermuda
shorts are part of my plc, ture but I'm not mad for

opposite flair.
Dresses are pleasing in
pastel tones with shirt
collars. Sleeves are short
and ample. Coats are
lightweight, straight and
slit on the sides.

Straight, double-breasted, trimmed, with or without collar, jackets continue the pattern of the
skirt or fool the eye by an

Jacket design

always fluid, making the
step Smooth and easy.
Blouses feature buttoned cuffs and large sleeves
with a harmony of dots
and stripes: Coordinated
scarves are worn loose
around the neck or form
a turban.
a pure white,

mond and complementing
paler tones, navy blue and

MISS SPRING SECTION
silk, cotton and light wools
which harmonize and
combine to compose the
coordinates. Colors are
light and refined in pale
rose, mandarine, green al-

Inn' elegant farnial wear in basic sports wear $1iss Spring- visits...

The collection consists
of a selection of silk, raw

Miss Spring's Shoes Comes from

COORDINATED SEPARA I
were a highlight of the
spring/summer collection h. Carven. This beige striped
cardigan jacket and navy and beige checked blouse in silk
was one of the designs featured aboard Air France's recent
Fashion Flight. A matching stun is tied Indian style around
the model'. head.

waist, "wrap-around." and

is straight, tucked at the

The suit is back
For daytime the suit is
back. Skirts and jackets
are reunited in a new formula of "duos" and "trios"
and in a variety of forms
and materials. The skirt

the contrasting cards: colors violent and soft, supple and fluid lines, tailored
and simple in the choice
of coordinates.

For the first time, Carven has chosen mass production and competitive
pricing, and presents its
new ready-to-wear collection Carven 2000.
To celebrate the return
to the sun, Carven plays

Romantic, pretty look Contrasting colors and fluid lines
by Oscar de la Renta compatibly combined by Carven
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has taught Hollywood stars.
and many famous people but
among his biggest fans are

)IV TOM

were

married

Nigh , president of Mister'
Don
— a division of

How did the doughnut get
its hole?
Many stories have evolved
theough the years on how this
came about, says Richard A.

they

With a convict-turnedpreacher pronouncing the
vows and an assistant
warden acting as best man,

The "good-hearted
woman" is prison guard
Daisy Mason. The other
character in the song could
be her new husbanti, fellow
guard Larry LaMontagne.

NASHVILLE (AP)— A
prisoner was singing
"She's a goodhearted
woman in love with a goodtimin' man" as other
convicts began filling a
room normally used as a
visitation center for cqnvicts on death row.

HERE'S TOGETHERNESS
ON THE ROCKS
STANTON, Mo API — Mrs
Bess Dal operates a rock shop
at Meragnec Caverns here, selling rocks to tourists
"I started it because I wanted to be with my husband
more,- explains Mrs Dill, wife
of Lester H, Dill, who as cave
owner spends a lot of tune underground

back In 1847,

TVe doughnut has come
a long way since young
HansOn Gregory began puking
the centers out of fried cakes

withOtit holes"

sell nore than 700 million
doughnuts in 1976 "with and

stick. It was created, according
to N gtio, to appeal to both
adults and children and "to
keep fingers clean'•. Ile expects his company alone to

Tle newest „version of the
dou nut, sayi the Mister
.
I)on4 executive, is "The Hole!
a doughnut on al
'Thin "

scribed: "In commemoration
— thia is the birthplace of
Capt. Hanson Gregory who
first jivented the hole in the •
dou nut in 1847 "

There's a plaque bin the
house in Rockport, Maine,
when. Hanson lived_ It's in-

Ti). boy, Hanson Gregory.
who '— while watching his
mothier make fried cakes —
complained that the center of
the cakes were always soggy.
He began poking the centers
out Of the cakes before his
mother fried them, and thus
was horn the "doughnut",

Still another story puts it
this ay% •set captain invented t e hole so lie could stack
his dughnut& on the spokes
of,th ship's wheel...
e real story,'Os Niglio,
is th t the doughnut hole was
inve rted by a 1.5,yearold boy
in 1847.

Min eapolis,based Internatio al Multifeods Moo of
'these stories, he added, are
pure )nyth
Ore version has it that an
indl shot an arrow through
a fri cake being prepared by
a Pilg im woman,and thus, the
hole-in-the center caught on.

.4'
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said he married a couple on
top of Stones Mountain
near Atlanta after being
ordained by the Universal
Life Church in 1970 after
taking correspondence
courses.

nessee...one of the most
unique in history," said
Yager, who becomes
eligible for parole April 20.
Prison officials said, as
far as they knew, Yager
has the legal authority to
perform a wedding. Yager

••••, ir • • ••

"I guess its legal, but I
suppose they (the couple)
checked it out. After all it
affects them," said Charles
Bass, assistant correction
commissioner.
Mrs. Mason, chewing
throughout
the
gum
ceremony, wore a light
blue floor-length dress. Her
children by a previous
marriage and grandchildren made up the bulk
of the wedding party.
Assistant Associate
Warden Lacey Murray was
the best man.
Two of her grandchildren
clubbed onte chairs and

• .0*

Bank Rate Financing Available
Service After The Sale

MISSIMING SECTION

during the seven-minute
ceremony.
"He knows so many
people out here and they all
like him,so it seemed like a
good idea," said Mrs.
Mason, 411.
Momerts after Yager
pronounced the couple
husband and wife, the band
members played "Holding
My Sweet Baby's Arms."
The inmates and others
present broke out in loud
cheers and applause as
LaMontagne kissed his new
wife.

licked part of the frosting'
off the white wedding cake

Phone 753-3361

Get that work behind you fest and easy as Lee Ann does,with
John Deere. We have the largest selection of lawn and garden equipment in this area. Visit us before you buy.

JOHN DEERE

Tuesday inside the walls of
and traditional wedding
Tennessee State
vows 41 a room decorated
the
Penitentiary.
with red, white and blue
"I feel great. It's
crepe paper for the ocsomething my boys (the 'casion.
inmates) wanted," said
The minister, James Bell
LaMontagne, 57, after the
Yager, serving a 3-10 year
ceremony. "The way I look
prison term for fraudulent
breach of trust, included in
at it, there are 2,500 men
the rite some verses of his
behind the walls here and if
own and what he called
it was. held outside the
"The Benediction of the
prison, none of;them could
Apaches."
have come."
"It's one of the greatest
The ceremony was a
weddings
in
Tenmixture of country music

Prison Ceremony Unites Prison Guards

PAGE 1 THE MURRAY, Ky

Glenn C. Wooden
Owner

Phone 753-7381
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Sunbairy Or

Lee Ann Boone

Here's To
Miss Spring

CONTEMPORARY LOOK—Dress up or down,
whatever your life style, whatever your mood. Left,
a three-piece vested denim suit with peak lapels,
interesting stitching and pocket details dresses up
with a tie. It has the European shaping in a relaxed
fit for the mature man. The suit at right sports a
continental flair in an easy-to-care-for glace
popular` 25-inch iacket with pocket variety and tab
beltless pants. (Both by Europe Craft Imports.)

Suiting Any Occasion
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said the basic haircut —
generally called "The
Wedge" — has been around
for some time. But it didn't
become a hit until
Innsbruck.
Geri Grannell of Head
Hunter Hair Fashions in
Portland, Maine, said
stylists at the salon have
been doing the haircut "for
a long time, but it never
caught on until Dorothy
Hamill won a gold medal."
She said about 15 women
a week have been coming
to the shop, usually with a
picture, asking for the
haircut. Most of the
customers for the $8.50 cut
are young, Miss Grannell
said.
Cathy
Cooper, the
manager of one of six
House of Sherman salons in
Salt Lake City, said "just
about everybody" is asking
for the Hamill haircut.
Don Walter of Hair
Works in Portland, Ore.,
said the requests started
coming in after Dorothy's
gold medal performance.
"We call it the graduated
bob. It's a precision
haircut. An inch in back
can make a world of difference," he said.

Here's How

Frances Vance, New Owner
1001-A Johnny Robertson Road

Dottie Shoppe

Here's Miss Lee Ann Boone
in a Lazy Daisy Chambray
by JIM 'N ME

By The Associated Press
They may not be able to
do a Hamill camel, but
hundreds of women are
getting the Hamill haircut.
It's all due to Dorothy
Hamill, the 19-year-old
Connecticut resident who
won the gold medal for
figure skating at the Winter
Olympics in Innsbruck,
Austria.
While the Olympic
judges were looking at
Dorothy's skating, including complex moves
like the Hamill camel, a
spin she developed herself,
women
watching
on
television were looking at
her short, swinging hairstyle.
And beauty salons across
the country report they're
getting requests for the
Hamill look.
"It's amazing. Every
third client, if it's at all
suitable, wants the look,"
said a spokesman at Vidal
Sassoon in New York.
Sassoon — whose salon
charges a minimum of $22
for a haircut — is famous
for geometric hairstyles
similar to the one worn by
Dorothy.
Several hatriiressers
Marcia, 21,said the skating
star has almost always
worn her hair short but
wasn't satisfied with the
cut until about a year ago
when she went to a New
York City hairdresser
called Suga. Marcia said
Suga has cut Dorothy's
hair since then, except
when Dorothy is training in
Colorado Springs, Colo.,
where she gets her hair cut
at the Broadmoor Hotel.

vtsed
Hot foods, seafood,
poultry, meat, beans, eggs,

MISS SPRING SECTION

Murray,Kentuckr,

Dixieland Center

Come Out &
Browse Around,
Get Your Tennis
Outfits and
be in style for the
spring & summer
months ahead.

Lee Ann Boone is ready for a game in an
Arthur Ishe outfit by Catalina

Tennis Anyone?

"Mostly the younger
group' wants it,- he said.
"The ones who blow their
hair and don't want much
fuss.."

Rolf Brauchli, owner of
the Salon de Paris Coiffure
shop in Chicago, estimates
that his outlet has done
about 30 Hamill haircuts
since the Olympics.

Hundreds Get Hamill Haircut

MISS SPRING SECTION

LEDGER & TIMES, Friday, April 9, 1976
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Olinitim Pula
Hwy 441 N

Here is Miss Spring Among Our
Great Selection Of Purses
Modeling One of Our Tops And
Slacks. Prices for Slacks range
from $388

Muffin Cup Stuffing
Yield - 8 servings
% cup chopped celery
Yi cup water
54 stick (6 tablespoons)
7 or 8 ounce package
butter or margarine
cubed stuffing mix
cup milk
.
2 eggs, well beaten
Saute celery in butter until soft. Add milk and water to
*Met. Pour mixture over stuffing mix. Stir. Let stand 5 to 10
minutes. Add eggs, stir and spoon into very well greased largesite muffin cups Press slightly to shape. Hake 30 minutes in a
325°F. oven Use small spatula or table knife to remove individual servings from muffin cups

Easter is a special kind of day, and a golden brown maid
turkey will make Easter dinner very special. Giblet gravy and
staring naturally go with a rout Butterball Swift's Premium
Turkey. The stuffing may be placed in the body cavities of the
hisd or baked in a casserole or in a muffin pan with the turkey
The stuffing baked in the muffin pan makes a delightful garnish
for the turkey platter. Just remember that a turkey routed un•
staffed will cook in 1/2 hour to 1 hour less time
The balance of the meal will be governed by your family's
favorite foods. Sherbet with fresh fruit might start the meal
Mashed potatoes, buttered asparagus, aspic salad, rolls and
butter and lemon meringue pie make a springy, colorful and
delicious meal

M Merlins I ogee

Turkey for Easter
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present

danger

of

He said before going on
vacation homeowners and
apartment dwellers should
ask friends they trust to
keep, an eye out for
"anything suspicious."
"In the event there is a
breakin, at least there is
someone to take care of
things until you get back,"
he said.
There are other steps
that can be taken to make
the life of the burglar more
difficult, he said.
are
pushing
"We
identification,
operation
whereby we will lend to any
community, neighborhood,
individuals or organizations a device to
identify their valuables,"
he said.
)
He said this discourages
many burglars, but that
some break into houses and
apartments anyway.
If they want to get in,
probably
they
will,
McDaniel said.
-We turn hundreds of
thousands of dollars worth
of merchandise that we
know to be stolen back to
thieves because it is not
properly identified,"
McDaniel said.
"Thieves will ride
through a neighborhood,
and they watch for tell tale
things," he said. "If a
garage door is pulled down,
or if a light doesn't come on
at night, that type thing."
He said inexpensive
devices can be purchased
that will turn lights on
automatically at night and
that this too discourages
burglars.
Another
reason,
burglaries increase in the
spring and summer is that*
"many of our thieves arefair weather people,"
McDaniel said.
Other steps that should

'Thp Miami Snlind'

Drain canned pears and
brush with melted butter put a
little chopped chutney I the
mango variety I in each pear
cavity Hake in a slow oven
until the pears are heated
through
about IS mmutes
Serve with ham or lamb:

NEW YORK (API - More
married working women are
buying stocks and bonds in
their own names and not jointly
with their husbands, according
to Myrna Liebowitz, president
of the Women Stockbrokers
Assn.
"They are building their own
portfolios and aren't concerned
if the securities they buy are or
are not in the portfolios owned
by their spouses," Miss Liebowitz, a registered representative
trith Herzfeld and Stern here,
adds.
She says it is just another
way of women declaring themselves to be entities apart from
their husbands. "Since statistics show that wives outlive
most husbands," the stockbroker explained, "it creates
fewer estate problems if the
stock isn't owned jointly."

Married Women
ItnNing.Stock
hi Own Names

burglaries. He said officers
are encouraging neighborhoods to organize their
own
"watch
house"
programs.
"We have a watch house
program in my neighborhood," he said. "We
Lake turns watching each
other's homes. I collected
newspapers for neighbors
last year. I would walk
around their homes, have a
key, and -Just be a good
neighbor."

ever

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
-- The peak season for
thieves has arrived with
the advent of warmer
weather, but "elementary
precautions" and a little
planning could cut down on
their success, says Jefferson County Police Chief
Russell McDaniel.
McDaniel, in an interview Tuesday, said
'burglaries and petty thefts
increase some 20 to 25 per
cent in the spring and
summer months, when
many people go on
vacation.
"Burglaries
go up
significantly because many
people become careless,"
he said. "They don't leave ,
on lights. They don't ask
neighbors to watch out for
them,a lot of little things."
He said there are some
"elementary precautions
that people should take
before going on vacation.
"Mow the lawn, have
someone
collect
newspapers, and one thing
we have found very successful is the neighborhood
plan — to be a good neighbor," McDaniel said.
In Jefferson County,
McDaniel said police are
going into neighborhoods
and apartment complexes
to alert residents to the

"I'll stun up the record
business in one word,"

be taken include installing
deadbolt locks on doors,
blocking sliding glass doors
and
windows
with
broomstick handles and

good song, along with a
good artist and a good feel,
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Lee Ann
Wants
The Men
In Her life
to Shop

"keeping chain locks on,"
McDaniel said.
Those steps won't deter
all burglars, but it will
discourage most of them,
the chief said.

Spring Is 'Peak' For Thieves

MISS SPRING SECTION

INA Wtsf Mein - 7$3-3•315

Miss Spring Lee Ann Boone
enjoys sun roof fun in this sharp
1976 Pontiac Grand Prix S..1

NAATI(AL 1,00to sail into spring Al.
V tr,10fl.t of
sporty middy outfits leant with cool, scrappy tesither sandals. To assure a Comfort fit, Scholl designers opt for open
tors. adjustable sling barks and easy-going wedgie or
stacked heels.

Burrows: soft,
free fashions

As spring nears, the emergency hospital business picks
up. And It is not all confined to
removing fish hooks from
thumbs and ears. A lot of the
patients are eager do-it-yourselfers who injure hands, eyes,
face, scalp, and suffer broken
bones
At the first warm breeze,
many people rush outdoors to
take their stations at weeding,
sawing, digging and construction points. It has been a long
wait And the economy has
driven many inexperienced doit-yourselfers outdoors to do
their own chores.
A lot of booby traps can put a
crimp into the idea, especially
for those who are not protected
with eye shields, hats, heavy
gloves. One woman bent down
to pick up a soda bottle that
had been tossed into her front
yard and got a bad gash in her
hand. The bottle had not looked
as if it were broken A young
man painting a house was bitten badly on the face by wasps
An old ladder was the cause
of another accident. A man trying to get a little more use out
rf it
he couldn't afford a new
one, he said — broke his hip
when he fell 10 feet
Many women are trying to
use the new lighter chain saws
and other too/s, and often their
hands aren't big enough to
handle the tools properly Last
year even experienced farmers
with rugged hands suffered a

By VIVIAN BROWN
Al' Newsfeamres

from sun and keep weeds
down.

Mulch for plants can be
peat moss, shredded bark,
grass clippings, leaves,
woodchips,sawdust, straw,
hay, evergreen boughs,
pine needles, peanut hulls,
cocoa hulls and certain
other organic materials.
Even such non-plant
materials as peebles,
sheets of black plastic, and
shredded auto tires can
make a good mulch. Mulch
is important, the American
Aspociation of Nurserymen
points out, to hold
moisture, protect roots

His spring clothes are
either covered up or exposed; nothing in between.

Miss Spring
in a one,4wo-three
By NoIly Don .

Here's To Le Ann Boone

ready right away, perhaps
you snouldn't eat it at all The
outdoor party table is a potential bacteria carrier, as the Department of Agriculture has ad.

MISS SPRING SECTION
vised. Hot foods, seafood,
poultry, meat, beans, eggs,
cheese and other dairy produce
shouldn't be put outdoors too
soon. Food should be kept
heated in chafing dishes outdoors or even in the oven indoors. Warming units with
small candles may not produce
enough heat.

co,
MURRAY

-\kokidiaL\

Miss Spring invites each and everyone of you
to try Holiday Inn's Friday Night Seafood Buffet and Sunday Noon Buffet.

Some people borrow tools and
do not receive any instruction
from the owners Good safety
advice includes wearing face
shields, safety glasses and even
helmets.
High-powered toots aren't the
only cause of accidents Helmets may be needed in using
some hand tools, suggests the
Hand Tool institute, which advises wearing safety goggles
for some jobs. Many accidents
occur in the facial area — the
hammer is often, used at eye
level, they point out.
Even hammering techniques
need rules. The proper tool
should be used for a particular
job, instead of picking up any
tool that is handy. You wouldn't
use a sledge hammer to put a
tack in the wall so why use a
claw on a wedge to try to split
a log? It has been done.
Take a good look at your
tools — hammer, chisels,
wedges, whatever An old worn
hammer used on a worn chisel
creates a hazard A chip from
a fragment of a worn chisel
might cause eye injury.
The Institute suggests replacing a tool if the striking part is
battered and keeping blades
and points of tools sharpened to
the proper angle And one
shouldn't try to get a little
more mileage out of a hammer
with a loose handle It can
cause accident!:
There are different hammers
for different jobs, it is explained. If you are installing
furring strips with masonry
nails into concrete, a hand
drilling hammer is used In
panelling, claw or nail' hammers are best for driving common nails, finishing nails and
even nail sets.
And even the family cook
rosy need a little education before the formal qpening of the
backyard. Often a bowl of hamburger will be left sitting on a
barbecue for hours while the
chef says' come and get it,when
you are ready." If you aren't

number of accidents with chain
saws, as one medical meeting
revealed. In rru.ny instances
the chain saws had recoiled
and severely cut their faces, injured their eyes and heads
Doctors estimated that at least
200 people were treated for injuries and many had plastic
surgery.
Some people simply do not
read directions and some directions may not be adequate

Accidents Rise As Spring Nears

Here's How

The spring collection of
Stephen Burrows is not a
big one, consisting mostly
of knits and dresses. Burrows feels that it's a time
for live-in clothes for the
whole day, the kind you
just reach inth the closet
and put on and you're
ready to go.
"I'm not into that long
torso look at all," states
Burrows. "I like more
curves, more flow than
those tubular tops allow.
By fall I'll be into straight
skirts, mostly wrapped.
because American women
love lightness that leaves
them athletically free.
"Layering takes away
from freedom, and using
multiples to put a costume
together takes time," he
continues. Burrows • feels
that inconvenience outmodes ideas faster than
anything else
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rances ance, New •wner
1001-A Johnny Robertson Road
I-5

until the pears are heated
through
about IS minute.
Serve with ham or lamb

753-1822

HONDA.

PRAGUE AP)- A straying
father humbly signed 10 commandments drafted by his children in order to be allowed to
return home, a Czechoslovak
daily reported.
The man, a Prague mechanic, had been a model father for
many years when a blonde
neighbor led him astray, the
paper reported
In spite of all entreaties,he
left his wife and four children
to live with his new-found love,
only to be ditched by her He
asked to be allowed to return
and his former wife slid yes,
provided the children agreed
The children, ranging in age
from 18 to 10, presented him
with 10 rules of conduct to sum
if he was to return
You won't turn your head to
look at other women, you will
work regularly, you will help
with the housework; you won't
criticize mummy; you won't be
strict with the children; you
won't come home late; you will
do the shopping sornetunes;
you won't drink a lot, you
won't be untidy at home, you
must continually realize how
well off you are to be with us
all the time
The daily reported the father
humbly signed the document
and returned home

Straying Dad
Okays Rules
For Return

"What makes us different?" Alaimo asked.
"Just different people. And
whatever these different
people are thinking, people

of the music industry's
three
trade
Bibles,
Billboard and
Cashbox
magazines, give T.K. still
more
recognition
in
current special issues on
the studio.

economy refill bottle.)
HIALEAH, Fla. (AP) —
As you clean, check "The Miami Sound." The
chairs and lounges to see .term appears frequently in
whether slats and cross- the music lexicon
these
weaves are in good condition. Should repairs be days. While the originators
required, get them accom- can't define it precisely,
plished before you need to their simple, throbbing
use the furniture.
style dominates the airIf you have metal awn- waves and disco dance
ings and,an outdoor grill, floors.
remember to wash them
"We make good dance
with your spray cleaner, records, good rhythm and
too. If you keep them in
good working order, you'll blues, funky records," says
never have to worry about Steve Alaimo, a 1960s
an unexpected sun shower singer who traded his
spoiling your plans for a guitar for a studio control
barbecued meal.
console and the title of
Also, check all your met- executive producer of T.K.
al outdoor equipment for Productions. "And they
rust spots. Rust can cor- like them in the discos."
rode and destroy metal,
But people are not just
but if you catch the oxidation before it progresses dancing to T.K.'s Miami
too far, you may be able Sound, they're buying it.
Last year, the bustling
to slow down the process
Sand down any rust song factory in this Miami
spots you find with steel suburb posted gross sales
wool, and then coat the of about $10 million, partly
sanded metal surface with on such hits as "That's the
a nist-preventive prepara- Way I Like It" and "Get
tion available at most
Down Tonight" by K.C. and
hardware stores.
the Sunshine Band. It was a
Once you've readied all
your outdoor equipment sharp rise over 1973 sales of
for the sunshine weather, about $5 million.
Those hits also earned
all that's left for you to
do is enjoy it!
gold records for sales of
more than one million
copies each and helped to
make T.K. one of the
nation's hottest producers
of rhythm and blues. Two

Thomas

The warmth and brightness of the sun works like
Si magnet to get people out
Into its grandeur.
From the moment winter's snow starts to melt:
until autumn's leaves
grace the ground, most
people spend as much
time as possible out-ofdoors.
But before anyone can
really enjoy to the fullest
the fun and festivities
which go along with warm
weather, they must first
tackle the "dirty work" of
getting their outdoor leisure equipment in good
condition.
Most of your lawn and
outdoor furniture will
probably need a thorough
washing before they can
be used. Months of nonuse over the winter may
have left them covered
with a veneer of dirt.
To quickly and easily
get rid of the dirt and soil
toating your metal, vinyl
and plastic tables, chairs
and lounges, squirt them
With Fantastikv spray
tleaner and wipe with a
clean cloth or damp
Sponge. (If you have a lot
of furniture to be cleaned,
Save money by buying your
Spray cleaner in the 64 oz.
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SAN Ikbpt

sandals

Murray. Ky.

Olympic Plaza

...abet

in shoes

14

All at the

boys, women

Dixieland Center

Gallery

men

Sharon Wyatt aids Miss Spring
her
selections from Jeans by Faded Glory,
Mole and many others Tops including
Sweet Maggie Prints

Jeans
Tops and
Acc essories

good song, along with a
good artist and a good feel,
then I'm going to have a hit
record, or at least a
chance."

9-9 Weekedays
1-6 Sunday

..- Sloe lino« heed.

Miss Spring,Lee Ann Boone, tries on a
pair of -Down to Earth Negative
Heel Nature Sandals Vernon's has sizes for girls,

out there are thinking,
too."
Howard Smiley, the
lanky
27-year-old
distribution chief, has a
different analysis.
"A lot of music today is
slick," he said. -We're just
real simple, and maybe
people want that now."
The impresario behind
T.K. — named for an obscure singer who once
worked at the studio — is
Bronx-born Henry Stone, a
white who boasts of a lifelong love for black music.
A grayhaired, goateed
man, Stone spends most of
his time wandering
through the sprawling
warehouse, overseeing his
production,
distribution
and musicpublishing firms.
"It's not a difficult
thing," he said of his firm's
brand of music. —It's just a
feel. We have a pulsating
rhythm, and it cuts
through."
Stone, 52; worked in the
music
industry
in
California before moving to
Miami in 1946 and setting
up a
major record
distributorship, Tone
Distributors, which now
handles the T.K. hits.
Even as he distributed
records, Stone was' trying
to make them. It was Stone
who first recorded Ray
Charles and James Brown,
two singers who ultimately
had to move elsewhere to
become music landmarks,
and the Allman Brothers, a
rock group that was once
the T.K. house band.
Stone'S junior partner in
the enterprise is Alaimo,
who now handles the
creative end of T.K.

"I'll sum up the record
business in one word,"
Alaimo said. "Songs. If I
have a terrible song, I
won't have a hit. If! have a

MISS SPRING SECTION

Limy Brandon
Jerry Key

Shorts & Tops

Prices Good Sun.

//Swot/ kV

BANKAMERICARD

;SHORTS 297

Equal Opportunity Employer

BLOUSE 433

Shorts are 100% cotton, denim with size zipper on pockets Top with navy and
white patch work,long sleeves and tied at the waist

Lounge

997
Chair 547

Lawn
Chairs

Multi-Color
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9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

Wilson Tennis
Balls with
Extra duty felt
Optic, Yellow Color

1997

Tennis
Racket

Wilson
Conqueror

2"

by SOUTH BEND

CROQUET
SET

6-PLAYER

Slack Set

newaitan I ,opn
01,ncla1 Blend by
oppertone 111(i
)un Ton lotions

Sun Tan
Lotions

to

933
Straw Hat

388

Bel-Air Shopping Center

1°°

Different braids, colors in white, blue, yellow, pink,orange & green

Prices From

100% polyester set sherbert and beige shell print. Slacks have a front zipper.
Top is sleeveless with tie front. Also mix and match shorts, scooter skirt and
halter top.

Two Piece Bikini
All Sizes & Prices

Bathing
Suits

We have
all-types of

April 9

Assorted
Sizes &Shapes

Acres of Free narking

Limit Rights Reserved

pC11101C010r3

blue, Funk
& lace in
In

Hibachi
Grills
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Assorted DesioFront Crocker Joe 1.
to Jaws

Dre,o,

-40

6-7

Choose from Aztec Prints
Stripes 41, Solids

Ponchos

6 Styles of

1 44
.3

0111•Ws• c•or

master charge

Purse Several Styles tp Choose From

Priced at

33

2 Piece candy strip skirt and top, 44 length sleeves, tie belt, A-line skirt.
Colors blue, beige, yellow and pink stripe.

Beach
Towels

se.

